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ABSTRACT

This s 1y was i iitcrided to answer the -1 "ts it pos

ble to portray and defood to a en tical aud :he foundations of 0

sequon:ial campus itiou program, utilizing rhetorical modes, at a coni=

irehnsive community college, meeting the various needs of .`j tiidit ts

who accept its open-door polio EntaIled in this pr blr2m was cla

explanation of varic nntional trends leadi deser prion

(omposirton courses at fllinc to Central Collego

in East Poo ( , Illinois, ulti ch range front highly remediating courses

to creative -r Ling. Al!,10, the varyin- modes of delivery developed

at the College were port ayed as well as some of the ancillary rnater -

ials which were anted for supporting those delivery systems.

The sec-nd major portion of the paper is the development of

an evaluation model designed to serve as a base for adaptation to

local needs of cormnunity colleges everywhere. I_A.uded in the evalua-

tion techniques are c refe Alcing of the course objectives,

the logical consistency of the program, a student questionnaire, com-

n of enrollments fhwes, peroiiai Interviews of students who

droppcd the course, an instructor attitude survey, an annual report

statement by

ments.

irman of the Di 'ion, and miscellaneous docu-

These evaluatjun wchniques are applied to the program at

Illinois Central College, East Peoria, Illinois, to analyze the degree



of sat lnlaclion "| ||m| progrlm and fo ilftstrate a practical appli-

cALIon of the tethnique,. An analysh, of the seven cvalnatinn

niques dHplaved lather positive acceptance in the compositloi prow-am

at Illinois Central College. Au analysis of [he oh]octiveh revealed

that the concept (a ohi,cLiv,_,T; is ;111 eXLreMely ildvrillf;1W'()W; CM11;(' of

action. The English Composition Student Questionnaire revealed a very

positive response to the compoNition program nqualiv above 90 per

cent, with LIW lenst invurdhle response shown toward Ihe prneticalitv

of the program. A comp.!! die positive response was displayed on the

Composition Instructor Attitude Survey with only two items falling

helnw widpoint ot 3.o h,iwen degrees 1 and )--placement pro-

ccdures and the objee Ayes for English 105. The report to the Dean

of Instruction relates a number of accomplishments and concerns which

represents basically a strong, desirable position. The logical con-

sistency measures demonstrated that Lha philosophies of the College

and the Division are strongly supported by the composition program

except for its practicality problems. The greatest concern revealed

by the evaluation process rests fa the inadequacy of the composition

enrollmnts compared to these of the College. A final, evaluation

technique Was to interview full-time students who dropped English

during the fall semos or, 1975, revealing that the number of situa-

tions wilich were cnuscd by reanons controllable by the Division were

quite negligible.

This study has demonstrated that:

1. Littlo :,_;ubstuntive research has been performe( in the

area of colmwsltion, and much Is needed.



I htnwh p ap wt,11 It nporto0

prtTr;InJ, nIrlpt no dkrorrinhLy evnluntiv, foGhf ext:ff
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1. Morc,! ;ijf(i lo itil ry 11roi lw-; or fIo, ,,A1Nhmtf t into rho

r 1 mort, pIncorroffit proc,,tittr- in rIirt I

treater t-:uiitLuu in the court-4.s.

,=;t1Idirfs noed to be promoted to measure tho

groc istnction with I lie ttuiit sos ono year thu stiidzttits

have completed them.

7. The sequential composition progt m at IlliLliol S C

College has presented itself as an extremely sophisti

fully cons true t 1, creatively designed sequel- e of cornpos ittonal

ir tivities whM.h is eons Itive to student needs and the philosophies

care-

10 the tt, I en a iii th, iii vi s ion it c hascd a logicni frame

pursued with iuiiova tive techniques evaluated with concern

for improvement, and des gned by a highly profess nal, energetic,

and justifIably proud facult

8. The evaivaLon techniques presen --!d here can he adapted

1.0cal community college n le country as a basic model

to upgra0e the quality of learning generated ill composition.
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Chmptor I

NTRODUt r LON

Enrlish instruction ig in No oi, has

dc.volop- I the Instruction:1i expertize or influonee to exert real

dire tion to che subject mntter. CorisecItieuit iv, his ruction Ciue

tuates w LLli the whims cf h Lim 9 from ojeii classe to film making,

to iou ls, to sensitivity, to linguage s tructuro L o do-your-own-

thIng. Neither have English instructors been able

1 stiflable criticisms f students, administr

Land the

instruc- in

other disciplines, or the public. In many places the requirements

have been curtailed or eliminated. "Bonehead Engl Ish" was thrown out

of many Fichools during thu rapid growth years of the fifti. s and

sixties hut is occasioning a rer ismanee in 11w ii.venties.

Statement of the Problem

Upon the appointment of the author as Division Chairman of the

Communications Division of Illinois Central College, East Peoria,

Illinois, in 1_969, several signif cant questions were asked of him

by both the P _ ident and Dean of instructi n of the College:

1 y 1 going to prove that you ate actually teaching anything

to your student (2) Row can y _ Justify retaining a six-credit-hour

requirement in English at Il_inots Central College? Wo ldn't we be

lust am weLl off by dropping English entirely from the curriculum?

Al though the que.tions were asked somewhat facetloLisIy, they were just

as Logic 1 and Justifiable as they were frustrating and embarrassing.

1
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Thus, a considerable and coat inuing attention has been given

to develop a program which can naswer th&se I-L-inds of eoncorns in the

following basic statement of the prob lent of this pape.r :

possible to portray and d, fond to a cr1 riral audience

the foundat ions of a :lequentiaJ composit ion program, ut ii lz ig

rhetorical nodes, at omprehens ive matrmnitv college, meeting

the various needs of students wino ac copt

Statement of Purpose

The purposes of

the composition program as

st uci we r e to des vibe and valuati

z.11. CenL ri I Collo

tailed was thu portrayal of the sts sequcnii1 conrses in composition

which range from highly rolled la ting c _sr ,gts LT- 0 cre: t I ye wr Li lug. In

addition, the vary ing modes of del l very dove L eyed at t he Col logy ha e

been described as well as sonw of the nncllhiry loafer lals which the

Division has created for suppor ting t Los del ivery sy s terns .

To evaluate the

quired a critical approach utilizing

a. It :Investigated the

am as it no...iexLsis at t he College re

objectives .

2. It challenged the logical toosis t ency of t he prog

ure.

3. It pursued the extent of Lstudent sat

stru

Ions snur,oil:

n ref erencing of the course

program through an analysis of the r

a(Im[iIisLercd in December, 1974.

surveyed the growth of die lormiJloRitian program rough

t h

11.Cn of a student quest ionnaire

a d s ilil y of compa rat tvo enrollment f

tera of I.973 , 1974. d 1975.

13

f all qemes-
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5. ft cons d red the amount of tccher satisfaction with

the program through the development and adnilnistratlon of nn informal

opinionnnire during th August. 1975, orLentatioa.

6. It presented evidence fr m a personal opinion poll of a

sample of students presently enro 1 d in class s but who hnd dropped

their English courses before October 14, 1975.

7. It contained a critical statement regarding the compo-

sition program by the Chairman which will he included in the 1974- 5

annual report to the Deau of Instruction.

The var ions purp s - of this dissertation were successfully

achicvod when the writer c nlons trated that he was able to:

1. List arid describe major c,caamples of the wide variety of

English composition cou throughout the nation. (knowledge--

Chapter 2, pages 14 to 29.)

2. Interpret the enrollment patterns In composition at Illi-

nois Central College feom fall, 1973 to fall, 1975. (comprehe ion--

Chapter 4, p.agen 168 to 171.)

3. Apply a logical framework to the sequential composition

progr m at Illinois Central College. (application--Chapter 3, pag4e

142 to 144; Chapter 4 pages 171 to 177.)

4. Analyze the amount of &atisfaction among students, faculty,

Admtnistratton and the public in the courses in cnmposition at Illi-

nois Cent ml College. (,4nalysis--Chapter 4.)

5. Cr-. ate queti niuni res utilized to evaluate student and

faculty satisfaction in composition courses at Illinois Central

colleg (synthesisAppendixes B and D.)

1 4



6. Design a system of criterion referencing which can be

accommodated by a composition program. (synthesis--Chapter 2, pages

29 to 33; Chapter 3, page 142; CI pter 4, pages 148 to 150.)

7. Write a philosophy of composition statement to delineate

the priorities for the composition program at Illinois Central College.

(synthesi Chapter 3, pages 52 to 54.)

8. Criticize the composition program at Illinois Central

College utilizing the va ious evaluative materials included in this

Statement of Purpose. (evaluation--Chapter 4.)

9. Identify the wide selection of col se types in college

English across the nation. (receiving--Chapter 2, pages 14 to 29.)

10. Answer the questions originally asked by the President

and the D an of instruction of Illinois Central College regarding tie

value of English instructi that insti -n. (responding--

C11-pter 4 pages 54 to 130 and 1420

11. Demonstrate a c -cern for individual differences by por-

traying delivery systems ,uited to various student learning styles.

(r sponding--Chapter 3, pages 131 141.)

12. Initiate informati eeking devices to ascertain the

faction of students and teachers with the composition program at

ill nois Central C llege. (organizat n Chapter 4, pages 150 to 168

and 177 to 181 and Appendixes B and D.)

13. Dis- imlnate a-eas of strength and weakness in the com-

position program at Illinois Central College. cha acterization--

Chapter 4.)

14. ulate a statement of philosophy of composition which

provider] the I r.inework of the composition program at Illinois Central

College. (charact lon--Chapte paget 52 to 54.)

15



5

15. Draw a comparison_ chart to demor- rate the percentage of

positive responses to ttitudinal question on the English Composi-

tion St-dent Quest nnai (psycho-_ or -Appen x C.)

Dflni

of per

Terms

The following terms comprise a list of definitions required:

1. Criterion referenr,e esting--A term referring to the use

rrnance objectives as the staadard level of achievement rather

than a normed level of achievement of the entire population of stu-

dents. Thus, it is aimed at a level of mastery of achievement with a

time variable primarily, rather than a score within a range of scores

ch provide standa d deviations from the mean.

2. Rhetorical modes--A term which depicts the structuring

a composition tour e around the concept of organizational patterns

for papers which cpr espond to the problem generating the writing,

such as su1mnary, omparison/coatrast, cause/effect, and classificl-

ion.

. English 100--This is the title of the first course in-

cluded in the composition sequence at Illinois Central College. It

is a highly remediaL course which attempts to integrate reading and

English into a blend which promotes basic learning skills. It tests

studen s for primary motor, perceptual, and conceptual abilities be-

fore it at empts to remnedtate the learning problems of students. It

is a course vith very u ique objectives at the community-college

1 ei

4. English 101--This course is a conti-: ation of English 100

but may be the entry level of sone students with fewer learning prpb-

lens or with less pronou- ced difficulties.

16



6

5. English 105--This course is the first of the three major

composition courses at Illinois Central College. is normally not

accepted for t.ansfer to senior institutions nor is it i _ended for

that purpose. It is utilized with an occupationally-oriented English

to fulfill the six-s hour requirement in many As ociate of

Applied Science degrees. But it also functions as a preparatory

course for transfer-level composition. It enrolls approximately 800

studen s each year.

English 110This course is by far the most popular Eng-

lish course at the College in terms of numbers of students, nearly

2200 each year. It is mandated by law to be the equivalent of the

t semester English at the four-year colleges and universities

in Illinois. Because it involves so many stuOents and so much in-

structional tine, it occupies considerable attention by the Division,

being the motivator to develop new modes of delivery, utilize objec-

tives, and provide creative materials.

7. Engliqh 111--This is the second composition course in the

natural sequence to fulfill the college-transfer English requirement.

It builds upon the sequence of writing skills developed in English 110

and concentrat s upon argumentation, persuasion, and research. It

attracts approxi ately 1600 students each year.

8. English 112--This course is creative writing. It is purely

elective and supports only one section each semester witb an enroll-

ment of about wenty-two students. is intended for students who

have completed the equivalent of English 111 and wish to develop

writing skills with the intent of publis ing their works.

1 7



7

Performance objectives--The author make_ no distinctions

among the terms performance obje tiv _ behavioral objectives, ter in-

al objectives, or learning objectives; and he uses them interchangeably

to indicate the learning outcomes of instruction.

10. Terminal ohjective--T is term is also equivalent to the

other synonyms for performance objectives but it is us d in a special

manner as associated with and contra,ted to enabling objectives.

11. Enabling objective--This ierm is designed to indicate an

intermediate objective whose attainment is required before the accom-

plishment of the terminal objective is possible.

12. Lndividualizod instruction--This term specifies a lea ning

technique which allows _he student the choice of objectives for the

course the learning activitics which he will perform, and ordinarily

the evaluation techniques if he decides he wishes to be evaluated. It

is diffe entiated from indepe dAlt study, which is much -ore restricted.

13. Independent study--This concept differs from individual-

ized instruction primarily by having the activities presc ibed by a

professional, but the actual study to accomplish the course objectives

is done independently by the student with a minimum of supervision.

14. CLEP--This acronym stands for the College-Level Examina-

tlon Program which is controlled by Educational Testing Service. It

contains a series of tests which are being used across the country to

award pr ficiency credit in various courses.

15. Journal-w L 'ig--This is a series of writing experiences

ich the student freely for his own sati_ action, often not

seen or read by the toacher. Although sometimes the student merely

copies _ther authors' works, he is expected to move

whatever moves him in a personal journal.

18
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16. Free ting--This concept holds that if the student is

allowed to write whatever he wants in whatever form he chooses when-

ever he is ready for who ever he wants, he will do a better job. It

is built upon the assumption that motivated writing is strong writing

and will overcome naturally many of the mechanical and structural

problems which ordinarily plague student writin

17. Contractual C position--This is a delivery system for

composition which allows the student to work independently to meet

specified ob ectives for each paper at Illinois Cehtral College. The

student writes each paper in proper sequence, turns it in to his in-

structor for grading, and proceeds to the next paper as soon as the

one is j dged satisfac ory, working as fast as he desires within the

time limit. He works under a contingency co. act for his credit and

grade.

Contingency contra --This term refers to a system

-

managing classroom activity which stipulates that the reward for hav-

ing completed work is dependent upon the student's having met partio-

ular criteria. The reward may take various forms, depending upon the

nature of the s udents in a particular locale and their ages.

19. Learning Laboratory, -This is a loc tion at Illinois Central

College under professional directorship in which any adult may co e

for tutorial help in English, reading, or mathematics. Most individ-

uals who seek this help are students, but others who seek these ser-

vices also are given them without cost.

20. Illinois Valley Library System--This label refers to a

group of public libraries in central Illinois who have joined to-

her in an attempt to provide improved services to their pa

1 9



9

21. Grading instructor--This is a designation applied to in-

strutors in delivery systems in which the student does so- meet with

the instructor in the classroom in the porinal fashion. The instruc-

tor's priniiry function in addition to assisting the student with his

cour e problems is to evaluate his w- k.

22. Developmental Prograin--This term is a somewhat inadeq

title for a ss-disciplined group of courses for remedial students

in English reading, and social science. Special testing and diag-

nosis are utilized to prescr be the instruction which will provide the

most remediation over a one-or two-semester time spaa.

23. Mini-mester--This is the name applied to a course which

is o:fered at Illinois Central College in an extremely abbreviated

and concentrated fashion. Three hours of credit are provided in

eleven days, ordinarily, at any time of the year when classes are tot

it: session, such as Christmas, after spring semester, and before fall

.

semeste-

24. Entry profile--This term applies to the scholas prepa-

ratios which a student brings to a class at its beginning. It should

indicate the stud readiness to perform the work of the cour

25. Exit profile--The skills which the ,.tudent is_ able to

exh b t at the conclusion of a class is the student's exit profile.

Theoretically, the exit prof ic minus the entry profile should ind

cate the amount of learning which took place within th2 class.

26. ICC WriterThis is the title of a student literary maga-

zine written by students and published yearly by Illinois Central

.it is used as a required textbook in English 105, 110, and

20
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27. Transfer-level--This is a designation which is given to

community-college courses which idicates that they are taught at a

level of difficulty which would equate thefi ith equivalent c urses

at the senior college or univer ity level, whether or not they are

actually taught there.

28. Expository writing--This terni generally signifies a pur-

pose for w 'ting which is primarily to explain or to inform. At

Illinois Cent al College it also includes descriptive farms of com-

position.

29. ArgumentationThis term applies at Illinois Central

College to the forms of composition which are grounded in logic and

reasoning, rather then emotion. It emphasizes clear thinking as its

basic objective.

30. Persuasion- n composition at Illinois Central College,

this term applies to various writings which intend to convince an

audience through the application of primarily emotional techniques

rather than logical or rational techniques.

Limitations and be imita

Several of the limitations of this study are assoo at d with

the composition questionnaire which is discussed in Chapter 4.

order to assure answers which are based upon complete information,

necessary to administer the cL stionnaire during the last -eek or

two f class. However, by doing so, those _ udents who withdraw

any number of reasons during the semester do nor have an opportunity

to plete th form. The number of withdrawals is often significant,

frequently as many as 20 per cent. Studied at Illinois Central College

have indicated that'students who sithdraw have stated reasons o

2 1



than instructional dissatisfaction in over 90 per cent of the cases,

but that fact does not eliminate the possibility of skewed findings

on the questionnaire.

Another aspect of the problem of interpret_ng the results of

the questionnaire is that many students' responses regarding English,

a required course in college, have been colored positively 3 more

probably, negatively by the years of English in their previous educa-

tion. Although the present course might have some effect upon those

predispositions, it can n t hope to always alter them significantly.

The composition questionnaire has been administered three

times in the past. Only the recent findings are discussed, however,

because only it was issued in anticipation of this study. Howev-

the summary and report of the findings of the August 1972, survey

presented to chief administrators will be included in Appendix E.

Reasons for diff rences between the two will not be entertained, and

the only reason for its inclusion is to portray a level of continu-

ing satisfaction with the program.

Only English 105, 110, and 111 have been evaluated by means

this questionnaire because (1) the enrollment in the other three

courses have been severely limited in composition, (2) the nature of

the courses is rather different and Changes somewhat each semester

with the needs of the students, and (3) each instructor in the other

courses has been left to his own devices to evalnat- the worth of

his classes.

Although all teachers were equested to give the questionnaires

1 Lr students no precautions were made to see that they were ad-

fforts mnde to see that all didinIiiIterod fairly. Neither

22
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actually administer them. Nor was any attempt made to control the

questionnaires returned by specific teachers. The whole concern was

to secure as much usable information as possible under the least

threatening circumstances. Consequently, the results might be skewed

somewhat i' certain teachers purposely did not adinthister the ques-

enaires to their students.

composition program described here is found in Illinois

Central College in East Peoria, Illinois. This is aa opea-door com-

prehensive community college of nearly 13,000 studen s. It is situated

In a location which allows it to serve a rich variety of urban, sub-

urban and rural students, about 55 per ceat of whom are in technical

and occupa ional programs. Students come from basically Peoria,

Woodford, and Tazewell counties, although minor portions of several

other counties are included within the district. The average age of

dent_ body is 275, 55 per cent of whom are evening students.

popula ion is primarily conservative, and ehe area has been some-

times included ia-a ribbon of land across the nation known as the

" ible Belt." The student population is primarily white and protes-

tant, 5 per cent being black with unmeasured but insignificant numbers

of other minorities.

One of the primary generalities ordinarily accepted abou

English departments is that no agreement exists among them as to the

desirable nature of freshman composition. Ther fore, an arbitra

limitation of only ten basic descriptions of c itlon program will

h, dlacuss!d. Although many more minor or peripheral types are avail-

arbitrary limit finally had to be set to make a discussion

able. in addition, determination as to which types should

23



be considered more important than others is purely tho writer's

deterniination The kinds have not been decided on the basis clf popu-

larity so much as by their very natures as distinctive and thereby

illustrative of the fact that little commonality exists across the

country.

A limitation of 50 per cent o
. the full-time student w_

drawals from composition courses will be chosen as a sample to

interviewed by phone for their reasons for withdrawing from the

course. These persons will consist of the second and third quart

of an alphabetical list of students who have dropped English durin

the first month of class endiag October 14, 1975.

The questionnaire which was administered to instructional

staff in the August, 1975, orienttlon of instructors was not pre-

sented to the part-tt e staff. It is felt that they have not been

enough involved he formulation of the program to evaluate it.

They have been more involved in enacting the program, and as such

their roles are impo- ant; but their positions as part-time instruc-

tors does not, in most cases, allow the- to see the complete picture

in the i sed viewpoints provided a full-time instructor.

2 4
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Chapter 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Searches of the literature were conducted to locate information

regarding several aspects of the subject. (1) Since a variety

techniques are advocated for teaching composition at the college level,

sources were searched to pinpoint those techniques. (2) Another area

of concern which was researched relates to the establishment, specifi-

cation, and justification of behavioral objectives an,.: crit rion

referencing. (3) A further concern whIch was investigated is the area

of remedial education, particularly as it relates to adults. (4) A

final researched area was the evaluation of compositIonal skills.

As one scans the literature relating to the freshman English

course, he early encounters a question which pesters him before he can

confront the quest f "how to" conduct the course--" eth r to."

So much pessetistic talk exis s that it confronts him everywhere. It

is directly eneo ntered in articles such as "Taps for Preshman

English,"1 "English up Against the Wall 2 and a reply,3 "The People

1Regina M. Hoover, "Taps for Freslman English?" College
g_graprAl_ton and Communcat1on, XXV (May, 1974), 149-154.

2Leon E. Lewis, "English Up Against the Wall: A Departmental
Narra ve," C le eCnlIl, XXXVI (December, 1974), 458-465.

3Elizabeth Wooten, "English Up Against the Wall: An Alterna-
tivv Ending," Colle dIsh, XXXVI (December, 1974), 466-469.
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va. Eng ish! n
Delete English Courses from the Curriculum, and

"Will There Always Be an English?"6 Happily, most of these pieces

finally conclude that through the negative talk which has become a

kind of "w-iling wall" for English, promise exists for the continuation

of the course if new patterns of change are allowed to de clop. The

literature does sober instructors, as it should, by reflecting the

disturbing decreases in students in English over the past ten years.

The surv ys performed by Ron Smith7 prwUe the ic o relate

that d flating status of the course. Such gloomy articles as "The

Drift of College English in the Last Three Years: Reflections from a

Member of the Loyal N halanx,"8 "Either Way Will Hurt "9 o

"Abolisl Engl sh!"10 are counterbalanced by articles such as "Notes

4---Roger Rosenblatt, "The People vs. English," ADE Bull
XLII (September, 1974), 1-5.

5
Mary H. Beavon, "Delete English Courses from the Cur iculum,"

LIX (September, 1970), 800-802.

6(;eorge H. Henry, "Will There Always Be an English?" _Cpllege
tagilat, XXXII1 (January, 1972 ), 407-417.

7Ron Smith, "The Composition Requirement Today: A Report on
a Nation-Wide Survey of Four-Year Colleges and Universities," Colleke
Cornosltioti and_Communi ation XXV (May, 1974), 138-148.

8Richard Ohmann, ed., "Notes from Kalamazoo "
April, 1974), 838-844.

C. Kehl, "An Argument Against Abolishing Freshman Campo-
sItiol " Co11egp English, XXXII (October, 1970), 60-65.

0mi lion BLrnha I), "The Drift of College English in the Last
Thre. Years: Reflections from a Member of the Loyal Non-Phalanx,
Coll F lish, XXXV (January, 1974), 457-467.
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from Kalamaz

Engl

Course _Modes

niid "An Argumci Against Abol shiny_ ftLSiIflI

supported by most of the previously ci ted sta mtents.

Accepting the premise that English st111 a pr try aspect

of the college cu ric int in spite of ita slight decrease in status,

the next step iH to determine the nature of it. one of the more con-

si steut ly debated topi s at English conferences is the most desirable

mode f r freshman English to take. Ther re a trem ndons vol nibS of

articles is available in the professional publieltions which argue the

variety of options. However, relatively few volumes have been pub-

lished which promote a s Lugie mode, probably Indic lit publishing

h-uses sted in reachIng the widest possible anilence.

Each mode included has its particular ch mpions, and

nces cited here are representative.

Free Writing. With little doubt, the most aggressive movement In fresh-

man English ircles presently is the f oncept. The current

empha I. was promoted primarily by the publication of Ken Mac ori

Uptaught in 1970. A timely appearance of this volume in the wake of

the student protest activities following the KLnt State and Berkeley

conflicts inflamed highly vocal instructors across the coui -y

test authority and freedom limitations in all academic areas. Accom-

panying the student boycotts of classes was the rejection of traditional

11Ro F. Hogan, "Either Way Will Hur " ADE Bullet.in, XLII

(September, 1974), 11-16.

12August Franza, "Abolish Englis " En

(September, 1970), 798-799.

27
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or "standard" levet s ot linage, the atandard 5UO-word theme, the

III _at 1.011U ainowork , the

eregnIsI tLfl , I I can and w II I

us audience, and stylistic

I hey aro given tho

assurance that t boy an, If L hey ate onconrag d to ;h their

thoughts and feclings inntead being forced to Muct the demands of

a particular assignment, and if they aro convinced

3their effort. "j

This movement to ii ee the ntudent IrOm al

the worth

orlon.- has

1 en prop ted by many vol ts since the creatior of Engfish in Uptaugjit.

Didn't believe I had disdyked my studen j all those
years, but I had indeed tumbled them into a glass every
day and fright preached Engfish at them. This girl
(originator) had given me a name for the bloated, pre-
tentious language I saw everywhere around me, in the
students' themes,- in the textbook on writing, in the
professors' and administrators' communications to each
other. A feel-nothing, say nothing language, dead like
Latin, devoid of the rhythms of conventional speech. 14

W rs took up his bastion to do away with restrictions. In Baden's

class, he says, "There no text, no assigned writings, no regular

deadlines, no demand For certain kinds of writings, etc. Students

ited to, in whatever way theywrote what they wantec

(hose. "15
Evidently, he agreed with Moyer that almost everything he

in his teaching was I-- levant obvious, or fal. 16 Oth

when

involved in the sa pel es' inLiude Berg who uses it for

13Robert C. Baden, "Coll ge Freshmen Can't ( Write," College
Com osition and Communication, XXV December, 1974), 431.

18.

14Ken Mac

15Baden,

16Char1es R. Moyer, "Why I Gave Up TeaCh ng Freshman English,"
Colle-e Bagjitih, XXXI (November, 1969 ), 171.

Uptaugh_t (New York: Hayden Book Co. , 1970),



revitalization 17
;

Fl-

18

.chne In (lemoc ri t; fid v,tdii;il IZ d a,t iviti

,A-- -s improvt ltiouat creativity; 19 briedrIch and

Knester, striving to reach ot tideiit s' forceful gunge- 20 Pumphrey,

reaching for free-wheeling generation of Form out of content 21

Putz who tried to (hut d(dn't) prove that iou-ct ires lye teaching is

more effective than traditional techniques;22 Putz, again, who applied

;iic luuia l onalysis approach to it; 23 Baker, who un e. I. t to dis-

cover the thinking procenses;24 and , u Kelly, who mov s from openness

in self-expression to structure In dialogues. 29,26

The most: dealrf -f the free-writi-ig movement lies

in the attempt to untock the priva e life of the student to a commun on

170avid W. Berg "Independent Study: Transfusion for An -is
English Programs LIglish Journal, LIX (February, 1970), 258.

18Andreas P. Lehner, "The Laissez-faire Curriculum in the Demo-
crat School," kiglish Journal, LIX (September, 1970), 803-810.

19Ralph Flood, "Reports of the Death of Student-Centered Teach-
ing Rave Been Grossly Exaggerated (further comment)," c,21A2Eg_gaLliah,
XXXV (January, 1974), 476.

20Dick Friedrich and David Kuester, It's Mine and I'll Write
It That Way (New York: Random House, 1972), P. 231.

21jc _

an eumphrey, "Teaching English Composition as a Creative
Art, ' Calltgg_mktsji, XXXIV (February, 1973), 670.

2 2Joan M. Putz, "When the Teacher Stops Teaching--An Experiment
with Freshman English," C211gL_KdriK11,15±, XXXII (October, 1970), 57.

23Joan M. Putz, "Permission -I- Protection 1-, Potency: ATA
Approach to English 101," College English, XXXVI (January, 1974),
571-576.

24Sheridan Baker, "Writing as Discovery," ADE Bulletin, XLIII
(November, 1974), 34.

25Lou Kelly. From 0 a u- to _D ourse: An 0 _ A roach
(Glenviw, ill.: Scott, !"oresman and Co., 1972 ), p. 353.

261,ou Kelly, "Toward Competence and Creativity in an Open Class,
XXXIV (February, 1973), 647.
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of language -an ac ivity

19

b ,ins with writ 1-, a journal, oven

more. lines this privateness

pying an article to get

reluctant writers to become fluid in writing. As they put down their

personal activities and reactions in a non restrictive environment,

they gradually become free in their-language usage. With this

f_ -Mom comes power, and as their language becomes more powerful, it

takes on naturally more structure and competency.27 Delaney and Hurst

present the most meaningful perspective on the entire fre wri

movement in their analysis of how learning to write is a movement from

Internality to extern lity.28 Although it is this writer opinion

that some of the Internali' d or self-awareness writing should come

befo e the freshman i!ourse or in remedial courses, it is assumed to be

the entire activity for some, such as Peter Elbow29 and Berg;--30 for

others it is the prominent function, such as Macrorie,31 Kelly,32 and

Fr_ d ch;33 for even others such as Martia34 it is only an assignment

or two. These latter types are proposed by Burling in his contrasts

of the mechanics fallacy and freedom fallacy.35

27Richard Friedrich and Elizabeth McPherson, "English at Forest
Park Community College," p2j_k_extf_5_pgliE1-1, XXXV (May, 1974), 886-890.

28Brian Delaney and Darrell Hurst, "Moving Out: From Subjective
to Objective Composition," Freshman English News, II (Spring, 1973), 1.

29Peter Elbow, WIlliag_Without Teachers (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1973).

30Berg, p. 258. 31Macror1e. 32Kelly.

33Friedrich and Kuester.

34Dominic F. Martia, "Modified 'Free Writing' in a Prog am of
In-Class Writing," Illinois English Bulletin, LXII (May, 1975 ), 14.

35Robbins Burling, "An Anthropologist Among the English
Teachers," Coll e Composition and Communication, XXV (October, 1974),
237.
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Creative Wri ing. AlLhough many of the authors just

cla_ .ified as advocating creative writing, their dominant emp

the freedom c ncept. Other authors advocate as their do inant

theme creative writing, the freedom issue remaining a peripheral

cern. Pumphroy ut 111z05 a series of rewriLtugs of fiction tecl iques

to develop creative compositions.36 Putz explains how she motivates

creative writing experiences by sendibg the results to publishe s and

periodically seeing them published.37 Alvin Alley demonstrates his

belief that "All significant writing is c 1,38tive writing. More

specificalLy, he traces rhetoric from expressive forms to productIve

and innovative to what he calls creative rhetoric, "thc ultimate goal

of all
. .39

ting.

Linguistics. Several authors have promoted composition through spe-

cific pattern drills with sentencLs. Weaver discusses the use of

syntactical patterns by the Nebraska Curriculum. 40 Sentence patterns

are the bases of texts by le Lefevres,
41

Jones and Faulkne 42

36Pumphrey, p. 668. 37Putz, "Permission..

38Alvin D. Alley, "Guiding Principles for the Teaching of
Rhetoric," _c211f_m_forp22pition and Communication, XXV (December, 1974),
374.

39Alley, p 377.

40Frances Ellen Weaver, "The Composing Processes of English
Teachers Candidates: Responding to Freedom and Constrain ." (Unpub-
lished PhD dissertatioa, University of Illinois, 1973).

4111elen E. Lefevre and Carl A. Lefevre Writing by Patterns
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1966).

42Alexander E. Jones and Claude W. Faulkner, Writing Good Prose:
A Structural _A -oaeh _tO Vritim Pat.- a hs and Themes (New York:

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1961).



Christensen. 43

21

confining and atomized Is the pra

Island Commur ty College, where the native language as spoken is

transferred into written form. 44 A much more abstract teehniq--- is

employed in MsTtitge; Inves=1AZ_41AIIJELIILltillEMIM.45 The language

awareness and sensitivity taught are rec- d d in journalistic entries

which are expected to grow into more complex and abstract observatio

Howeve , although these advoc_ es believe that knowledge of linguis-

tics promotes better writing, Stade reminds one that "To this day,

there are few good writers who can tell an allomorph from a murmur-

vow-1; -d linguis who write well do not write well because they a

,146
linguists.

Clea.I_IhARhilig. Another fundamental mode ut lized in freshman English

is the development of the thought processes. This position has been

retained throughout history with greater or lesser emphasis because

few can disagree that "good writing can be separated from good think-

ing."47 Few would extend the c-ncept as far as Baker when he states

43Francis Christensen, "A Generative Rhetoric of the Sentence,"
Teaching .Basic_English Conr$PP: Reading0 and Comments, ed. Richard
M. Bossone (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1971) pp. 375-384.

441ra Shor, ed., "Reading and Writing at Staten Island
Community College," Colle e_English, XXXV (May, 1974), 950-951.

45William Sparke and Clark McKowen, tjakek_g_ves_ti-ations
injanguage (New York: Macmillan Co., 1970).

46George Stade, "Hydrants into Elephants: The Theory and Frac-
e of College Composition," Co11e Eagli§_h, XXXI (November, 1969),

148.

47Albert R. Kitzhaber,
Teaching of Writing in College New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,
1963), 1:1- III.
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HIL "The process of writing, in fact, expandfl our capacity to think

as nothing else can.
h48 He goes even farther to stress its capacity

to cause the physic of the brain to increase.- However, MAI

would agree with a more moderate s1nificance of clear hoadedness in

writing. Hans Guth has propos d such a concept through three cdi Lions

f Words_ and_ideas.5° Major t-2c.tions of his books are devoted to

logic and faulty reas ning. 2hc Northwestern Cur iculum is based on

the concepts that good think_ig is_. preparation for good writing and

that logic is the found.i tfon of -ood reasoning.51 This format, that

students ". . ha

investigated as the cL-

think before they can rite,"

1 method of teaching writing by Warnoek.

Stade also recogni'es this format as one of the frequent modes for the

composiLi-n c trse.53 On Lhe other hand, Kraft argues argument

dt:ad.- He mndi

hut still maint

his gl no ous title somewhat in the articJ e
55

that emotional pi-as (primarily narration) are a

much stronger form of Inducement than traditional logical techniques.

48Baker, p. 36. 49Baker, pp. 36-37.

"Hans P. Guth, Words aad_ Ideas (3rd ed.; Belmont, Cal.:
Wads orth Publishing Co., Inc., 1972).

"Weaver, p. 5.

52John Warnock, "The Relation of Critical Perspect ves to
Teaching Methods in Composition," College Englih, XAXIV (February,
1973), 692.

3Stade, pp. 148 49.

54Robert G. Kraf "The Death of Argu College Engllsh.,

XXXV1 (January, 1975), 548-551,

t6Kraft, p. 551.



Literature. In fact, what Kraft f wily is aylng is that "All this

explains why the Le;icli ing of rhe -ric properly b,1 in departments

f literature."56 Since nearly all English teachers are products of

graduate schools in which literature is practically the sum and sub-

stance of the program, it is only natural that -oyosition teachers

would use literature as the base for teaching composition. Meckel

cites a National Coun-il of Teache s of English study in 1961 which

found that almost 60 per cent of gr duate schools require no composi

tion beyond the freshman course for students preparing for sec ndary

English Leaching 7 A survey pert( rmed by Sangamon State University

in 1974 indicated that a signif cant number of English courses in

Illinois community colleges are listed as introduction to literature.58

A representative model of a writing program based in Werature is the

Carnegie Senior High School Cu riculum in English for the Able College-

Bound StudenL (1965) 59 Modern complaints by Stade" and others,--
61,62

have pointed out that literature in a composition class becomes teach-

ing literature and writing about literature rather than teachin:

56Kraft, p. 550.

571=Ienry C. Meckel, "Research on Teachi g Compo i ion and Li -ra-

ture," Handbook of Research on Teaching, ed. Nathaniel L. Gage

(Chicago: Rand McNally and Co., 1963), P. 989.

58 John Lennon, "Survey of English Courses in Illinois Commun-

ity Colleges," (Springfield, 11 .: Sangamon State University, 1974).

(Mimeographed.)

59
Weaver, p. 5.

60Stade, p. 147.

61Fred Kroeger, "Book Review: .Slig_p_s in Writing by Karl

Taylor," Imt111.41.y_Spjl__FrisCori, III (Win er, 1975), 46-48.

62Moyer, p. 169.
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compo.itlon and writing composition. The compositi n class should not

be ome, as the writer's former chairman contended, an advertisement

for literature courses.

Rhetoric. One of the most common modes for freshman English is

tonic, what Tibbetts defines a ". . the art of finding the truth

and convincing others of that truth."63 Although it has taken consid-

erable criticism from various modern authors such as Stade, 64
it

ill has a wide folio ing. Probably the mo. st representative example

_ramc of mind is Corbctt Classical Rhetoric for Modern

Modern rhetorics attempt to teach composit-ion primarily byStudent

analyzing the problems involved with various writing purposes, such as

classifying, comparing, contrasting, demonstrating causation, process-

ing, etc. The En-lish 110 Student Models Book
65 and the En lish 111

Book66 are concise examples of the various rhetorical modes covered.

Rhetoric textbooks are somewhat misleading in their t ties, just as

English courses labeled "rhetoric" are often misleading. Often they

a e merely substitute terms for writing texts (such as A Contempky-AEK

Rheto-ic 67 whi h is really a handbook, gramnr, rhetoric combined)

63A. M. Tibbetts, The St_rategies of_Rhetoric (Glenview, Ill.:
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1969), p. xi.

64Stade, pp. 147-148.

°Communications Division, Illinois Central College, English
110 S udent_Models Book (Dubuque, Ia.: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co.,

1974).

66Communicstions D vision, Illinois Central College, English

Ill Book (Dubuque, Ia. Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., 1975).

67Robort W. Daniel A Contem orar Rhetoric (Boston; Little,

Brown and Co., 1967).



and any variety of teaching modes. More favorable examples of texts

are those of Tibbetts" and Rorabea 69 and a reader aS the ICC

Writer, 1975.7° Full explanations of a specific program are to be

found in FL _h's and Slaughte ' article,71 "'A' Community College

Comp
u72

ition Program, A IWndbook for Interns " 73 or 'Illinois

Central College Compositi n Program. .74
Since this program will

discussed at considerable detail in the next chapter, it will not be

described further here.

Such programs do have their weakness 8. Other than those

already mentioned and the criticisms that they are demeaniLly prag-

matic and little concern d with what one has to say,75 a justifiable

complaint is lodged by Coe. 76 His concern is that the rhetorical

"Tibbe s.

"Louise E. Rorabacher, Assi nments in Exposition h ed.;
New York: Harper and Row, 1974).

70Communications Division, The ICC East Peoria Ill.:

Illinois Central College, 1975).

71James D. Finch and Michael A. Slaughter, "An Experiment in
Contractual Composition," Illinois English Bulletin, LX (January, 1973),
1-9.

72James Fin h and others, "A' Community College Compositio
Program," (East Peoria, Ill.: Illinois Central College, 1975).
(Mimeographed.)

7 Ivan Sperling, "Handbook for Interns," (Ea_t Peoria, Ill.:
Illinois Central College, 1973). (Mimeographed.)

74William M. McNett, "Illinois Central College Composition
Program," (East Peoria, ill.: Illin is Central College, 1973).
(Mimeographed.)

(spr

75Warnock, p. 695.

76Richard M. Coe, "Rhetoric 2001," Freshman English News, III
ng, 19.75), 1713.
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modes, for rice cause/effect, do not take into account the recent

findings of computer technology:

Computer specialists, in order to solve concrete problems,
have worked out laws (such as overdetermination) for their
information-oriented computers. These laws have demon-
strably broader applications; the thought-pattern im-
plicit in these laws are commensurable with the general
direction of modern science. They have implications
even for that very common information-oriented system,
expository writing.77

Imi _ion.. "Even the most original and excepti nal styles are ulti-

A.y but VariatiOns on coMmOn locutions, structures, and deSignq."78

In the words of D'Angelo, "Imitation exists for the sake of variation.

The student writer will become original as he engages in c eative

imitation."79 Tourney records the historical base for imitation,

pointing to Virgil as a prime example." "If we conceive of imita ion

as the process _he eby the writer participates not in stereotypes,

but in archetypal forms and ideas, then the notion of imitation takes

on a whole new -aning. e81

Weathers and Winchester specify the process as beg nning with

copying "the model exactly--with every comma, every dash, and every

period."82 "Then, after practice copying the exact passage, students

77Coo, 3.

78,iv-I1. nsLon t fwathers and Otis Winchester, cuy_anduCompose: A
Guide to Pros-_ S_tyle (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1969), p. 2.

79Frank J. D'Angelo, "Imitation and Style," Collegg Composi-
tion and_ Communication, XXIV (October, 1973), 283.

"Leonard D. Tourney, "Imitation;
an Unfashionable Doctrine," Imitation: Com rehension and Excellence
lr-tILL121s. (Springfield, ill.: Illinois Office of Education, n.d.
p. 1.

Cr ative Possibilities of

81DIAnge_ p. 283. 82Weathers and Winchester
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w ite their own passage keeping in mind the original syntax, diction,

phrasing, and any special a i
,83

_tics of the model. Pastiches

such as these are also recommended by Yoder; who suggests close par

phi sing as desi able exercises.84 Such techniques suppose Oa' "The

student who imitates in fact, becomes free from the obligation to

laboriously follow the wasteful processes of slow evolutionary develop-

1185
MeL_.

Grammar and Mechanics. One of the most harried concepts in contemn-

orary publications is the mat of language conventions and descil

tions. Handbooks filled with these concerns, such as the Harb ace

Handbook, and workbooks such as Scott Foresman's Functional En lish

fox Write s, still represent large profits although the grammar con-

tained in them has been shown through research since Hoyt, 1906, 86

LO indicate that "There is no research evidence that graMmar as

traditionally taught in the schools has any appreciable effect on the

improvement of writing skills."87 Mechanics, such as spelling and

punctuation are social amenities, and to teach them as such is a very

different concern than as deterrents to thinking. It is important to

88
avoid being stereotyped as illitera e or lacking in social graces.-

It does not indicate poor re -oning -just poor c6nveyance of reasoning.

The basic contemporxy struggle is the standard vs. minority dialects.

eatIers and Winchester, p. 3.

"Albert C. Yoder, "In Praise of Paraphrase," College_Compo7
and Communicatioa, XXIV (Octohe 1973), 300-301.

0 Angelo, p. 283.

87Meelel, p. 981.

"Meckel, p. 975.

88Guth, p. 426.
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One of the greatest champions of minority dialects is it'es.Mine and

Tha
89

Ma y other supportive particulars could be

cited, especially the specific resolutions passed by professional

organizat _on' such as the National Council Tcache

"The Students' Right to Their Own Language: Its Legal Basis,"91

or "On the Crisis in Composition."92 These, of course, are only

representative of a constant stream of articles currently appearing.

A few brave individuals have argued along with Morse, quoted i- "The

Quest -n of Standard English," "a limited voc-bula y and a limit'd

comma d of syntax limit the pos ibilities of thought; and that an

inaccurate vocabulary and an unreliable command of syntax often

wreck th ught."93 Eskey pleads that all English teachers promote

standard language so that it retains its "standard" position--"to

keep the language, despite its many di-lects, universally intelli-

ble."94 No way would such a standard be utilized, however, for the

89Frjedrich and Kuester.

""Resolut ons Passed at NCTE Convention,' College .Eng isb,
XXXVI (February, 1975), 733-734.

91Lawrence O. Freeman, "The Students' Right to Their Own
Language: The Legal Basis," Colle-e Co osition and Communication,
XXVI (February, 1975), 25-29.

92Wallace Douglas, "On the Crisis in Composition,
XL (March, .1974), 3-11.

E Bulletin,

93William H. Pixton, "A Con emporary Dilemma: The Question of
Standard English," Collee Comiosition and Communication XXV
(October, 1974), 248.

94David E. Esk "ThP (7ase for the Standard Language,
College English, XXV (April, 1974 ), 773.
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purpose of making a mInorIty st d . fuel so inadequate

his own language.

Behavioral,Oklectives

A second major area researched was intended to justify the

establishment of behavioral objectives, which maintain such a promi-

nent position in the compos Lion program at Illinois Central College.

Several early sources convinced the iter of the advantages of

learning objectives. Originally, Leon Lessinger in Every Kid Winner:

Accountability in Ed cation96 presented the concept that, given enough

time, all but the physically impaired ,tudent can learn what the school

intends to teach. He proposes that ability is not a limit of lea ning

achievement; rather it is measure of the amount -f time required to

learn a task. Since all tasks are learnable, it is the responsibility

of the school to explain exactly whIch tasks are required and to

determine when each is learned adequately. In quick succession other

influential sources encountered were Bloom's educational taxonomies,97

Block's Mastery Learning,: Theory and_Practice,98 Lanny E. Mo au's

95Mary Vaiana Taylor, "The Folklore of Usage," College English,
XXXV (April, 1974), 768.

96Leon M. Lessinger, Every Kid a Winner; Accountability in
Education (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1970).

97Benjamin Bloom and others, Taxonqmy_of Educational Obtec-
t s: The Classifica ion of Educational Goals Co-nitive and
Affective Domains (New York: David McKay Co., Inc., 1971).

"James H. Block, ed., Mastery Learhillg: Theory and Practice
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1971).
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Accountabilit and the Teachin- 1
99

and instruction by

Dr. Michael Lorber in a course at Illinois State University in 1973.

Bloom's taxonomies have since become by-words in the pro-

fession. His attempts at systematic g ouping and scaling behaviors

according to types and complexity have been basic to the sequencing

learning function. Block's book develops a design fcir implementing

objectives in such a fashion that skills are sequential and, cumulative,

designing learning so that each,-child will be required to move through

preliminary tasks with acceptable mastery before he moves on to _ore

complex tasks which will endanger or militate againstsuccess. Of

course, such a design is fundamental to the concepts of n_ gradedness

and continuous progress. Mr. Morreau was the first nationally taput-

able figure to evaluate the composition objectives At Tllinois Central

College. He offered some valuable suggestions and even more valuable

A
compliments and encouragement. Dr. Lorber proved to be an extremely

valuable critic of those objectives and was instrumental in reworking

the entire set of objectives to make them more practical.

These early encounters provided considerable support at a time

when the controversy over objectives was raging nationwide. The

fund mental purpose was to specify before the t aching and evaluating

more reasonably the outcomes of the learning. Instruction, then, is

merely a tool in the creation of the proper environment and leadership

to facilitate the learning. Other autho _ supporting the concept of

99Lanny E. Mor eau, "Behavioral Objectives: Analysis and
Application," Accoun abil t and the Teachin of EnlIsh, ed. Henry
H. Maloney (Urbaqa, National Council of Teachers of English,
1972), pp. 35-52.
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of behavioral cbjectives in English include Arthur Cohen who boldly

proclai-- "Each instructor owes accountability to his students, pre-
..

dieting and accepting responsibility for the direction and extent of

learning. He agreed to teach them; let him deliver on his contract

with them. 11100 Alan C. Purvis in "Of Behaviors, Objectives, and Eng-

lish" has presented the many advantages derived from writing object-

tives,101 although he does not classify himself as a behaviorist, an

obvious conclusion from reading "The Robot in the Open Classroom. 0.02

There he describes a student as a trivial robot following the indoc-

trination by educational objectives, that short-range product being

followed by an at ophied super-structure which will finally be sub-

verted by the teaching staff. Another, e moderate, positive state-

ment by Purvis, "Competencies in Teaching English, 11103
discusses the

kinds _f objectives which should be included in a competency-based

program Gebhardt encourages a line of constructive ac-ivity by

making them appear to be self-protection. Not only should teachers

write them, but should also use them as part of their self-defense

mechanism.104 The one best source for gaining an understanding of

100Arthur M. Cohen, "Objectives, Accountability, and Other
Unpleasantries," English Journal_, LX1 (April, 1972), 570.

101Alan C. Purves, "Of Behaviors Objectives, and English,"
English Journal, LIX (September, 1970 ), 793-797.

MAlan C. Purves, "The Robot in the Open Classroom," Acoounta7
12111t-__aridtin_ofEnlish, ed. Henry B. Maloney (Urbana, Ill.:
National Council of Teachers of English, 1972), pp. 53-62.

103Alan C. Purves, "Competencies in Teaching English," 111 nois
LXII (January,,, 1975), 1-11.

1"Richard C. Gebhardt, "Behavioral Objectives: A Strategy for
Constructive Self-Defense," ADE Bulletin, IXL (December, 1973), 23.
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what objectives are, how mastery learning relates to them, how to

utilize objectives, and how to particularize the concept to various

areas of instruction is Handbook on Formative and Summative Evalua-

tion of StudeTLLI=LIE. 105

Various authors have attempted to discuss the whole contro-

versy for instructors in an effort to inform them fafrly about both

sides. Representative samples of such works include "Behavioral

Objectives and the Teaching of English, u106
which probably is more

positive than neutral, and two exceptionally fine explanations by

107 108Strong and Kirkton. The Kirk idle first discusses both

camps' arguments and then annotates various bibliographic aids. A

very different instructional device is employed by Strong in the fable

between the systematic (behavioral) ant and the open education

(humanistic) grasshopper.

On the other hand, a variety of sources were also encountered

who argued against the use of obje_ives. Some called merely for

caution in the creation and utilization of them; however, others were

most vehement in their reactions aginst them. The National Council

of Teachers of English called their use ". possibly educationally

105Benjamin S. Bloom, J. Thomas Hastings, and George F. Madaus,
Handbook on Formative and Summative Evaluation of Student Learnin-

c raw-Hill Book Co., 1971).New York:

106Peter W. Aerasian, "Behav_oral Object ves and the Teaching
of English," English Journal, LX (April, 1971), 495-499.

107W1l11am Strong, "The Ant and the Grasshopper: A Didactic
And Somewha Moral) Fable," Media and Methods, XI (March, 1975),
27-56.

1438Carole M. Kirkton, "A Reference Shelf for Curriculum Planning,
Fart III: Behavioral Objectives," English Journal, LX (January, 1971),
142-150.
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dangerous activity. '1109 That language was somewhat modified in 1970

into a series of questions, which created a defensive stance with the

concluding question "In short, do we help students grow or shape them

to a mold?"11(1) Then in 1971, they cast responsibility back upon the

national organization to determine teachers' responsibilities ".

as well as teachers' expectations about the responsibilities that sti

dents, parents, administrators, and the general public have to the

educational program of the community.ulli The general attitude of a

wide segment of english teachers is adequately represented in articles

by Leo Ruth,112 James offett,113 and Robert Zoe11ner.4

Remedial_Education _in Adults

Another area of concern which was searched is the remediation

of skills for adult learners, shamefully one of the least researched

areas in education. The material is extremely thin and has not been

109"Resolutions Passed by the National Council of Teachers of
English at the Fifty-Ninth Annual Meeting, 1969," Co11ee _IERliEt,
LIX (April, 1970), 529.

110"Resolutions Passed by the Nat onal Council of Teachers of
English at the Sixtieth Annual Meeting, 1970," College_English, LX
(February, 1971); 623.

111"A Resolution Passed by the National Council of Teachers of
English at the Sixty-First Annual Meeting, 1971," English_Journal,
LXI (April, 1972), 574.

112Leo Ruth, "Dangers of Systemthink in Education," Accounta7
bility and the Teachigg_pf_EnglisA, ed. Henry B. Maloney (Urbana,
Ill.: National Council- of Teachers of English, 1972), pp. 63-102.

113James Moffett, 'Nilo Counts?" English Journal, LXI (April,
1972), 571-574.

114Robori Zoellner, "Behavioral ObjeLtives _for English,"
Collemy )(XXIII (January, 1972) , 418-432.
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made very available. One Of the best books available Edwin H.

115Smith's Literac Education for Adolescents and Adults was placed

on the market by a rather insignificant publisher because a more

pr minent one could not be found who felt that the work was valuable

enough to invest in it. The fact is that a great new emphasis has

been called for in adult education since the open-door policy has be-

come accepted in community colleges. However, very little is known

about the area.

The need for vigor in pursuing this remediation is confi med

by a variety of authors. One who has voiced a strong demand for

remedial concentration in higher education is John E. Roueche, who

points out the nature of the students in the contemporary community-

college movement. He states that "Universal postsecondary-school

edu ation i_ a great exper ment in public education,"116 and is really

the great avenue of social mobility for two-thirds of the public

beyond high school in California.117 He also points out that the non-

traditional student is sacrificed by in-t uctional practices and,

therefore does not persist long. 118
Smith indicates that one basic

ingredient in that problem is that "Often the real designer of the

adult literacy cur iculum has been the book salesman, rather than

well-trained literacy educators."119 In Catching 0p: Remedial

115Edwin H. Smith, Literac EducaOcn_for Adolescents and
Adults; A Teacher'_a_Resource Eook (San Francisco: Boyd & Frazer
Publishing Co., 1970).

116John E. Roueche, A Modest Proposal:_ Students _Can Learn
(San Francisco: Jossey-Eass Publiahers, 1972 ), p. 1.

117Roueche, Modest Pro osal, p. 3.

118Roueche, Modest Proposall P. 6. 119Smith, p. 2.
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Edueation, Roueche has pointed out that until 1970 remedial education

has been -e ely atered-down versions" of what was being offered in

the traditional programs. 120
Karl K. Taylor has gathered evidence

conclude that instruction in English concentrates upon the superficial

rather than critical elements.121 This misappropriation of effor

a consequence of not knowing what else to teach. 122

Various specific authors have contributed to the direction of

this portion of the paper. The new demands for remediation accounta-

bility of Roueche's A Modest Pr osal: Students Can Learn123 have been

supported by Every Kid a Winner: Accountability in Education124 by

Leon Lessinger. Two general works on curriculum have made major im-

pacts on the direction of the paper. Smith's volume previously men-

tioned had provided a significant groundwork for adult basic educa-

tion,
125

whereas Catching Remedial Education has more specific

recommendations to make regarding particular directions of inst uction

to fit the unique charac istics of the students.126

Specific program aspects which have made major contributions

to the remedial courses at Illinois Central College should be recog-

nized. Bruner's Toward a Theory of Instruction has been instrumental

in focusing most of the activities into a cohesive unit. 127
Mechel'

1213John E. Roueche and R. Wade Kirk, CatchinA_UPI ReMedial
Education (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 19, ), p. 11.

121Kar1 K. Taylor, "If Not Grammar, What?" (Unpublished paper
commissioned by Little-Brown Co., 1975, p. 1). (Mimeographed.)

122Tay,or, "Not Grammar," p. 4. 123Roueche, Modest Proposal.

124Less1nger. 125Smith. 126Roue he and Kirk.

1-27Jeromo S. Bruner, Toward a Theory of Instru New York:
Norton & Company, 1968).
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article on research in compusition had considerable initial impact on

the negation of grammar'as a point of emphasis.128 An important con-

t ibution to the thinking on research has been the two volumes by

129Helmer R. Myklebust on language acquisition.

By far the most valuable contribution to the research for this

paper has been made by Karl K. Taylor, an instructor in the Communica-

tions Division at Illinois Central College. He has researched the

problems of adult literacy in meticulous detail. His major assistance

has been to draw together all the previous research in order to develop

new instructional emphases. He is performing a function which is

attracting national acclaim for its uniqueness. However, most of his

work is unpublished since he has been perfor ing it in connection with

a doctoral program and with only minimal grant money. Three published

items which advocate various aspec s of his work are: Stages in

Writing, which is a composit on text for students who need some minimal

remediation and reinf cement;130 "Percog: A Progress Report," which

first reported his intentions to research perceptual and cognitional

131problems in highly remediable students and "Pe og: A Second

Report, which up-dated the research of the earlier report.132_
(

128Meckel.

129Helmer R. Myklebust, Develo ment and Di orders of_Witten
I_ADS1..arIna-e_Test New York; Grune and
Stratton, 1965), and Vol. II S_tudies of_Normal and Exce onal
Children (New York: Grune and Stratton, 1973).

130Kar1 K. Taylor, Stages in Writing (New York: McG 11
Book Co., 1973).

131Karl K. Taylor, "Percog: A Progress Report," Communit
e Frontiers, I (Fall, 1972 ), 5-10.

132Karl K. Taylor, "Percog: A Second Report," _Acoelai.Ltsakktat
Frontiers, II (Fall, 1973), 8-12.
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A variety of unpublished articles has been written by Mr.

Taylor which are of significant interest. "If Not G ammar, What?"133

was commissioned by Little Brown to discuss the desirable direction

for remedial English instruction. A more detailed statement, delinea-

ting more carefully the specific courses of action and supporting

research is "If Not Grammar and Vocabulary Drill, What?"134 One

aspect of this program is expanded in his article, "Sentence Compre-

hension: The Neglected Element?"135 The extended record of his

activities with highly remedial students, and especially the extensive

testing program in vision, hearing, vocabulary, perception, motor

control, dominance, abstract reasoning, verbal reasoning, clerical

skills, and reading are provided in another unpublished work.136 No

other author has been encountered who has performed such unique evalu-

ations of adult learning problems and then has created the prescriptive

activ ties t- remediate them. He is performing in a nonresearch-

oriented community college (a teaching in titution) the kinds of re-

search functions which senior institutions and graduate schools should

be undertaking, rather than concentrating their efforts so myopically

133Taylor, "Not Grammar.

134Karl K. Taylor, "If Not Grammar and Vocabula y Drill, What?"
(East Peoria, Ill.: Illinois Central College, 1975). (Mimeographed.)

135Kar1 K. Taylor, "Sentence Comprehension: The Neglected
Element?" (East Peoria, Ill.: Illinois Central College, 1975).
(Mimeographed.)

136Karl K. Taylor, "A Study of Two Disadvantages Groups at
Illinois Central College: The Developmental Student and the CETA
Student," (East Peoria, ill.: Illinois Central College, 1975).
(Mimeographed.)
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literary minutiae. A brief description of his course designs is

recorded in an article to be published in 1975 in .arliEllriLLLjQ1Litgt

Frontie s. 137

Much additional contributory research is included in Mr.

Taylor's materials, particularly in "If Not Gra

Drill What? 1.138

or Vocabulary

Evaluation

Evaluation is a constant process: it is a part of the normal

thinking function of all rational beings. The normal activity is

informal in nature, responding to stimuli in natural, gratificational

reactions. On a more sophisticated, conscientious level, we develop

formal evaluation techniques, the kinds utilized in this paper. Al-

though both in- and out-of-class informal evaluations can affect for-

mal evaluations in ways -hich can not be completely recounted, the

more immediate problem is to focus upon formal evaluation in a system-

atic manner. 139
Formal evaluation concerns in this paper relate to

techniques of analyzing the-adequacy of the composition program and

the techniques of evaluating compositions. Therefore, these two

aspects -ill be studied individually.

Of Gomoositioas. The highest level of language discourse and the last

to b- formalized is one's acquisitions in the written form. There-

fore, that is the point of concentration in English courses in higher

education; and because it follows listening, speaking, and reading, it

137 Finch and othe 138Taylor, "Not Gra a or Vocabulary."

139Theodore W. Hippie, TeachinEnlishir
(New York: The Macmillan Co., 1973), pp. 280-281.
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is complicated by those other skill acquisitions as well as thinking

abilities. In addition-, many authorities (for instance, Friedrich and

Kuester,
140

Graber,141 and others) do not feel that compositions

should be evaluated although they still speak of clarity, cohe- rice,

powe- personality, rhythm, and other such desirable elements. Many

more, such as Macrorie142 and Lou Kelly143 feel that initial freedom

will create the openness which_will welcome later criticism. Much

f the free-writing movement holds this frame of thinking.

Another method of evaluation, one which is more expected or

de- nded is the development of standards which all compositions are

expected to exhibit. The writer experienced this system at Washington

Comminv_ y High School in Washington, Illinois, an app-oach which

began with 100 per cent expectancy, then counted off so many points

for each error, doubling the minus points during the second semesters.

Other systems give separate grades for the process of writing and the

content of the paper. Another option is to apply an holistic tech-'

nique, allowing the overall impression, the Gestalt, to dictate the

grade.
144

Still another approach is utilize criterion referencing.

In this process one sets up his criteria for a particular paper before

he begins evaluating and then he sets about measuring the paper

against those specific criteria.
145

140 -drich and Kuester. 141Graber and others.

142Macrorie, p. 179. 143Kelly, Dialogue, pp. 116-117.

144Richard Braddock, Richard Lloyd-Jones, and Lowell Schoer,
Heaeareh _In Written_composition (Urbana, Ill.: National Council of
Teachers of English, 1963), pp. 12-13.

145Benj amin Bloom, "Mastery Learning," ljagLejLtIaa
and Practice, ed. James H. Block (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., 1971), p 56.
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The holistic approach is advocated by several authors. One

of the most notable is Paul B. Diederich, who is probably the foremost

researcher in the area -= English composition. In Measuring_gmagi

In_ English, he advocates a system whereby a student writes two themes,

one in the morning and the other in the afternoon. Each paper is

given a score of 1 to 5 by two separate graders. In the 10 per cent

of the cases when they vary more than two points, a third party is

called in to break the deadlock. This whole process averages only

nine minutes per student. 146 He achieves over .80 reliability using

this method when attaching it to an objective test. "The essay and

objective parts of the examination on English language arts are vir-

tually guaranteed to yield the desired reliability in just one day of

testing. 11147 His suggestion is to grade only one eat the end of

the semester--not during the semester 148 Edward M. White, who has

been so involved in the CLEP testing program in English cont oversy

in California, also recommends a combination of essays and objective

tests to evaluate one's compositional skills. "We would, in fact,

argue strongly against any equivalency testing in freshman English

that did not include both."149 However, one must be careful that the

test construction does not intercede with the results desired. "As

146Paul B. Diederich, Measuring Growth in English (Urbana, Ill.:
National Council of Tegchers of English, 1974), p. 4.

147Diederich, p. 2. 148Diederich, p. 3.

149Edward M. White, "Equivalency Testing in Co lege Freshman
English: A Report and a Proposal," §quivalencTesting: A 'gator

Issue for College English, eds. Forrest D. Burt and Sylvia King
(Urbana, ill.: National Council of Teachers of English, 1974), p. 33.
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one reads through test after test, he becomes Convinced that the prin-

cipal skill tested repeatedly, is the ability to take tests. I1150

Such a technique is fine for determining general writing

ability, but if one is concerned about evaluating a particular com7

position, that process won't do. One then needs to utilize specific

criteria (goals or objectives) which particularize what should be

evidenced on that paper to display the expected learning. ,Several

valuable sources of infor ion support the criterion-referenced con-

cept. The most prominent is Benjamin Bloo- who has advocated various

levels -f objectives in three domains--cognitive, affective, and psycho-

motor 151
He has further pursued the concept of mastery learning as

it employs those objectives as criteria in a variety of writings, the

most prominent of which are Handbook on Formative _and S --ative Evalu-

ation of Student Learnin 152
and his article in Leari4g:

Theory and Practice. 153 Another valuable source for criterion refer-

encing in general is by-Baker and Schutz Instructional Produc-

Develo ment. 154 The best source dealing specifically with writing

is the article by Joseph Foley, "Evaluation of Learning in Writing."155

Other sources of information on the behavioral approach and its

150White, pm 33. 151Bloom, ed., 1LccIE2my.

152Bloom and others, Handbook.

153Bloom, "Mastery Learning," PP. 47-63.

154Robert L. Baker and Richard E. Schutz, Instructional Product
Development (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1971).

155Joseph J. Foley, "Evaluation of Learning in Writing," Hand-
book on Formative and Summative Evaluation of Student Learnin , eds.
B njam n S. Bloom, J. Thomas Hastings, and George F. Madaus (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1971), pp. 767-813.
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relation to accountability include Lessinger'

Accountabilit in Education,156 Roueche's A Modest Proosa1: Student

Can Learn,157 Hoetker's ystemsL

Teacher,158 and Home
,

s

Classroom.159 A good general reference for testing in language arts

is Measures Research and Evaluation in the E lish Lan

Arts1613 since it provides various test descriptions and specifica--
tiOnS.

OfWritis. Very little has been written relative to complete

writing programs. The cause for this seems to be very obvious.

Colleges don't have writing programs, generally. Ordinarily, they

have two English courses, the first in composition and the second in

either introduction to literature with some writing or a compositioi
.

course which is predo inantly writing about literature. The "fresh-

man English program" at Mia-i University (Ohio), for example, proved

to be three quarters of (1) non-fiction, (2) fiction, and (3) poetry

and drama.
161

Many community colleges have primarily the same courses

with a remedial course tied to the front. Thus, freshman English

simply means one or two courses, not a full program. A "program" in

156Lessinger. 157Roueche, Modest Pro al.

158James Hoetker, 8Vst!ins Approaches, end the Teacher
(Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers of English, 1972).

159Lloyd Homme, How_to Use Contin en7or ac in the Class-
room (Champaign, Ill.: Research Press,

16°Wil1iam T. Fagan, Charles R. Cooper, and Julie M. Jensen,
Measuresjor Research_and Evaluation in the En lish lan-ua e Arts
(Urbana, ill.: National Council of Teachers of English, 1975).

161William J. Gracie, "Evaluating Freshman English Programs,"
Colle e Com-osition and Communication, XXVI (February, 1973), 34.



other instances refers to several options (modules ) for the freshman

English course such as those at Belleville Community College and

Dupage Community College. No schools having the kind of sequential

program of six courses is known to the writer. Therefore, a w iting

program is unusual; evaluation of a writing program is almost non-

existent.

The only specific article which related directly to the value

of evaluating a program was the Gracie article cited above.162 No

infor ation covering the adequacy of a composition program or the

techniques for determining the suitability of a program with its

weaknesses was found. Therefore, the model developed in this paper

should serve the profession as a starting point in developing devices

and techniques with which to perform such a desirable function.

The review of the literature has revealed considerable diver-

gence in many of the areas to be covered in this paper. In some

aspects considerable information is available whereas in others a

pauciLy. exists. A great a -unt of writing exi -s to promote a Ade

variety of course modes with the major divergence of opin on existing

be ween free-- iting proponents on one hand and rhetorical advocates

on the other, the problem of freedom versus structure. Considerable

information is now available regarding behavioral objectives, most of

it having been written in the past five years during the philosophical

struggle between the behaviorists and humanists. A grievous lag

exists in research in the area of adult remed a ion in light of the

162Cracie, pp. 34- 6.
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demand for open-door admissions into community college' and many four-

year institutions. Karl K. Taylor of Illinois Central College has

crystallized most of the a -ailable material in the area of skills for

adult learners. Although infor 'tion is almost non-existent regarding

composition program evaluations, some valuable research has been

developed by Paul Diederich in evaluat ing compositions using an holis-

tic approach and informat on is becoming moe and more available re-

garding criterion-referenced testing. Much mor work needs to be

perf ..:med in developing adequately specified and quantified objectives

both composition and affective behav.or, while the lack of re-

search into adult skill lea rning reined lation is c eating dead end

corridors beyond the open door.
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Chapter 3

MIETIIODOLOGY

One of the striking general ties that a chairman in English

understands as he travels from one school to another and to the

u conferences around the country and examines the multitude of

41glit3h textbooks is that no concensus exists for freshman composition

troAlrmi. In fact, there is no agreel upon even several directions

14i4 id d course might take. The major figures in the field seem not

vu W be individually condsteut in presenting sequences of activi-

's or philosophies of inst ictic- Such constant fluctuating of

ef fort and daiversity of opinion has appeared to weaken the teacher

preparation in English and has fostered the aimlessness which se rns

to typify the instruction in all areas of Enzlish, including the point

.f encentrat ion of this study--eollege freshman composition.

In order to attempt to exert some influence upon this dis-

sojut ion, this chapte -ill recognize two rrjor subdivisions:

decr *ion of the composition sequence at Illinois Central College

as coluparen and contrasted with other modes of presentation documented

in Chsapter 2, pages 14 to 29, and (2) then a model technique for

evaluating a composition prog ams

5 6
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DESCRIPTION OF I" PROGRAM

Background

The introductory composition program was des gned by the

or.ginal Division Chairman in the pre-ope ing period of summer 1967.

It consisted of five writing courses: COMM 100--Basic Communications,

COMM l05--Jiasc Communications, COMM 110Communications, COMM Ill--

Communion and COMM 112--CommunicatIons. The p- fixes COMM Were

changed to ENGL in 1968. Very little information is c nveyed by these

titles other than the fact that the f two are basic -medial).

The course descriptions reveal little more, except that the remedia-

tion builds through the sentence and paragraph, stopping short of the

theme. The remaining three descriptions seem to have almost no logi-

cal, st.'quenuta t framework, any one being substitutable for uhe othe--

exvept for the word "co wd" in COMM 112.

COMM 100--This course Is specifically designed for students
who have serious deficiencies in vocabulary, spelling,
grammar, and the mechanics of composition.

COMM 105Extensive practice in oral and written analyses
will be required. Particular emphasis will be placed upon
the construction of the sentence and the paragraph.

COMM 110Study and practice are undertaken in common forms
of theme and report organization, in logical and persuasive
development and presentation of content, and in logical and
exact style. Extensive analytical reading will be done in
contemporary and traditional exposition and argument.

COMM 111--An accelerated review of spelling, gram
mechanics, and syntax is designed for the perfection of
acceptable usage. Extensive reading will be dune in con-
temporary and traditionaL.exposition and argument.

COMM 112Oontinued prac ice in the writing of themes and
reports is provided in this course. Extensive practice in
oral and written analysis will be expected. Particular
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emphasis is placed upon the significance of fo m and style
to the communication of meaning.1

Courses in the area of writing were also listed in the Agri-

culture Division (AGRI 106--Agricultural Communica ons), the Business

Division (BUS 110--Business Communic ions), and the Technical and

Industrial Division (GEN TECH 201--Te hnical Writing). The faculty

f the Communications Division had had no v- ce in this organization

or dishu sement, although concern was voiced during the first year

over the arrangement. As a result of this difference of opinion, the

various Division Chairmen were contacted during the spring of 1968

about their convictions regarding retaining those courses or trans-

ferring them to the Co: un cations Division. Although most of them

basically interested in retaining them, they said they would not

violently oppose the transfer. However, the members of the Division

did not st ongly support the transfers; therefore, the matter was

settled by default: they stayed in their var ous locations.

During that same period, the composition staff discussed the

ionship between literature and composition. Seve al ins_ u tors

and Lhe Chairman were interested in including literature as pa-t of

the composition program to (1) bring more students into contact with

great minds, (2) provide examples of great styles and (3) adve

the literature survey courses. The majority of the faculty voted,

however, to keep the courses "pure." Thus,

was

teaching of litera ure

_ied to a single paper in one course, COMM 111, caving the

Division from the same course design found in many other colleges and

univer ities.

1

ii i1iioi Central CoLicg' 1967-1968 Ilulle

ILL; lit liiui CentraL ColLege, 1967 p. 7
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This decision was achieved by redesi

tion course as "Twentieth Century Top 11
course

he final eomposi-

lc could be

utilized to reflect flexible, altering, relevant concerns. Through

the years, such varied titles as Illinois Poets "Black liter

Lure, and "Crea_ ve Writing" have been applied to the course Since

1971, the las been con tinually repeated wi th the ernphias is upon

writing for public= ton. One reason for this longevity is that the

tnuro unique iiioratv eniphias have noi ue. 'Ned very satisfactory

enrollments. A second reason is that state restrictions upon new

courses have precludel creative writing from the regular course offer-

ings; thus, the use of the umbr. l la title allows the Division

a sustained itced among studcn

During the summer of 1969, the present Chairman cooperated

Richard Bales, Chairman of the Social Science Divion, and

Mr. Samuel Jones, psychology instructor, to design and initiate the

Developmental Program. This program (which interl ces _nglish, read-

aud social scie- will be discussed at greater length later in

this chapter.

Over the years members of the Division have come into contact

with the various options available for teaching composition which have

been voiced through the pr f ssional journals and c- ferences. Chap-

ter 2, pages 14 to 29, has specified and documented a wide variety of

these emphases. Fu cher specification of them would serve little pu

pose at this point except to add emphasis to the fact that the Division

hILlS discussed periodically the advantages and disadv ft-ages of each

and has chosen to retain i rhet -ical design. Not only Ill' that de-

sign ben relni.ned; It has been strengthened over the years by common

cons .nt.
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Since 1969 the composition program organizatIon has altered

very little. The advent of the Developmental Program created a need

for ENCL 101, another remedial course which filled a vacancy between

ENGL 100 and ENCL 105. Otherwise, the major changes and additions

have been course designs and delivery systems, significant as those

have been.

Philos_22h.LAS_I1linois Cent 1 Colle e

Several aspects of the philosophy of the College are signifi

cant to the designing of a program in compo -n since it must be

an extension of that philosophy. Fundamental to the direction of the

college are the basic tenets that

. . the purpose of education is to improve man, and that
society is improved by the improvement of the individuals
who compose it. The individual has wo-th and dignity in
his own right and should be educated to the fullest extent
of his abilities and motiva ion. Thus, every citizen must
have the opportunity to acq ire the education that is
appropriate for free men.2-

In keeping with this rather universal concept of the availability of

education to all citizens, the community college has an obligation to

p ovide ( transfer programs, 2) occupational and career programs,

(3) general education programs and courses, ) community interest

courses, and ( ) developmental or remedial courses. All facets of

the commurity should have courses and pr ,ra s available to meet their

vari us needs.

"The student is at the center of all that is done at Illinois

Central College."3 This basic guide should be the touchsto e which

2111inois Central College, 1974-75, 1975-76 g,Al2g (East Peoria,
Ill.: Illinois Central College, 1974), P. 4-

3ICC Catalog, p. 4.
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forces the composi .onal p gram to fulfill the needs of the s ude ts
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or cept the justifiable criti-ism of being irresponsible.

The complete Lex- of the Philosophy of Illinois Central College

is provided in Appendix A, pages 213 tu 215.

R.1-vsion Philosophy

The Communications Division provides an assortment of diverse

functions to serve the variety of pi poses of the ICC student popu-

1--ion. The open-door policy requires that the community colleges in

Illinois maintain a flexible program to meet their obligations.

Basically, however, one can categorize the Division functions into two

groups: credit and non-c -dit. Whereas non-credit cour. ses serve

basically as a community service, the credit courses can be primarily

d vided into service and discipline courses. This subdivision is

really synthetic, however; for the separation between composition and

literature which is often a matter of seniority and prestige on four-

year campuses is minimized here. No one is hired to teach literature;

ail are hired to teach composition, and except in very unusual circum-

stances, everyone teaches at least nine hours of composition.

In addition to the reading courses, which are also bas cally

service designed, j urnalis , film, humanities, philosophy, and foreign

laaguages are taught more as autonomous bodies of knowledge.

The Communications Division is pri-, ily a service unit. Its

bread and butter is composition, which serves the student by giving

him the writing skills which will support his performance in other

college courses and on the job. The practicality of the composition

6 1



courses seems so necessary that there appears little need for expan-

sion. However, since the community colleges in Illinois Axle them-

selves on student-centeredness, some additional comment seems in

order.

Complaints by students who have attended senior colleges and

universities and the staff's own experiences have made them aware of

the lack of practicality and personableness which exists in many

English departments. The Chairman's goal is to make both the subject

matter and attitude in the Division as 1 -n o-earth as possible.

Because the staff bc ieves in the teachability of composition, the

goals of the syllabuses are behavioristic. Therefore, the staff

assumes that the results of their work are measurable. It follows

that they assume that practical help is possible and desirable and

that this attitude will prevail not only in composition but in all

courses. Papers should not have merely grades posted on them with

streamlined, cryptic, general comments only; they need pointed, speci-

fic refere ces.

Profiles which have been periodically circulated show that

despite a significant number of ex eptionally capable students, the

ICC student population nor-- are somewhat below the four-year Insti-

tutions in both ACT results and h 1 rank. Its students need

the kind of personal attention whici. the Division professes to offer.

In many cases they require additional practice or additional advice

or instruction. When such needs arise, it is the desire of each in-

structor to be available to proffer those essentials. The instruc-

tors try to negate the esoteric, cool, sophisticated image of many
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univers ty instructors, who are so frequently iiriavoidobJ.y absent or

the teachi_g assistants who are basically preoccupied with their own

studies. Indeed, the faculty attempt in all cases to reflect their

deep respect for individuals by their personal und _standing and

at Lent

Com osition.Philosophy

The composition program at Tllinoi s Central College is bas,d

upon several key concepts and assumptions which have d eloped from

experience with our students but which may not fit any other situa-

tion. These assumptions are pres nted her- AAho-t additional defense

because the purpose at this point is not to dofend or convince, but to

explain.

(I) Because student6 have done very little guided (as con-

trasted wiLh g ded) writing previously in high school, the emphasis

in composfti n courses is on writingnot on lite

(2) ComposItion is both a skill and an art; therefore, it

believed that skill portion of the writing act can be taught.

3) Because all available research indicates little correla-

tion between a student knowledge of grammar and his ability to write,

the emphasis in these composition courses is on rhtoric -ather than

en grammar.

(4) Because the Division does not believe that the s udent '

has the kn-A.edge or experience to know what his complete composi-

tional needs are, it places students according t_ ACT scores, maturity,

class rank, high school grades, and sample writings early in the

course however, it believes a student should and can be moved if his
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performance in class warrants it and/or if the placement was faulty.

In those situations in which a student demands to take a partic

course or refuses to move, he is advised of his chances of success--

but is allowed his choice under the assumption that the student al..o

has the right to fail.

(5) The D:lvision does not feel that the classroom is a

democracy where the teacher is a "buddy" to students; the teacher is

a leader- something more than a student- has oblig tions to the

course and to the College as well as to the student.

(6 ) Because the staff believes there is a definite sequence

of skills in composition, strict adherence to the texts and sylla-

buses chosen or written by the teaching staff is required.

(7) Since the student body contains only a small number of

minority groups (less than 5 per cent), the faculty teach standard

English to their students, who are primarily white and Anglo-Saxon

and come from the lower middle class.

) A composition sequence should move from subjective to

objective, as sugges ed by Delaney and Hurst.4 It should also t nd

f om short to long, simple to complex, the con rete to abstract when-

ever possible.

(9) In short, the Cenmiunicatians D'vi ion vie s itself as a

service unit. Its bread and butter is composition, which serves the

student by giving him the wrir. g skills which will support his per-

for ance in other college courses end on the job. Although it is

4Brlan Delaney and Darrell Hurst, "Moving Out: From Sub-
jec ive to Objective Composition," English II
(Spring, 1973), 1.
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understood that composition can be self-actualizing and self-fulfilling,

the assumption is that a concentration upon the conveya ce and commun-

ion of thoughts between the reader and writer will produce a develop-

ment of self.

The purpose of our compcwition courses iS to allow stu

make sense out of any chao ing situ tion. in immediate terms,

that means being able to answer questions on an essay test like, "Dis-

cuss the effects of the Corn Laws on ru al England," "Compare and con-

trast the desirability of a planted lawn to a sodded ore, or "D_scuss

the'major steps in the development of the Ar-icies of Confederation."

These same kinds of writing problems also exist in both short or long

papers along Jith the added complexities of both try ng to convince

the reader with either rational or emotional devices and also provid-

ing documented evidence. In the longer run, special employees in all

fields have the same kinds of_ problems, no matter whether the, are

trying to mollify a disgruntled plow purclaser at the Lehman Implement

Company or to report the present phase of an experiment on a fuel in-

jection system to a new vi e-president of Caterpillar Tractor Company.

esSeuence

Mest community colleges in the experience of the staff offer

maybe only one remedial cou- e, and usually then probably not more

than a few sections of it. Illinois Central College on the other

hand, offers three sequential re edial courses,, involving nearly six

hundred students each semester.

ENGL_100. This course is an extremely remedial course, suited espec-

Lally for students in the lowest 5 per cent of full-time students.
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DESCRIPTION

1. ENGL 100-3 Basle Communications

2. Prerequisite: None

This course is designed to improve the student's wr ting
ability with special attention Ot1 improving his sel
concept, his verbalization skills his mechanical skills,
and his spelling skills.

4. Three lecture hours per week

5. Credit: Thr,- semester hours

Because of tile nature of the students within this class, the

ly change from

hut in general terms, the general objectives

objectives

semester

LI e

wr ting.

ad the learning experi

to seA-

are:

'es must

experience success.

To overcome the hesitancy to v---balize in speaking and

To write sp ifically and complete

4. To become familiar with the mast 1 mmon grammatical

prublcms fragments, subjec /ve b disagreements, dangling p

ciples and rurion sentences.

5. To reduce spelling problems with common words.

These objectives are pirtiL larized in the classroom through

the use of the following kinds of objectives, depending upon the needs

of the cl3SS:

1) To perform adequately in the areas of sensory ob: va-

tions, memory, pre-comprehonsiori skills, visual disc imination and

pr hiem solving ut ha ing to read or LO write.

(2) To avoid the major grammatical problems mentioned in the

oral objectives in the writing of his ehemes
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(3 ) To write seven themes in which the basic intentions are

to improve the student' self- epts.

(4) To increase the volume of prose through expansion of

theme and fluidity.

To describe three )osiilve experiences in his life in

his themes.

(6) To in-lude in the seven tnemes one goalsetting paper.

(7) To include in the seven papers his personal set of
4-`

values in one paper.

(8) To increase his vocabulary through practi e in confrot

iug the most frequently used words.

9 To

pare- -aph readings

readi g comprehension through sentence and

er than long articles.

(10) To reduce the p o lems of egocentric language common in

remedial adults through the descriptive u_e of diagrams.

(l1) To improve his visual observation skills through the use

of pictures, puzzles, mazes, and other pictorial images.

The st dents are placed initially in courses on the basis

the following criteria, personal interviews by a counselor and the

director of the program and a writing sample:

(i) English ACT standard score of 7 or below

(2) or, D+ or below for English grades in high school

(3) or, a converted high school rank of 7 or below

(4) or, 3 units or less of Englich in high school

or, reading at 6-h grade level or below

These individuals will have received very little success in the past

and their self-concepts will be very low. These aren't weak writers:

they are very bad or non-writL s. They don't know the difference
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between a comnia and a semicolon, between a fragment and a complete

thought, between a topic sentence and supporting evidence. Although

many average students have these problems in writing, the develop-

m ntal students have more of them, and thei_ errors are more illit-

crate than illogical. Another characteristic , c chat they cannot

extend a ht into a series of tences; thus, their papers are

extremely short. In addition, many of them have rather severe

learning disabilities, including vision, hearing, speech articula-

tion, psycho-motor, visual perception, auditory discrimipation, and

memory.

One of the very unique aspects of both the English 100 and

English 101 courses is the testing program wh _ich is undertaken. Since

it is obvious that unless a student is physically adequate he can't

learn normally, all students are given a battery of tests as they

enter the course, i -luding:

A. Diagno__ c tests:

I. Visi-- t-- s

2. Auditory tests

3. Peabody Picture Vch'abulary

4. Purdue P _ceptud Motor iurvey

5. Visual perception

6. Auditory perception

7. Dondnance testing

B. Instructional testing:

I. DAT Abst act Reasoning

2. DAT Clerical Speed and Accuracy

3. DAT Verbal Reasollng
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Cates-MacCinitie Reading Tests

a. Vocabulary tests

b. Comprehension tests

c. Speed and accuracy tests

Experience in having given these tests for veral years has shown

that a majority of the students have all of these problems except for

hearing and speech articulation. Many of the acti".7ities in class are

designed to remediate the eaknesses displayed on these tests, not

including those activities whIch require referral or medical correc-

tion. Even motor problems are confronted by a program of physical

exercise through the physical education instructors. Exerc±se in

perceptual and visual motor skills and rnernory skills, verbal and ab-

stract reasoning, and other thinking skills axe pr sented. Since the

course is taught in tandem with a reading course, Reading 100, an

interrelationship of skills in the two areas i maintained. Thinking

skills of generalization and specification, as well as those mentioned

in objective 12, and following directions are overtly taught in simple

patterns, moving from seeing and touching to hearing, speaking, read-

ing, and writIng situations.5

Most of the material is t ught from handouts such as comics,

puzzles, pictures, diagrams, charts, maps, and other separate items,

but the textbook, Steps in Cornposion,6 is also used. Another unique

5Karl K. Taylor, "lf Not Cramer and Vocabulary Drill What?"
(Unpublished paper comrissioned by Little-Brown Co. , 1975). Mimeo-
grarbed.)

6-Lynn Quitman Troyka and Jerrold Needelman, Steps in Composi
ion (Alt. ed.; Englewood Clif J.: Prenticeliall, Inc., 1972).
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aspect of the course is the inclusion of instruction in human poten-

lal dtuations, which are designed to promZe more positive se1f-

eoiQpts.7

This course is usually taught jo ntly with English 101 classes

because the problems are so similar. For the most part, the differ-

ate the depth of -emediatio- equired and the time necessary to

overme them. Since ordinarily no more than t__ to t-eive students

are eilmlled in each, the difficulties in c -.billing the courses have

been ziinimal . Evaluation is ordinarily derived through quizzes,

writ zigs, and recommendations of the teacher toward the next English

covrse. Individual assignments are designed and evaluated to promote

64_ -Ssi The teacher can give a better grade and recommend the next

1 viol worse, English 101, give extra exercises and recommend a leap

in courses to English 105, give extra exercises and recommend English

eVellit for the cours give a stude t a satisfactory grade if

haodone poor work but viii repeat it. Evaluation is expected to

tle very flexible to meet the best interests of the students' particular

sitiiaions, but grades frn A to F are required by school policy.

E1G1 101. This course is the second co rse in the remedial, non-

Msforlevel sequence.

DESCRIPTION

1. ENGL 101-3 Basic Communications
.

2. Prerequisite: ENGl 100 or equivalent

This course is designed to improve the studentts writing
abiltiy with special attention on improving his specifi-
city, and mechanical organizational, and spelling skills.

Jaws D. Mcllol land, Hufilan P
ton, Ill. : Kendall College, 1972

eader's Manual
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4. Three lecture hours per week

5. Credit: Three semester hou-

As with the English 100 course, the nature of the students

within this class uires the objectives and the learning experiences

chaage from semester to semester, but the general objectives of the

course are:

1. To experience success.

2. To write specifically and completely.

3. To become familiar -ith elementary aspects of organize-

tion.

4. To become familiar with the most common gra tical

rrablems: fragments, subject/verb disagreements, dangling participles,

and run-on sentences.

5. To reduce spelling problems with common words.

The specific objectives for the course are equivalent to those

already specified for English 100. The problems of EngLish 101 are

similar to English 100 students; therefore, the difference between the

two courses is mainly in emphasis, both in quality aad the amount of

time spent in the various activities.

Students are placed in this course primarily on the basis of

the following criteria, a personal interview by the coordinator of

the program and a counselor, and a writing sample:

1) ACT English standard score

(2) or, converted high choo1 rank

or, reading at the 7th through 9th grade level

udents still display manyTesting has shown that

the sane physical and instructional impedinens evidenced in the

7 1



English 100 students, although not so exaggera ed. They still have

had little success in school and have poor self-concepts. They still

ethibitetree brevity in their writing attempts, which is character-

ized as significant egocentricity, since they seem to be unable to

g asp the needs of readers.8 They seem not to be able to provide

specifics to make their generalizations clear to readers, nor do they

provide the details to eliminate vagueness. Their understanding of

gra and their ability to capitalize, punctuate, and spell is ex-

tremely limited.

As dis ussed on page 57, students in Eriptish 101 also undergo

the testing f basic physical and instruction skills. Although basic-

ally the same concepts are taught, they arc given in greater depth

and with more of a writing emphasis. Greater cla y and exactness

and herence are expected. This course is taught in randem witn

Reading 101 and Social Science 101, with the content of social science

providing the substance for reading and writing. Again, a great deal

f emphasis is placed on the thinking skills dis.cussed on page 58,

uti_izing si-plo social Science concepts as the basis for illustra-

tion. Stepp _in.corn-osition is again utilized as che basic English

text since it contains enough mate ial that students taking both

English 100 and English 101 do not have to purchase an additional

b ok.

Ordinarily a section of English 101 is taught which is dis-

ted with Reaeing 101 u Social Science 101 for marginal stu-

d part-time students, or those who cannot take the full complement

In Finch casus it is imposs ble to Ut I _Ize all the

8Tay1or, P.

7 2
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techniques and devices involved in the regular Developmental Program.

Individualized mapping is utilized more extensively, involving more

traditional vocabulary, usage, spelling, and simple compositional

skills but in nontraditional delivery systems. Much of this is

accomplished through the use of audio-visual materials, programmed

instruction, and pa ticularly individualized learning packages. Much

of this instruction is accomplished through the Learning Laboratory,

which will be described later.

Again, a highly individualized evaluation system is followed.

It continues to based upon the needs of the student and his plans

for pursuing additional English courses with the grading flexibilities

described on page 59. This flexibility is permitted partly by the

Gmall numbers, ten to twenty, in the Developmental Program and ten to

twenty in the traditional classroom format.

ENGL._ 105_. This course, the first of the Div!,sio 's br d- nd-butter

courses enrolls approximately 850 students per year. It is not

advertised as transfer-level, although it has been accptet
. as tra s-

fer in a number of cases.

DESCRIPlION

1. ENGL 105-3 Basic Composition

2. Prerequisite: None

3. Through extensive reading and writing and the analysis of
sentences, paragraphs, and their assemblage, the student
is taught to construct written compositions basically'
descriptive and narrative in nature.

4. Three lecture hours per week

5. Credit. Three semester hours
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The general objectives as they are contained ia the syllabus

for the course are listed below:

1. To draw reasonable inferences from the observation of

sen ory detail.

2. To write reports and develop essays that are coherently

organized around _ relatively simple main idea.

3. T_ be able to write a neat, readable essay that is coher-

ently orgaaized around a relatively simple main idea.

4. To gain skill in ch- sing a subject appropriate for the

assignment.

5. To write a unified, restrieted,'and precise topic sentence

for an expository paragraph.

6. To write a specifically and concretely developed paragraph.

7. To choose the satisfactory metlods of paragraph development

appropriate for each assignment.

8. TO wri:e a unified, coherent paragraph o tline for an

essay: a thes and topic sentences for each paragraph in the body of

the essay.

9. To develop skills in rewriting.

10. To develop skills in editing.

11. To develop the habit of precise spelling.

12. To eliminate serious deviations from standard mechanics

and usage.

13. To write logical sen ences, el -inating dangling and mis-

placed modifiers and iaulty co-ordination and subordination.

14. To write varied and structurally interesting son ces,

employ II active verbs, verbals, and effective co-ordination and

suburdination.

7 4
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Sp cific objectives have been construcr_ed for each of the

assignments designed for the course. Instructors are expected to

follow the assignments in the order specif ed because they are con-

structed to pr mote the logicdi architecture of the course, from

.simple to complex, from slo/ t- long, and from concrete to abstract.

Flexibility in applying certain object ves in altering order is allowed

instructors so long as all are taught within the course.

Theme 1/1--Descri tion of a Small Ob'ect 200 words

Objectives: The student should be able to:

1. Select an appropriate -bject to describe.

2. Narrow and organize the subjeLt so that he can cover the

material in 250 words.

3. Use the five senses to observe closely and write speci-

fically and concretely about his observations.

4. Wri e a one-sentence generalization about the object he

has chosen; this sentence to ser.e as the thesis or topic sentence of

his paper.

5. Use simple compar ns (metaphors and similes).

Theme P_2-7Description of_a Place (200-30p.- -ds)

Objectives: The 'student should be able to:

1. Select a place

chan 500 words.

2. Use the ,five senses to observe c osely and write speci-

fically and concretely about his observation.

3. Write one-sent:ellee thesis statement which clearly sta es

can describe concretely in no more

the domidant impression or mood he wishes to convey about that Jpot
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4. Select vivid verbs and verbals to convey his meaning.

5. Recognize and correct sentence fragments in his wr_ting.

6. Be aware of ways to organize his paper: spatially, chrono-

logically, inductively, deductively.

Th-em_/13771'hy4cal POSc_ria.13_21JILILLTLJLEKLAII

Objectives: The student should be able to:

1. Select an intere _ing subject he can describe in no more

than 500 words.

2. Draw a generalization about the subject from observation

physical characteristics.

3. Distinguish between fact and i ference.

4. Use effective transitions.

Th e #4--Chara a Person 4 0-500 wor

Objectives: The student should be able

1. Select an appropriate subject he can observe and probably

interview.

2. Effectively character' e the subject through physical des-

cription, dialogue, mannerism statements of others.

3. Recognize and cor ect comma splices (run-on or fused

sentences) in his writing.

4. Punctuate dialogue correctly.

5. Write a thesis statement clearly stating the major charac-

ter trait or traits of the subject.
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Theme 5-7Examining_a_Deglr_14001500 EgD4 al

Objectives: The student should be able to:

1. Choose a real and-pre tical desire that he hopes to realize

in the future.

2. Analyze this_desire into major topics and subtopics.

3. Construct an outline from his analysis.
c

4. Organize his paper to follow his outline.

5 Write a thesis statement that reflects the major points

of paper.

6. Vary the openings of his sentences through introductory

part icipal phrases.

aiginj2k7j--141,Lz:ILzgarklnstitLitjotrords

Objectives: The student should be able to:

1. Select a suitable institution for analysisone he is

familiar with and limited in scope.

2. Analyze the insti u ion, determining its purpose, goals,

strengths, and weakaes-e_

3. Construct an outline based on this analysis.

4. Learn to use subordination effe

Th eme #7--Personal Ex Na a_t o- (4q2C±L6.O0 Ly2s1..4_)

Objectives: The student should be dLle to:

1. Selea an apPropriate experience.

2. Distinguish between "showing" and " elling."

3. Employ some of the devices of effective narrative: use

or inccrna 1 iuci exLvrnal dLulo point of Vi0,4 climax and denote-

moni.

7 7
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4. Vary the length of his sentences, using long sentences

detail and short sentences for emphasis.

Theme --Summar_x_ILDIgth ARpropriace_to _the Material Being 8ummarizedl

Objectives: The student should be able to:

1. Read the original material carefully and accurately, keep-

,ling notes on the main ideas and essential details bef re writing the

summary.

2. State the essen ial or main ideas of the original material

in his own words, using effective diction and syntax.

3. Avoid w 'ting a paraphrase (a technique used mostly in

lit- ature courses), for the purpose of a suimnary is to condense--a

briefer as well as simpler form of the original mate alnot to ex-

pand the meaning and understanding.

4. Write the summary from the author's point of view, not

that _f an outsider looking on, thereby keeping the tone of the gi-

nal maLerial.

5. Avoid any pers nal _pinions of the original material, for

a summary is a condensation of the facts and opinions of the author.

6. Know when to use direct quotes from the o iginal material---

irnarily 'when the author's words exeMplify a p-' t being made.

7. Avoid expressions such as "the author says."

8. Use an ellipsis when needed to eliminate unnecessary words

a qu :ation.

Use quotatton marks ca rectly.

The -bj ctives above are assumed to be basically sequential

and cumulaLive. The studeri,t is expected to to exhibit p e-

viously learned skills id subsequent wri lngs whenever applicab , and

7 8
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app opriete. The teacher is pect .o reinforce and extend pre-

vionsly learned objectives whenever appropriate.

The initial placement criteria for ENGL 105 are listed below:

English 105 ACT English Standard score ,14 - 18
or, converted high school rank of 14 - 18
or, reading at the 10th or llth grade level

The writing samples which all English students take during

either the first or second class session is_ graded by the inst uctor

in whose class the student is enrolled. If the teacher believes -hat

the student has little chance for success within that class, the stu-

dent is advised of his weaknesses and encouraged to drop back to the

previous course (ENGL 101). Specifically, the teach _ looks for ex-

pected writi g fluency (length), and logical rather than illiterate

grammatical and mechanical problems such as an occasional comma fault,

a logical fragment following a qu;rthn, a few common misspellings,

we4k transitions, and the like. If a person appears to be placed below

his ability, he is encouraged to transf.er to the next higher course

(LNGL 110). Some individuals prefer to stay in the class in spite of

superior abilities because they are insecure about their perfor-

mance specially p -sons who have been away from school for a number

of ye-_- ). How if thu pers n does not intend to proceed into

English 110 f llowing the completion of the course, he is given mor

direct counseling to take the higher course so that he will be chall-

enged approprie1y to his ability to perform. These placement

criteria will be discussed further later on, when it will be seen that

the students a e not generally placed by criteria other than the

ing sample because of the great number who do not receive counsel-

before they register because they register by telephone or they

alk o to campus to r5Igister at the last minute.

7 9
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As thi$ cour e is presently consatuted, it points in two

widely divergent directions.

English recrirefli'

ane h nd, it fulfilJs half the

thoc ns wuo are pursuing an Associate

Applied ScInnces. As ch., it must be a respectable course without

following tra' fer-level cou se (ENGL 110) because a great many of

these students ill never enroll in it. Instead, they will take busi-

ness communications, technical writing, or agricultural communications.

Therefore, the course must be looked upon as achieving objectives which

will not be advanced in a future English course. On the other hand,

many of -lie students enrolled in the course plan to remediate deficien-

cies so that they may achieve success in the transfer-level program.

It is safe to as u e that th skill. developed in this course can and

will bc reinfor - at a later time, therefore. some of the skills now

taught in this course could be postponed if this were the only direc-

tion in which the course pointed.

In teaching these assignments, the instructor spends approxi-

mately two weeks on each. Ordinarily, the fir t in r two) is

spent in more or 1esS for- l dis us-ions on the nutrc of the assign-

and suggest-ment, analyzing iadel papers, pinpointing problem

ing organizational strategies. Then the class time gets more and more

informal a' the time draws closer to the writing of the students' own

tliumcs until the classroom ordinarily looks mote like a clinic or

laboratory than a traditiot.l class, with a great deal _f individual-

ized help being provided by the tea her. The focus during this period

is upon the specific paper under construction, with the information

and delivery being as -one ete and specific as possible. The attention

80
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of the student is restricted to only A few concepts at a time so

that as little confusion and disbursement of effort as possible will

occur.

-The evaluation of the papers in this course is built upon a

modified level-of-mastery concept. The student is _ pected to finally

-
secure a passing mark on every paper unless he is unwilling to pursue

Teachers offer every available service to help him reach that

objective. They allow a gtudent to rewrite unsatisfactory papers.

They refer him co the Learning Laboratory, where a p ofessional teacher

will help the student to overcome his deficiencies at no additional

cost to him. The teache can even require the student to have the

director of the Lab examine his papers fer particular deficiencies

before the paper is handed in if that course of action appears approp-

riate. The student can set up mini-courses for himself ii the Lea -

ing Lab with the help of the Director to overcome his problems. The

instructor is required to keep specific office hours and to adVertise

them to the itudents. The syllabus requires that each instructor

meet each student in conference twice during each semester so that the

student will be assured of some private time with the instructor.

In addition, the objectives for the course are placed in the

hands of the students b f- the assignments are given and the papers

are evaluated so that they will know just what is expected of them.

Papers are not to be evaluated for skills which,the students were not

expected to have when they entered the course or which have not yet

been taught to them. It is expected that this type of focused grad-

ing will speed up the process of grading for the instructors as well

as create reasonable expectancies. Thus, it has been the Division's
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experience that mast students who are mot vated and have pr per entry

profiles will finally achieve a satisfactory grade for the course.

Those who receive less than a C grade are permitted by College policy

retake the course to wipe out the undesirable grade by imp ,

their scores. Again it should be mentioned that A to r grades are

mandatory at the College. A teacher who feels that a student has been

singularly exceptional in the course by midsemester t me can by

arrangement with the Chairman and agreement by the student be given

permission to provide special English 110 assignments during the last

half of the semester and award English 110 credit instead of English

105 by special petition to the Chairman and the Dean of Instruction.

lt is interesting to note that the required textbooks for the

course both oiginated at Illinois Central College. The ICC Write-9

is a book of student models representing the best examples of student

writing

papers

of each

om our campus during the previous year. The fa ulty sub-'

ch appear to be of exceptional qnality. Then one or two

_he assignments in our major English courses are chosen, so

that a represent tive sample will be p -vided and so that the book

will be a significant teaching tool. The other required textbook i_

Karl K. Taylor s 10
Mr. Taylor has been with the

College since its inception in 1967, and has tested his materials

within the Division. He has helped to shape the course through his

thinking, and,i am sure that the s-aff has influenced his thought and

9Communications Division, The ICC Writer : 1975 (East Peoria,
ill.: I11iii Central College, 197

10Karl K. Taylor, Stages in Writing (New York: McGrawHill
Book Co., 1973).
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his materials rather considerably. At any rate, the course syllabtm,

which is decided upon by the teaching faculty, and the objectives

stated ir the text are almost che same.

ENGL 110. This is the basic English ,2ourse ut the College. It holds

this position for several reasons. First, it attracts the mos- u-

dents--well over 2000 per year. Second, it is the first r-

level course In the compositional sequence, required by law to be

commensurate with the first semester course at state universities in

Illinois. It is the most structured of t. lish courses; thus, it

provides a solid starting ground for any 6 Inges or innova

Most faculty feel most %cure teaching the cou

DESCRIPTION

1. ENGL 110-3 Composition

2. Prerequisite: ENGL 105-3 or equival-nt

3. Writing assignments include basic types of composition
which are evaluated and rewritten. Reading and discussing
the various types clarify uses and purposes as exemplifed
by established authors. Writing problems are dealt with
through discussion, exercises, special reading and/or
writing assignment, and personal conferences.

4. Three 1 ure hours per week

5. Credit: Three semester hours

lt will shortly become evident that this course is very highly

structured and that the objectives are enumerated in considerable

detail. However, the general objectives for the course are the

followin

1. To write a precise, unified thesis _ a -ment.

2. To write an introduction which presents the central idea

and plan of the essay.



3. To write an essay with well-developed paragraphs.

4.
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To use concrete and specific details to develop and support

a central ida.

5. To write a conclusion which shows the implication of the

ossay and its importance to the reader.

6. To show precise relationships between the parts of the

7. Tc write in d clear, concise, forceful style which le cull=

sistent with both the content and the purpose of the essay.

8. To be able to recognize, anatv.7,e, and appreciate the

above in other literary works.

9. To use effeclively the organiza ional pc cern appropriate

to the subject.

10. To build vocabulary.

The formulation of the specific objectives for the course was

initiated in 1971. Permissio- (1 been granted to the Ch -man by the

Dean of Instruction to insti experimental prograr :::ontin-

gency coi --acting for the English 110 course. It was determined that

the only reasonab,e method of achieving thu goals the u,se and

the consistency among instructors which were desirable was to formu-

late specific objectives for each of the nine papers r.quired in the

course. Therefore, eleven concerned instructors begau to meet during

th,:: spring of 1971 to develop them and were ready to recommend by

fall to the full complement of orrip(_-tion instructors that they adopt

the objectives. Although not everyone agreed upon every objective

in specific detail, they voted unanimously to accept them during

8 4



the summer of 1971. Since that time. .:ensidorable revision has been

perio*it lily undertaken to achieve the present form.

They appear in the beJk which has been compiled hy the Commun5-

cations Division and published by Kendall/Hunt publishing Company.11

They are presented completely because they describe the course conLent

in very specific terms.

ObJECTIVES FOR PROCESS

GENLiAi OBJECTIVE: The student will demonstrate :eis understanding of

the rhetorical type process by writing an essay approximr'ely 500

words long in which he (a) explains an informational or directiunal

process, includes ot least three general steps, and (c) adheres

to the objectives and checklist listed below.

LNABL1NG OBJECTIVES= In this essay you will:

1. Write:

A. rhe chosen topic in the iitie and opening para-

gr4ph

B. the intended audiene, sufficiently narrowed, below

the title

C. thesis statement, placci below the audience, which

is a single declarative sentence wiich lists the gen-

era/ steps, with each step le,Ilding to the topic

sentence of each paragraph.

liCommunications Division, Illinois Central College, qa&1101_11,p
Student $odels BOok (Debuque, Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co.,
1974).
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. Write an outline that lists clearly the steps of the pro-

A. us one of the following methods of organi

1. stop-by-step order

2. chronological order

3. from least important to most im -rtant

4. sr:a or

3. Use erie of the following poiats view-narrative or

objectivc-by establishing ic in t opening paragraph and continuing

to use it throughout the essay.

4. Write paragraphs of minimal leng f 75-125 words in

which:

A. the topic senter,ce, rather than the ordrr of the pro-

ols the unity and organization of th- p,ra-

-h

B. sentence structure is varied ti -ugh the use'of intro-

ductory adverb, adjective, and prepositional phr s-

and clauses, aA abov- at least three of the partici-

pial phrases tae d "participle is wr tten

variety of effective transl ions is used within and

between paragraphs, and at least three are underlined

D. these introductory phrases, clausec, and transitions

dee punctuated correctly with the c a.

5. Write tAe purpose of tle essay in the introduction in

the conclusion, or have it clearly implied.

6. Ret i in and use Lhose applicable specific objectives of

ller rhoioricill types.

8 6
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CHECKLIST FOR PROCESS: Before you hand lu your paper, go over the

checklist for Process. Have you:

Yes No

I. Chosen subject with which you have famili-

arity and knowledge?

2. Selected a limited subjeor which can he

deveioped into ,J 500-word paper?

3. a tne'As Sentence in statment

4. Written an outline that clearly lists the

steps for the process?

5. Written paragraphs of /5-125 words?

6. Written paragraphs with topic sentences?

7. Underitned 3 transitions?

8. Underlined 3 participles and written

.particliJe u over each?

Oi TIVES FOR DESCRIPTION

GENERAL OBJECTiVE: Write an essay 400-600 words long in which you use

description to convey your impression of the subject to the intended

audience.

ENABLING OBJECT- this essay you :'11:

I. IndiL- - the purpose of the essay in the thesis.

II. Select sensory details relevan',. to the purpose of your

essay by:

using the five senses in selecting details to avoid

limiting the ossay to the visual sense

8 7



using only those details which convey your purpose,

eliminating those -hieh detract from it, and

exp _iences which are irrelevant to the purpose of the

essay.

Ill. OrgalUe the essay by using one of the following metho

of organization:

A. order of plact

B. order of outstanding fwiture

C. order of relative PC 'Lance.

78

IV. Write paragLdphs of minimal length of 75-125 words in which

you avoid writing nonobserv:ible inferences by:

A. using ry detat

paragrapl essay

elevant to the purpose of the

B. usi-g concrete and specific nouns and modifiers, oid-

ing non-m dified nouns which are abstract and general

using vivid verbs, especially by avoiding the wea

to be" v

D. uslng and labeling five fresh figures of sneech From

among tho foil ing: simile, metaphor, a.lalogj, and

personification.

V. Retain and use tho,e applicable sperilic objectives of

earl icr rhetorical _yn--

CHECKLIST FOR DESCRIPTION: before you hand in vour paper, go over the

ch,..Rlist for Descript

I. nd __ated the

thus

c you:

8 8

the essay i t e

Yes
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Yos No

A. Used the five senses in selecting detail?

B. Used only those details which convey

your purpose?

3. Used: A. Order of place?

B. Ord of o tstanding f.ature or

of relative importance?

4. Use concrete lnd specific nouns and modifiers?

Used vivid verbs?

6. Used and labeled five frt. h figures G. .peec

OBJECTIVES_ FOR _DEFINITION

GENERAL OBJECTIVES: The student will demonstrate his understanding

the rhet- ical type, definiti A)), writing an e-- -pproximtely 500

words long in which he defines a subject that is thcr abstract

concrete, (b) develops the composition fully using any combination

methods appropriate t- the subject, and (c) adheres to the objec-

yes and checklist below.

ENABLING OBJECTIV

1. Write:

A. th

tEls essay you 'W2 1:

chosen topic in the tItle and/or opening paragraph

the intended audience sufficiently narrowed, below

the title

a thesis statemert, pl audience which is

a siugie declaratIve sentence -hich lists the specific

areas that OF be covered in the paper on which topic

sentences will be based.

8 9



2= Write an outline I 1 s .learly the areas to

oped by using any combination of the following moth ds of pa

organization:

A. dccriptive detaiia

B. examples or incidents (exemplifica

C. comparison and cont t

ion

rt. ins or causes

results or eijects

process

classifica n

and rfilizing -_here suitable:

A. dictionary definition

B. etymology of the term.

3. Indicate with the diction an attitude which is consistent

to your point of view and proper for your audience and an understand-

ing of denotation and connotation by underlining a specified number of

connotative words.

4. Write paragraphs of minimal length of 75-125 words in

which:

A. the topic sentence 'ontrols the unity and organization

of the paragraph

B. you demonstrate correct use of the colon to indicate

restatement or clarification, the correct use of the

-iEmicol-n in punctuating to give variety to sentence

types, and the correct use of the comma when punctua-

ting 1 tems in a series.

80



5. Write an introduction that att racts the reader by using

one or more than one of the following atteittion gett.ers:

A. rhetorical question

B. star ling staLeinunt

C. narr-C7e opening

D. quoted remarks

E. quotation

F. histor or background of subject

C. direct re s to the ubjec,-_.

6 oirite a conclusion that:

A. summariz-s the content

B. announces ti - main point if paper has been ink uctively

developed

,s to conclusions or suggests results and s goifi

cances

closes with an apt quotation.

7. ain .nd use those appl _able specific ohjerives of

earlier r J types.

CHECKLIST FOR DE INITION: Before you hand in ycir paper, go over the

_1,ecklist for Definit-i.on. have you:

Yes No

Chosen a subjec _1 you have famili-

3rity or about which you wish to gain

koowledge?

2. S lected a J..iiited subject which can be

developed into a 500 word pap

81



3. Written a thesis sentence in statement form?

4. Considered the conventional pattern suggested

on the Assignment Sheet as a possible meth d

of organizat on?

5. Written an outline that clea _y lists the

development of ideas in the heme?

6. Written paragraphs with topic t ,v

7. AvoIded defining with "is whe and "'-

where"?

1113 CTIVES FOR CLASSIFICATION

Yes

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: The student will demonstrate his unders anding of

the rhetorical type-classification by writing an essay approximately

500-700 words long in which he (1) clas-ifi_s a limited subject into

at least three categories or classes, (2) uses a controlling principle

to help analyze the subject and to make the classification consistent,

and (3) adheres to the objectives and checklist below.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES: In this -ssay you wil :

1. Organize the classification by:

A. selecting a sIngle ruling principle (divisor)

selecting more than one ruling principle (divisor

C. cover all reasonable subclasse F the subject

3. include t e subclasses "other" for rare items where

and if necessary

E. separat all cla.ses c early with transitions.

82
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II. In the thesis introduction and/or conclusion in

A. the subject to be ilassified, which

ean he covered adequately in the ass' ent

has not already been classified naturally, arti-

ficially, r.-r popularly

can be di. ed into at; least three subgroups

B. tliosi ngi c clple (di.visor) or ruling prio-

rciples (

the impo- I1i i teat result-. of the classi

III. Write paragraphs of minimal length of 75-125 words in

which you:

A. us.- ic supporting details, concrete worth., and

figures of speech to avoid construe Lug faulLy gcner

alizations

B. explain the significance of the details, where

necessary, to avoid inadequately developed paragraphs

C. ary sentenct trucLure and length by us ng apposi-

veF and particpies.

IV. Write an introduction in which you:

A. attract the a-tention

state the subject of your -ssay

C. outline generally the organization of your essay.

V. Retain arid use th se applicable spccific objectives ci

earlier rhetorical types.



CHECKLIST FOR CLASSUICATI" Before you hand in your paper, go over

the checklist for Classification. Have you:

Yes

Organized the classification by selecting

a single ruling principle or, if necessary, more

than one ruling principle?

2. Covered all reasonable subclasses of the

subject?

3. Included the subclass "other" for rar- items

where and 'f necessary?

4. Separated all classes clearly with trans -

tions?

5. Selected a suhect which can be cover d

adequately in 500-700 worus?

6. Selected a subject which has not already b.2c,

classified naturally, irificially, or popu-

larly?

7. Indicated in the thesr 1-.,r du ion- r,nd/or

conclusion the single ru Lric

ruling principles used?

Indic _ed in the thesis, introduction, and/or

conclusion the irnportanL six; t,cant results

of the classIficatio-_?

9. Written paragraphs of mialmal length of

-125 words.

Used specific supporting details, concrete

words, aad figure:, of speech to avoid con-

struction faulty genL lizat ons?

84
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11. Explained the significanc- details,

where necessary, to avoid inadequately devel-

oped paragraphs?

12. Varied sent n e structure and length by using

appositives and pa i-iples?

13. Written an Introduction in which you attract

the eade 's n ion?

14. Written an introduction in which you state

the s'hject of your essay?

1.. Written an introduction in which you outline

generally the organization of your assay?

CTIVES FOR COMPARISON_AND CONT

Yos No

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: The student will demonstrate hia unde standing of

the rheto 'cal type comparison cntrast by writing an essay at least

600 wo ds long In which he

uses comparison and contrast to develop his explanation of

his chosen subject

b) organizes his essay by using e ther th- opposing or alter-

nating pattern of development

adhercs to the enabling obj crives listed below.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES; is essay you will:

I. Indicate the chosen limited subject in the title.

e an outline that clearly indicates the plan ot ;he

essay by:



ich:

IV.

A. using e icr the opposing or the alternating pattern

of developmeiir as the basic me ns of organization

.5.ndicating the specific s--.q illustrations

examples to be used in the body of the essay

C. includil,g both an introduction and a closing.-

Wri paragra mini- 1 length of 75-125 words in

A. the topic sentences

C.

cat@ the subjects being com-

pared/contrasted in the parapraphs

-ffective parallel sentences are used to s_ ess simi-

larity of ideas in a balanced sentence, to stress con-

-sting ideas in an anti-th

east two analOgjeS are us d throughout the essay

statement -is used for clarification

the colen
.

'etence to

d correc ly in restatement

spect of one subject is followed by

reference to the same aspect of the othe- subject

effective transitions are used within and between

paragraphs.

an introduction that

A. attracts the reader by using at least two of the fol-

lo- 'ng attention ge ters

1) rhetorical question

startling statement

3) narrative o3ening

4) dueLed remarks

5) quotation

06
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hying eanwr i/enntro:-,ted lit tilL' paragrarhs?

8. Us A effect ve ;111(21 setae

two anal th 1 the

10. Used restatolgent for elassif 1cation?

11. Made reference to one aspect of one subject,

followed by erence to the silnie aspect of

the othc-- s-b'

Used ef fect jV. rinsjtius within and be

para aphs?

13. Written an introduction that attrnc . the

reader using at least two of the following:

rhetorical questiol

start ling SLAtement

3) narrative opening

9 8



marl

briot hint rY or h Er,ronnd it tho t

IF 1 t reicreoro to the !hthIcet

n d t u t ( 1 lii ii i t I oduct ion t IlL pit

the Lulli in-; It I

hut i cat ed I lu introduct It I h

ro hi. lidlilt li Wll [ch ir v iuu1ti il t ko 1 ho

tIfli Li y _mtpa ra I c nd d s:.; liii tr

ER' d i 1011 :4 I }),11

emit

i. mdiii I'd in 1Ii in t: fon h roader t

whom the essay Li direct(d?

17. Written a concl uiicni that_ siimma 1r,zes the

C,0111clit ?

Wr it 1iL a CO11C1UfOi1 that Ind I cate- the tri1 Iii

po int. of thc eshay?

19. Written a c:oitc1won that ends the eqsay

by nigcstinç rLL-iuil ts or stp,nificance?

Wr 1 Led ut that nds Lite ossay

wi th ill appropr into quo tat ion?

OW EL: T1 V L',1-,1 OF SUMHARY

GINl.XAL OBJE FIVES: The student will demonstrate his underStanding

1 type Summary by writIng a summary of a nonfiction

which

is no longer than 1/ 4 Lb 1ength o- the original
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!;11.

includes ow Ionia! 41, no t hy

t:11Q lii lIl;ILV

rm 11w ^dm I r 1)I41 .( 1 f.1 hi.' I

H T1W-,,: In i you

atm worch, by:

which:

p :ow I iJ er id. ;I:; t lt,' him 1 ill mt

I y I I ' t I II I

On I 114 TIV1 M i1Iii Ind 'nt

I rfct s 1 ruui the oriy,inal, la

the auther'H words CXOMplily A key heing mado

av Wing t lit. US 0 0 1 110 par' phrase

D. orgat aut IRir LImphas is as

the mud ul.

Wr Iti the 'V t ruin the autha- H point ot view by:

A. void1np uo.I phrasies aH "the author Hays"

ii. avoiding ;iny pe rsonai comments about the original

avoiding the point of view of an outsider looking

III. Write aragraphs of a.
minimal length of 75-125 words

A. the r --ie sentence indicates

treated in that paragraph

b. an ellipsis is used correctly to eliminate unnecessary

word!: in a quot at lin

C. quotation marks are usid correctly

D. off, Live trans It ions are used within and between

paragraphs.

being

and

taught rhetorical type

ppLicable specific objec _Ives of prey usly
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:Ulf:ELI:1 FO ;iiiu

4.

;;In111.11V,

Jd (h- oriOnal 111:11

occur-of 4IV , nr, Hot (11) t he wHi I..,

aod I del 1.1; ?

;11 cd 1110 ent ktl or ruii it( i(14.,;v,

I ola1 .1-1..11 In vonf I n,

tvo di 1 1 mil !iy 0 i

Avoid I ji It Iiii,, .(

1

:if a;( t he Piode

11 iii ( hi 1ItlrIflII ry I:4)m t 111 tIlIt I

iit v low?

Avui led any p F4tJ UI I oplIdoes ot the

Ind molvria

ed accurotely portiom of the ort,inal

Ina Lc F ILI1 ?

Used Lhi ol.] ipsis correctly?

!;;111' CP),

Used quot;It Arks correctly?

W. lu rittU tn

summl- (u fess the 111th ile fzi in t,,h

ENCL tiO text

t I



WIFCT h: Tin! itticlein will d riwi r rit 1 o ot

cAlp-!ni oniity!-ik h! writing AI OW,i y ii I -Is( long in whi -h

he

spcili I lly and invIed

!itit iud otiert

ndhrik,!i 10 lin, !-1- uhly,, iv bc1

ly lite I .it fooldliwi

I. Inillearc in ch., t tu, 0 ) r tug Hu! iiii ticI

n iirt2A ul ccicu.il i o'Lat juilsIl i.pu which wi

'Lai In the ,! lott!I tor the essay

Writo on outline that includes

A. an introdue

B. at Least one section in which the situa i n involving

causal relat ionhkps to be explained is 1 esented

C. at least Ui tee sectio- s in which the causal relat ion-

ships are presented, illustrated, and explained

D. a conclu--

Explain the causal relationships by developing thc para-

hs mphasi4iag

which

cnuse8 or offectsi.

IV. Writze pa ag aphs of a minImal leng h 75- rds

A. vajd generaii2ations are d veloped and supported by

ivuidiii g 'ugical entradictions and fallacies

tidin n8 iii iy known and relevant facts about

the subject as puss I hle within the

the explanation

102

allotted
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v.

Yl

3) 8rressing SOITIC Facts at. e%penr.le c )1ner taet:i only

if te",;ted and validated explaoatiew; for each

weighing '/r, given in the essaY

B. effective transitions are used within and between

paragraphs

C. (acts Lo iliustratt, or supf:_-t topic sentences

are interpreted.

Retain and use applicable specific objectives previously

taught rhetorical Lypes,

CUCKLIST FOR CAUSE AND EFFECT: Before you hand in your paper, go

over tho checklist for towio ood Efiont. have you:

Yos No

I. Written a thesis statement stating the major

areas of causal relationships to be explained

in the csay?

2. Written an outline containing

at least one section indicating that a sit-

uation involving causal relationships is

presented?

b) at least throe sections indicating presen-

tation, illustration, and explanation of

causal relationships?

3. Developed an explanation
_

causal tela-

tionships according to one of the following;

a) origin or causes?

b) results or effects?

4. Avoided logical contradictions and fal Jes?
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OBJECTIVES t11.100T,I9N

GENERAL ORJECHVE: The student wilL domoist understanding ol

the rhetorical ty131 itarrat i n by wilL Lug an essa

ds long in whi CII he

us ', a single sloificnat I gin] expe

b) uses several personal espertel

focal point, ond

ldheres Lu the objectives and checklist listed below.

500

develop a Singh.:

ENABEI ; ON FIVES: In thbi mmnay yolt will:

State:

A. the chiosiii topic in the title and/or opening -n 0

gr ph

B. a thes is statement hick is a sin le declara ive

sentence, which incledeti the effect the event had

upon you.

II. Write an effective introduction selecting from one of the

followi_ methods: i-direct, direct, d-layed

A. begin '-h the climax of the experience anti have

fla b k (i dlroct)

discussion of your experience andove fr II a

then to your spee fic sittation (indirect)

C. beeln with background material, relating what happened

prior to the incident, and end with your experience

D. begin wit_ a similar incident _ om a movie, book, TV

show, etc., and relate

101

to your own (delayed)



E. begin with a lonversatfon or Interior monologue

(dul.yod).

III. Wi 'He pflrigrnphs ol 5Q-I 25 wor ds in which you mAke your

cxperieneo vivid by:

A. using the first_ per ori IU mint of view

B. using detailed description of people p l.(l(4 oiiil v 1

us cific names of people and ptoces

D. UJII1 tli rce dial ,u iustead ol indirectly reported

speech

ng prtr h=ie Liivigo- turn ing nouns al 1 vc -hs

I. stdri im; 1 ow pah.graph foi:

a new phase of action

change of speaker

iihtit hi sceac

C. selecting only tho s detailp, reit!

U. avolling apolo

on mOrals.

IV. Be consistent in tense and point of vie .

rpose

unnecessary explary ion, or --eked-

V. in and use appil_able specific objectives of ea

rhetorical types.

CHECKLIST FOR NARRATION: fiefore you hand in your )aper, go over the

checklist for n. Have you:

Yes

experience of significance, or

series of exnur.Lertces that. hav= a single

focal point?

105



Writtu thositi awe In sta L cumul [ccii

which uciid the ffL!CL the even (s) hdd

OH Jd?

Writ-Leh nil introduction that Is ithor 111-

direct., direct, or delayed

Writt LI

a L

Irtl)Jii t I z I i1 I ra

and/or i L

.l,idt Ow PNpet y; vivid liv

more ol liii:, follow r.?

a) first peron point of vie

b) detailed desrripLloa of person

event.

c used specific nam _ of peopl

d) u, ciso

us 1 :t d laic

f) selected only those d

your pur) .?

6. Been consiste flt In te

Laces

Ins aad verbs?

lit tO

7. Been consistent in point of view?

OBJECTIVES PROBLD-SOLUTJON ASSIGNMENT

RtIETOR1CAL TYPEPR. B SOLUTION: In-reality this assignment is a

final examination tiat te. sts your ability to use your knowledge of

rhetor -1 types to W ite a complete assay. It also tests your im-

pr v ment tn style devices that were prescribed in the objectives for

each of the papers. You will also be checked for correct mechamies,

grammar, and usage.
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BASIC UBJLCTEVES: Speell you will be dbl.,. LD:

InOth,!; V1111 11.IVC !11.) 1.1r, Lila I null kt. I lie Flight i :11

considered, phohlem-i;olutten IL.ni no ()lie technique el and

amAir4lhg miterlaI; rahor it h; thc driM3tc Litie to which all or

iiume 01 the rhetorical mode:, rJn h0 pill into pract cc.

2. P!,.. one or more el the previotedy presented thetor

Lypt2!-i in sn|vbV| a cumplcii: ooyoy problem by following the iivc

prtncipnl

a) become ,aware ot mally prohlumi; snr,,ested in a

given slide

h) gather- hit-omit ion .-Ind take noie:i a,-; yen view

you have !ielected tno.-2 OHC' or varioty of rhe-

torical tvpe;_; in :,olvlog rho problem (n the slide

e) identify the Holut kmq

d) write the paper.

3. Retain and utilize an urldcr:Ataudiug of behavioral objec-

tive:Li of earlier rhetorical types by giving special attention to a

review of the following objectives:

a) tJwsis ilatement

introduction conclu.t;ions

c) trawittiont;

d) fully developed paragraphs

careful attention to diQt-.--

f) syntax variety.
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No

courie. ThhA

have the

coot neit En-,1 I Lf he Lilt elaL

'(liLt I ru"k1,111_ wE LIt concept that ntudoni:4

long n:.; they u -e iidvLwd ii,Ature

th course, the ohle ivs hv which they will he ov n iciated the normal

entry-levet profile!;, nuil Iii particulal t:Itrirtc' in of SS Lf thu

teacher it.es thut d 51 1(1(111: has only minimal opportililiL ion Cor succuss,

rted ef orts will c nitele ro advise him out Lit ' the ofli

t:. 1ro in.ldy to advir.e nLtideiiL licLo

they ar . nol reinbed

awie 1101(.1 nt w I k. unto the (.7: t Ulpti!,, t La to dat cs and

try. In addition

lephone, h 01

till I students register by

TnnItY for advisement. Co-

most of thu plar Meta Li io Lhe form of shifting after the ittiidetit

has entered the c lass noun nd the writing sample has been -flecked.

However, the mi ti a 1 placement critetta ut ilized in those instances

whore initia advisement can be carr ed out are listed below:

English 110 ACT English standard score 19 - 24
or, converted high school rank of 19 - 24

1-y,

Other than those students who are ski m d off to be placed

either below or ab ve English 110, the students are a cross section of

humanity. A few cite quite young, still in high school by special

eirient; quite old, even in the eight ies. Some have

phyb cal d fficiltios: thoy in blind deii or paraplegic. Sone a

as bright as the brigliteict attending the utilversities Some are

apathetic whereas others are tactreniely aggressive. Some are shy or

quiet, while other- are gregarious and talkat vo. Most are students

just out of Ii 401 sch--I, holding part-time j-bs, supporting car , and

interestcd in the practical results which they have heard comes froM



9

attending college. They have neither the time nor the interest to

get involved in extra-class activities. They are on campus only so

long as their class schedules keep them _here; so the teacher can eN

pe t only mini l library work fr m them. Although many of them are

merely trying out coll-ge to find out whether they c. n succeed, many

others know that they could succeed anywhere.

When the behavioral objectives were first introduced into the

Division, many instruc: rs were concerned that their creativity would

be curtailed, as they had read in professional journals. It will bc-

come appa ent later that that result has never been realized.

stead, their creative talents have been focused upon thu instructional

te hniques and materials utilized in the courst rather than attempts

to redesign various individual course structures.. The consequence of

that action is the rich acquisi Lien ul a host of methods and devices

for teacbing the object Ives which have been established: The

be discussed more panic larly In foil wing parapraphs. IL is enough

at this point to state that. the conten e is much ti-

richer for those efforts. The Initial le tures and discussions which

introduce each paper are extr mely varied. Then, as more informal

discussions occur, the teacher has a wide as ortment of individu lized

materials, instructional help, and particularized models to help stu-

dents with their pecial problems. Finally, the _tc.ic.her often meets

lvatL1y with any students who need or want special help.

Three t xtbooks are required for the course. Louise E.

Ro -ignments in Exposicion, chosen by the staff, is

109



requ1r.d in al sect
12

Although it does not fit en i ely the

structure of the course1 it fulfills the requirements

myriad other textb _ks on the kct, Since referonces t- it -xist

in a variety of instructional matertain it will probably be retained

for sone Lime. To change L.ips lide =ter in Is TV çroduc cions the

EnKlislt _110 _S_tudetit Models _Book, an of individualize( n-

naterials w uld be both costly and time consuming. After

searching for years and trying a variety

bas I

it wan

b_o

unsatisfactory

the Division decided that the only way to get what

pub own test Such a move was qu 1-

bl since th development or the objectives for the cour h,d already

been agreed upon by the st ff. Therefore, in 1973 a k was

formalizeL duplicated on campus, and sold to the s LUthIi t as a re-

quired text for the course,

trig Company published and printed

En_lish 110 Student Models Book."

llouing year, Kendal /Hunt Publish-

book under the title of The

The third text is also locally

14
prepared1 The ICC_Wrlter.- This is a yearly publicati n of the best

writing products of Illinois Central College students, and just

recently has offered co-sponsc_ ip by the Creative Arts Divi-

ion, which contributes various art productions to accompany the

writing. Obviously, every effo t has bell cxert4:1 to assure Chat the

Instru(: tional matcrials )nsistcnt with the eei -I design.

koui ! E. Rorabach Ass Ignment s in Ek)csition (5th cd
York: Harpet and Row, 1 74).

1Conimuu i&: at tomis Ilivis 1. ICC, 110

Ikon nications Otvts ion, ICC, 'Ylly ICC WY_ ILtr ,

0
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Evaluation of the course is based upon the same ki.d of modi-

fled mastery learnthg t as outlined for English 105. it is ex-

ed that nearly all students who are m tivated to do the work and

who had the proper entry profile will, du satisfac rk. The bell

shaped curve is lna[lp [[cable under this philosophy. All teachers

allow students to rewr' e unsatisfactory papers. In fact, most re-

quire them to do it. Mos aiso allow students with satisfactory

papers to rewrite them for a better grade. The intent of the assign-

ments is to provide the lear ing environment for students to gain the

optimum from the course; Lhre[ore, rewriting is considered a desir-

able learning technique. Sinco the objectives are'designed to be

cumulative, the evaluation involves prima ily those skills which have

been taught in the course to that point. If a student co tinually

exhibit those skills which al2 included in the entry profile

col so (the exit skills of Inglish 105), rather than c_ tinu-

ally failing him for those deficiencies, he is required to alleviate

them by utilizing the Learning Laboratory. The teacher l expected

not to toad those skills and tao to grade them. The paper is refused

unless the entry level expectancies are met. Thus, the student do

not perpetually fail because of the same diffi ultics, which are not

part of the 1 I
g objectives ot the emirs, . The grading demands

upon the t uae her are reduced, she can concentrate upon the

uhJc-tlyes which she has taught. Some flexibility in ordering the

specif t papers and OhJeCL ives is allowed when a full-tIme teacher

presents a rat iuiialc for doing U. Most Instritetors, however, follow

ort



This grading technique has allowed the Chairman to provide

adequate support for the faculty when students complain about

che grade received for the course. A series of clues ions is asked

of the studenc.

1. Did you havc a written ecrse syllabus?

2. Did you have the specific, writ objectives for each

writing?

3. Did you have written assignments for each paper?

4. Did thu teacher teach the objectives for each paper:

5. Did the teacher grade those objectives.

6. If so, what complaint -an you have about the fairness of

the grade? You might Tiot like the

but that is a different matter enti

atu

y.

e of the course,

102

the student answer: "yes" to each of the questions, then the teacher

haH tilLed, obvious support. If the stude t answers "no" to

y of them, th n the teacher needs-te provide some input into the

situation. Since the advent of obj -tives, every teacher has been

fendablt when a question has been raised.

ENGL. _111. This is the second semester of transfer English which is

taken p "naraly by students to meet the requiretnents for the Associate

in Arts and Science degree. It continues to be labeled "Composition"

because the emphasis is upon writing rathet thin introduction to

literature, as is so frequently the case in four-year colleges and

universiti _ Eve-y attempt has been taken to keep the twe areas

separate since 196R, when that decision was agre A upon after consid-

erable debit .

112
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DESCRIPTION

1. ENOL 111-3 Composition

2. P quisite: ENGL 110-3 or equivalent

This course concentrates upon advanced composition. It

places particular emphasis upon writing which reflects
definition, analytic procedures, argument, persuasion
and research activities. Instruction will also include
the analysis of student compositions and the use of
examples from literary sources. Instruction will cOn-
tinue on the polishing of style and mechanics undertaken
in ENGL 110-3.

4. Credit: Three semester hours

5. Three lecture hours per week

.Following in the footsteps of English 110, this course has taken

on more a d more structure with passing semesters. Although several

options are available, the general objectives for the cou

following:

1. To improve fur her the objectives as stated in the

ENG', 110-3 syllabus.

2. To arrange material clearly and logically.

To analyze critically assigned problems.

4. To evaluate and develop 1ogicalpersuaslvn viewpoints.

5. To demonstrate the f-rm and techniques necessary for

the

development of this course has ordina ily followed a year

behind English 110. Experimental designs have usually originated

with the earlier course. Then, after the major problems have been

ove come, the ideas have been adapted to English 111, Usll lly with



much smoother transition. The 'inal fv_s Gd of the cou e require-

ments and the following specific objectives were accomplished in pru-

paration [or the publication of the lf.li,Vish 111_Book Ln 1975.

Original Research Pap -Fltquired of all students

GENERAL OBJECTIVE' You shall write a 500-800 word paper in which you

to a conclusion about a local problem or situation from infor-

mat on you have gathered by doing original research.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES; To accomplish the general objective, you shall

do each -f the following:

1. Formulate a hypothesis (or tentative thesis_ ) or pose a

question concerning a local problem or situation.

a. Choose a hypothesis or question that is limited

-ugh to be fully investigated within the time and

resources available to you.

b. Choose a hypothesis that has not already been estab-

lished _ or a question that has not already been

answered.

2. Gather the information necessary to answering y ur ques-

tion or to testing your hypothesis by using primary and, if applicable,

second -y sources.

3. Evaluate the information you have gathered by applying

tle tests of evidence

4. Generalize from the evidence you have gatLered to f

late the final thesis of your paper.

'5Conununications D vision, Illinois Central College, English
Book (Dubuque Iowa: Kendal lunt Publishiug Co., 1975).
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5 Support your thesis with the most valid evidence available.

6. Cor ectly and completely document (footnote and list in

bibliography) all resea -hed material used in you_ paper.

CHEC IST FOR. THE _ORIGINAl. RESEARCH PAPER

Before submitting your paper, check it agiast this list to

ensure that it fulfills the objectives for the assignment. Then sign

the completed checklist d submit it ilh your paper.

Write your hypothesis or original question here:

Write your final thesIs here:

1. Is your hypothesis or question limit0 enougi

it an orLginal one?

3. Have you used primary sources of in 'on?

4. Have you

research materll, whether it is primary or secondary

and wh ther it is directly quoted or paraphrased?

ted and cited in biLliography all

Yes No

Yes_ No

Yes No

Yes No

Not Applicable

*Questionnaires1 polls, and experiments of your own do not have to be

footnoted nor cited in the bibliography. Any research material that
you read and interviews do need to be footnoted and cited in the bibli-

ography.



5. If you have used such primary sou ces as ques-

tionnaires of tests, have you attached a copy

to your paper?

Does your thesis fit the bulk of the evidence?

Is the evidence in support of your thesIs stronger

than that which contradicts your thesi-?

Rave you tried to minimize the evidence that con-

tradicts your thesis?

Inducti _-gument--Required of all students

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: You shall write a 600-800 word argument which is

supported by a corret use of evidence and/or inductive reasoning.

N/A Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes No

ENABLING OBJECTIVES: To accomplish the general objective, you shall

do uch of the following:

;

1. Construct a thesis (major proposi:ion ) that is clearly

arguable and limited enough to be fully developed within 600-800

words.

2. Use this thesis as the conclusion of your theme.

3. Analyze the issues involved in your argument and take

stands on each of tiese issues (minoi propositions) that will lead to

your thesIs .

4. Develop and arrmgu Liieie Issues (minor propositions

n I
Oval order so that your mper possesses completeness unity and

collo

116
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5. Support at least three minor propositions with valid

ductions and/or valid evidence. (See Original Research section.)

6. Document all borrowed material by correctly footnoting and

citing sources in a bibliography. (See Research Paper sect n.)

7. Avoid the following fallacies in your paper (see Logic

sect -):

a. Post hoc

b. False analogy

c. Faulty generalization

d. Arguing in a circle

e. Shifting the point.

CHECKLIST FOR_THE INDUCTIVE ARGUMENT

Write your thesi here:

indicate your audience here:

Does your thesis state a judgment which your read

would doubt or not believe before they read your

paper? Yes_ No__

Is your thesis ii. i-ed and specific enough to be

argued with 600-800 ds? Yes. No

Does your conclusion contain your thesis? Yes No

117
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4. Between your introductIon and concLusion does ea'h of

your paragraphs develop a minor proposition that

leads to your thesis?

5. Are the paragraphs arranged in a logical order so

that the minor proposition of one leads into the

or proposition of the next?

Have you supported at least thr e different minor

Yes

Yes No

propositions with valid evid nee and/or inductions? Ye

7. Have you corr ctly footnoted and i-dicated in a

bibliography all borr wed material, whether that

material was directly quoted or paraphr ed? Yes

Have you avoided the fallacies of inductive

writing (objective 7)?

LogicStudy required of
in a paper

d n

Yes No

but not terminating

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: You should be able to analyze and evaluate the

reasoning and evidence typically involved in arguments.

ENABLING OBJECTIV S: To achieve the general objective, you shall do

each of the following:

1. Detect the conclusion of an argument, whether it is stated

or implied.
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2. Distinguish caricluslons that are suppo Jed (by inducti n,

deduction, or with evidence) fro conclusions that are merely un-

supported assertions.

3. Detect the assuuiptions of an argument, whether they are

stated or implied.

4. Recognize which assumptions require further support.

5. Distinguish strong evidence from weak evidence by applying

the rules of evidence.

6. Determine the validity of an induction by applying the

appropriate tests of induct on.

Dete .ine the validity of deduction by testing the

reasoning from its assumptions to i-- conclusion.

8. Detect in arguments the following fallacie

a. Post hoc

b. False analogy

c. Ad h minem

Faulty g 1 zati

Shifting the point

Arguing 11 a circle

g. Eith /or thinking

h. Non sequitur

i. Equivocation.

Deductive Argume- --Required of all students

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: You should develop and organize a 600-800 word

argument by using a valid syllogism or any combination of valid

syllogisms.
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ENABLING 0 ECTIVES: To aecomplish the general objective, you should

do each of the folio mg:

1. Construct a valid syllogism or combination of syllo-

gisms the conclusion of which is the thesis of your pape

2. Above the tit]. e of your paper, w- te this syllogism

syllogisms) in the traditional three-state ent form: major premise,

minor premise and conclusion.

3. Use the syllogism to organi e your paper;

I. Major Premise

II. Minor Premise

III. Conclusion of Syllo,

(In some Instances, I and Il may be reversed in order )

4. Develop the premises which are the two main sections of

the pa by supporting each with sound inductions, valid evidence,er

and logical deduction.

5. Apply the appropriate LestS tO ensure that the deductions

are va_..d.

6. Correctly a d completely document any borrowed material

-used in this paper

T FOR TRE DEDUCTIVE

Write your thesis he

Indicate your audience
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1. Above your tic]. e have you wri

the traditional th e-statement

syllogism

*You may elso use a series of valid syllogisms or any
combination of valid syllogisms.

2. Is th o o -lusion of the syllogism also the thesis

your paper?

is your syllogism valid?

h the addition of an int ductory paragraph or

two, i your paper a development of this syllogism:

the first section of the paper developing one

assumption, the second developing the other

assumpti---

Do you support each assumptic indu

eviden amid/or deductions tima L 1ru both sn-ficlent

and v4lid?

have,you correctly footnoted and listed in your

bibliography all borrowed material?

121

Yes No

Yes

Yes No

Yes

Yes No__

Yes

No borrowed material
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Persuasi 1--Required of all students

GENERAL OWE 'IVE: You will write a 600-800 word essay in which you

influence the ader by using the persuasive methods listed in

following enabling obj ves.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES: To accompUsh the general objective, you shall

do each of the f llowing:

1. Choose a Iiinited topic whic

particular audience.

2. Stat-' that specific audience just below the title.

Choose effect ive persuasive devices and techniques for

lieocc hythat _

developed persuasively

Hs ilig at least enc ap_ opriate emotional appeal from

the following t: acquisition and savi g, adven-

ture, companionship, desire to create, desire to des-

troy, curiosity, fear, fighting, humor, imitation,

independence, loyalty, patriotism, personal enjoy-

ment and comfort, pity, prestige p--er, reverence,

revolution, sexual attraction;

Employing at least two persuasive techniques from the

olio. 1. t: narration, vivid description, statt-

ling statistics, quotation, strong contrast, cle er

comparison, draircitic causi's-effects, exemplification;

ating persuasive tone by at least two of the

owing stylistic devices: vivid word choice, con-

notative language, balanced phrasing rhythm, repeti-

tion for emphasis, figures tf speech, rhetorical

question, slogan;
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Us I ug ruptl p iupagauda devices such an glitte

lug gene .lity, bandwagon, plaInfolk, testimonial,

tra . f

C. Employing, It appro)rlate, humorous devices such as

irony

Huasive

exaggeration, and parody to develop your per-

hcsi

'!IECKII SI FOR1_ PIRSUAS ION

Write your thesis here:

Indicate your audience

Have yo ch kilted a persuasii.f 'rot -? Yes

2. 1Iavt you stated your specific audience just b low

thL title? Yes No

Have you employe( at least one appi-opt-late emotional,

appeal?

4. Nave you emu loyLd at 1 east two ercul per uasive

techniques'.

Have you used persuasive sty_

Yes NO

Yes_

devices? Yes No
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II.iv* yOU ofwd tnpagnncIa devices f' nprrnpr

to your audli'uce;

t 'Ih'iliI red ( i1 all fit odPut

GENERAL OBJECTWE: In a

I_200 word arg I It.

ENIMILINC ( ECTWES: To

do each of thy lo I lo Ing:

1. Present the ideas of

\l/A_Yes

ay, you Hhall foto a 500-

:ieCOillIl911 the general oh jectivu , you shall

without (I h4tort fon

Expoe the

eir meanlo

1 argument accurately and

I the lugic or the original argu-

merit by doing as many of the following as are appropriate to th

original argument and to the purpose of your paper:

Find and challenge any of Its assumptions that are

questionable or inadequately supported;

b. identify invaltd inductive and deductive reasoning

used in

L. Expose any fulla eJ in it;

d. Wsear-JA evidence cited by the oriIinal argument, and

determine its accuracy, validity, completeness and

relevance;

e. Identify its propaganda devices and abuses of language.

3. Correctly document any borrowings used in your paper.

4 If the original argument is a claim of fact, demonstrate

the fal' 4 of that claim by using one or e of the following

h ds:



a. Question the adequacy, sin] hilLy, 1/or rolev we ol

the videnc provided by the ortqual in support of

Its claim;

b, kxpose the cunt radlct i ous in __I supp I_ used by the

or Igi IA ;

C. I(tLeorJi ;10(1 use evidence (0 support o counter -claim;

d. Use the effects which should I IviriLibly oc ur If the

filet were true to disprove

If the original

-o of the fact .

umeut is propu lug an action, refute

that ProPos.l l hv using 0102 or more of the following methods:

Demor- ate how the suggested action Is unnecessary

nil unworkable;

b. Demonstrate the impracticality of the prop-sal--that

the advantages produced by the proposal are not worth

the time, money, effort, etc., IL requires;

c. Demonstrate how the proposal is undesirable in its

ffec s, producing problems greater than the advant-

ages it )romises;

d. Show how another course of action would be better.

Support your own assumption- use valid cvidcnce and rea-

soning, and avoid fal

Write your thesis here:

indica your a

your paper.

1ST FOR REFUTATION

e

1 4
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1. Have you made sure that your I nstrtic tol has a

copy (f the original ;irLl.cic which you are

f Ling? (if your instructor does not already

have a copy,

2. lb th

word

lude one with your
1

YeNo

inal article bet- - 500 and 1200

f iii i Lu ly an argument?

Does your thesis contradict in some manner the

tlIL5i, Of Lhe original?

Does your refut-tion present the ideas of the

original accurately and without distortion of

their meanings?

6. Does at least half your paper expose the weaknesses

in the logic of the original?

7. Are the mediods you used to expose the weak-

of logic ((/2 objective) appropriate to the

Yes

Yes

Yes No

Yes No

original material and to your purpose? Yes_ No

Does your re:utation use at least one of the

methods indicated in objective #4 or #5 to

counter the original argument?

126

Yes_ _No
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9. Is your, refutatIon logical and well- Ipported?

10. have you indicated the source o. the origl

argument by a footn

11. Have you cor-- tly documented all borrowed

mat ill?

Yes_

Yes

N/A_ Yes_

Longer Research Paper--An optioi which completes the
requirements for ENGL 111

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: You will write a 1000-2000 word research paper

which demonstrates your ability to select a topic or use an assigned

topic, find and use sources of informaTion correctly document borrow_d

material, and arrange r searched material to fulfill the thesis of

your.paper.

ENABLLNG OBJECTIVES: To accomplish the general objective, you should

be able to do each of the following according to a schedule agreed

upon by you and your Instructor.

1. Use a topic of your choice acceptable to the instructor,

wh ch is limited enough to be fully developed in a 1000-2000 w -d

research paper.

2. Select and locate in the library an approved number

printed sources; and, if applicable, find field sources pertinent

to the topic.
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3. Prepare a bibliography card h pottnt lal source,

following Ile MLA f- t_ found in the assigned reading.

4. t appropriate sources for note-taking from t e pro-

liminary bibliography cards by evaluating the authority and e idence

of the sources.

5. Take all not-- on note cards.

a. Use the form found in the assigned reading.

b. Write an approved itumber of note cards per sou--

6. Generalize on your findings t phre a, thesis.

7. From the thes organi e your thoughts and iotes into an

outline of the paper.

S. Cor -7,tly document all borrowed material in the final

paper.

9. Integrate your own ideas and ._ all borrowed mate ial into

coherent, unified essay, using not more than 10 per cent directly

quoted material.

CHECKLIST FOR LONGER RESEARCH PAPER

Write your thusis here:

Indicate your audience he--

1. Have you used a topic of your choice, acceptable

to the instructor, which is limited enough Co be

developed fully in a 1000-2000 word research

paper? No



Have you selected a designated number of

printed 4 d, lf applicable, field sources perti-

nen'. 1:0 the top

3. Have you given your instructor a correct biblio-

graphy card, foil. wing the MLA form, for each

source you consid I

4. On the back of earh bibliography ea d, have you

evaluated the authority and evidence of your

sources of inforn Lion?

Have you correctly taken notes on note cards

using the assigned form?

6. Have you written an approved number of note cards

for each -,ource?

Yes_

Yes No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Have you ph ased a thes'7 and organized material

from it? Yes=

Have you attached your out 'ne? Yes

9. Have you documented all borrowed material in the

final paper, using the correct footnote and biblio-

graphical form? Yes No
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10. Rave you cor--- ly summarized, parap rasod,

quoted borrowed --a e

11. Rave you integrated your own ideas and all

Yes_ N

borrowed material into a coherent, unified essay? Yes_

Have you directly quoted no mor- thou 10 per cent

f your material?

Thesis of Action--An option which completes half the final
requirement for ENGL 111

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: You will write a 600-800 word argument in which

you justify your proposal of a specific action.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES: To accomplish the general objective, you will do

each of the following:

1. Construct a debatable thesis that proposes a specific

action.

2. Justify your proposal by showing that a need for it exis

or that it is desirable.

3. Show how you will put your proposed action into operation.

4. Support the practicality of your proposed action.

5. Show why your proposal is better than -ther proposals, if

others exist.

6. Support your argument with reliable evidence and valid

reasoning.

7. Use research If appropriate and document correctly.
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CHECKIIST FOR T

Write your thesis here:

Indica e your audien e here:

OF ACTION

1. Does your thesis propose an action which your

readers would question or totally disapprove

before reading your paper?

2. Have yo.] presented your proposal in clear enough

detail that you der can understand how you

would put it into operation?

Yes No

Yes No

Rave you shown that your proposal is practical? Yes No__

4. Have you shown that your proposal is either

necessary or beneficial?

5. If other proposals exist, have you shown that

yours is supe ior,

Have you presented suff cient evidence, sound

Yes No

Yes No

Not applicable

soning, and av ided logical fallacies? Yes. .No
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7. Have you correctly documented researched material

by using both correct footnotes and bibliography

f rms? Y- No

Not applicable

Editorial--An option which completes half the final
requirement for ENGL ill

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: You will write a 600-700 word editorial in which

yOu convince the readership of a specified publication of your opinion

on a controversial topic.

ENABLIN' OBJECFIVES: To accomplish the general objective, you shall

do each of thic f 11-- fag:

1. In a pre iminary analysis of 200-300 words:

a. Name a specific publication for which the editorial

is in ended;

b. Analyze and generalize on the social- political.

ethnic, and religious makeup of your audience;

c. Analyze and generalize on the socio-political-financial

bias of the publication as revealed by visible

dicat_rs (e g., lead editorials, masthead, advertising,

cost of subscription, nership);

d. Evaluate the relative u- fulness of e_otional and in-

tellectual appeals for your intended audience and

publication.

State a thesis:

Which is specific and arguable, and

132
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b. Which is consistent with the editorial viewpoint

usually expressed by the publication.

3. Use the results of re earch only when necessary -o

verify informati 1 which is l_t supported from your personal xper-

Iise.

Credit all borrowed material by internal documentation

instead of by foot

5. Effectively employ the most appropriate devices of argu-

ment and persuasion as dictated by your audience a alysis choosing

from among the following devices:

a. Emotional appeals

b. Persuasive techniques

c. Inductive evidence

d. Deductive reasoning.

h. Maintain consistency of tone throughout the paper.

CHFCKLIST fOR EDITORIAL

Write your thes_ here:

Indicate your audience and publication here:

Have you written a prelimin-ry audience and

publication analysis (200-300 words long) which

includes:

a. A specific publication for the editorial? Yes

1 3



b. A generalization on the social, political,

economic, ethnic and religious makeup of your

audience?

A generalization on the soc o-political-

financial bias of t e publication by analyzi

information from lead editorials, masthead,

advertising (amount, type), subscription cost,

ownership.

An evaluation of the usefulness of emotional

and int-llectual appeals for your audience and

publication?

Yes

Yes_

Yes

2. is your thesis on a limited controversial topic? Yes_

Is your thesis consistent with the editorial view-

point usually expressed by the publication? Yes No

4. Have you used the results of research ONLY when

necessary to bolster your personal expertise? Yea_No

Not applicable_

Have you credited all borro ed material (see

4 above) by internal documentation (naming in

the paper) rather than by footnotes?

1 4

Yes N

Not applicable
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6. Based on your preliminary analysis, have y

employed the most appropriate devices of argument

and persuasion, choosing from among the foll

ing?

Circ e the devices you used.

a. Emotional appeals

b. Persuasive techniques

c. Inductive evidence

d. Deductive reasoning.

7. Have you maintained a consistent tone approp-

Yes

nate to your audience. Yes _No

Argument/Persuasion Essay Based on Audience AnalysisAn
option which completes half the final requirement

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: You will write a 6 0-700 word essay in which you

convince a specified audience of a controversial thesis using the most

effective devices of argument and/or persuasion _for that audience.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES: To accomplish the general objective you will do

each of the following:

For the preliminary audience analysis:

1. In a preliminary analys _ of 200-300 words, analyze the

chosen audience:

a. By sex age, occupation or interest,

b. By the existing attitudes of the audience to your

chosen subj :t,

c. And by other factors applicable to your chosen situa-

13



2. Also within this preJ.Lmtiiary analysis, state your purpose

fur ..11g, the response you desire from the audience, and your

rationale for using the pa ticular devices of argument and per-

suasion.

For the argument/persuas on essay:

1. Organize your 600-700 word essay around a co[t overaial

thesis, either stated or implied.

2. Effectively employ the most appropri devices of argu-

ment and persuaston as dictated by your audience analysis choosing

from among the foll wing:

a. Emotional appeals

b. Persuasive techniques

c. Inductive evidence

d. Deductive reasoning.

3. Apply the tests of validity to inductive and deductive

reasoning used and avoid logical fallacies.

4. Maintain consistency of tone throughout the paper.

5. Document all researched material.

CHEC -IST FOR ARGUMENT/PERSUASION BASED ON
AUDIENCE ANALYSIS

te your thesi her '

Indicate your audience here:

1 6
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Have you written a separate preliminary audience

analysis (200-300 _ords long) --hich includes:

A statement of the makeup of your audience by

age, sex, and occupation or interest?

Your unde standing of the existing attitudes

that audience toward your subject.

Yes No

Yes No

c. Analysis of other factors relating to that

audience which have a direct bearing on their

relationship to your subject? Yes

A statement of your purpose for writing to

this audience about the particular subject?

e. The r-sponse you desire from your audience?

Yes N_

Your purpose for choosing the particular de-

vices of argument and Persuasion as a result

of analyzing your audience? Yes _No

addition to your audience analysis, have you

written an essay _f 600-760 words based on a deba-

table thesis used to control your essay, having

either stated it or implied the thesis in the

ay?

1 7

Yes No
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Have you used the devices of persuasion and or

arguaient that are most appropriate to your

audience, choosing at least one approach or an

appropria e combination of devices from the fol

ing list? Circle the appeals you have used. Yes_ No

a. Emotional appeals

b. Persuasive techniques

c. Inductive evidence

d. Deductive reasoning.

Have you avoided logical fallacies? Yes

5. Have you maintained a consistent tone?

6. Rave you correctly documented all researched

material, both with footnotes and correct

bibliography forms?

Yes No

Yes

Students ordinarily enter the course after having completed

English 110, but they may enter directly under certain circumstances.

They may have had a course equivalent to English 110 on another cam-

pus. They may have taken the English 110 Proficiency Examination on

this campus. Another alte native is that they may have met the

following criteria for initial placement:

English 111 ACT English Standard score of 25 or higher
and ACT total composite score in the 90 per-

centile range
and in the upper 10% of the high school class
and excellent English grades in high school.
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The basic element in this course is to utilize the organize-

tional powers developed in English 110 to convince an audience to a

particular viewpoint. The three basic techniques for convincing are

through logic (argumentation), emotion (persuasion), and the authori-

thy of research. Therefore, these three classifications make up the

trilogy of the course. Specifically, inductive and deductive logic,

analytical techniques, and fallacious reasoning are important t

argument. Analyzing the psychological impact of various composi-

tional devices upon a specified audience are central to persuasion.

Finally, utilizing the skills library searching, integrating

source materials, and following the MLt:Ylesheet for acceptable

documentation are taught in the research aspect of ttle course. In

addition to improving his ability to arrange material clearly and

logically and developing logical-persuasive viewpoints, the student

writer continues to receive instruction on the polishing of style

and mechanics undertaken in the previous composition courses.

Three specifically required textbooks are designated for the

English 111 course. The first is a manual for writing term papers.

James D. Lester's Writing_ Research Papers16 was chosen for .the re-

search aspects of the course for several reasons, one of which was

the f ct that it is based upon the MLA Stylesheet, which is the

officiall.); adopted form for the College. The other two texts,have

both been mentioned previously. The Eng_lish_111Book17 was written

and published by the Division because no other text could be found

16James D. Lester, Writing_Research Papers A Complete Guide

(Glenview, Ill.: Scott Foresman and Co., 1971

17Communications Division, ICC, 111 Book.
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which followed the design of the English 111 course. The third text

is The ICC Writer 18 which contains exceptional student models of the

writings required in the course.

The evaluation of the papers is based upon the same primary

premises as the previous two courses. The student is expected to

exhibit the skills involved in the entry profile (the exit profile

skills of English 110); therefore, those skills are not taught in the

course except for reinforcement. If a student continually demon-

strates that he cannot perform them, he is sent to the Learning Lab-

oratory for extra help, and the teachar has every right to demand that

the student have his paper examined for those skills before he pre-

sents it to be evaluated in English 111. Since the primary purpose of

the course is to see that students demonstrate the objectives, they

are allowed to rew ite unsatisfactory papers and usually they will be

allowed to rewrite for grade improvement even for satisfactory papers.

Since the required papers are arranged sequentially, they must be com-

pleted in the order found in the English 111 Book: Original Research,

Inductive Argument, Deductive Argument, Persuasion, and Refutation.

The optional papers may be performed in any order, either following

the required papers or distributed among them. The options, by the

way, are the teachers', not the students', options in the traditional

classroom setting. In some non-traditional instructional delivery

systems, the student has the freedom to choose the desired options

with the consent and advice of the instructor.

18Communlcatlons Division, ICC, The ICC Writer.
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Delivery Eisctems for_Composition

Once the instructional staff has asserted its professional

expertise to specify carefully the outcomes of its courses in be-

havioral terms, it is able to focus its attention upon the techniques

and materials for eliciting the most efficient and effective learn-

ing. The teachers' creative efforts can be devoted to instruction

rather than philosophy. However, since very little effort is devoted

this aspect, the crucial one, of teaching in teacher-training in-

stitutions, the faculties must teach themselves how to design- the

various options. A very strong, aggressive, and knowledgeable faculty

can iAin the skills to accomplish these ends in spite of the general

lack of leadership at the univers

began thei-

ties. The composition instructors

creations and frustrations during the same time period

when the professional leadership was standing off in the conference

wings warning teachers to be wary of the use of objectives (see

Chapter 2, pages 32 and 33). Without them, the Illinois Central

College staff could not have had the direction for its courses to per-

form most of the following creative efforts.

Proficiency One of the obligations of an institution

of higher education is to function as a certifying agent. As such,

it is attesting to some kind of end product for the variety of courses

which it lists on its transcripts. In most cases, one must read the

course descriptions contained in the college catalogs for any sem-

blance of meaning to attach to the course titles. To make the problem

even more enigmatic, the descriptions are generally so vague, argon-

ish, and non-descript as to be nearly meaningless to an analyst. What

the English transcript means in general terms is that the student has
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sat in a classroom with a teacher for a specific period- of time,

which some dialogue was probably encountered, some readings discussed,

and a certain amount of writing performed. The amount of actual dia-

logue or its meaningfulness to the actual writing process will vary

considerable from one classroom to another. The kinds of readings

will vary from annotated student models of the required forms of

writing to simple and practical professional models of the forms to

various forms of drama, poetry, and fiction, about which the students

will write. The kind of writing required or requested or privately

hoped for -ill vary from copied styles to personal diaries and re-

actions to various genre to stream-of-consciousness to structured

rhetorical modes. They may be graded or not, criticized or not, read

or not, collected or not. The point is that no national standards of

writing can be assumed by the entry on the transcript.

Therefore, when the CLEF test was instituted in California in

1971, English teachers across the country became threatened, a situa-

tion recorded in Burt and King's volume.19 Upon the basis of an analy-

sis by the Division Chairman, the Dean of Instruction consented to the

designing and instituting of an alternative test to be utilized in the

measurement of English proficiency at Illinois Central College. Since

the faculty had already specified the final p_ofile of composition

students at the termination of English 110, the decision was made to

design the test around those objectives. The result would be a mea-

sure of a student's ability to handle the material in the one course,

19Forrest D. Burt and Sylvia King, eds., Equivaleney Testing:
A_ Major_Issue for College English (Urbana, Ill National Council
of Teachers of English, 1974).
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rather than general language proficiency, but it was argued that the

t anscript.grade was designed to state only what the student did in

a course on the ICC campus. Thus, since the faculty felt that it was

acting prudently and cOnsistently with the purpose of the transfer of

credit it did in fact create a proficiency examination in English 110

which was instituted in 1972. It was followed by an examination in

English 111 in 1974.

Although a number of the faculty feared that the advent of

the teSts might result in the loss of .tudents taking the courses and

a subsequent curtailment of personnel, the numbers of requests for

the option have been relatively insignificant. Approximately sixty

students had taken the two tests through the summer of 1975, and about

one-third of them passed. Since anyone who chooses has the right to

request the tests without qualifying criteria, same Students who had

inadequate backgrounds took the tests and failed. Others did not seek

adequate advice about the contents of the test before they encountered

it, although every effort is always taken to explain exactly what .is

expected of them in the exam and instructors are available to confer

with them about the tests.

Time Options. Another result of knowing what the terminal objectives

for each of the composition courses should be is that a variety of

time frames can be utilized for offering the cou ses. Generally,

each semester a student can determine the amount of time he has avail-

able for completing his composition cou _e, and then he can choose the

most suitable time frame for his purposes.
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English 110, for instance, generally is offered in a mini-

mester between each semester. Using this time frame, the student

gttends class for six hours each day for eleven consecutive days.

Since this will be discussed,as a separate option, further details

will be postponed. It is enough to add that nearly thirty students

choose to take this option during each time-period--at Christmas time,

after the spring semester, and after the summer session.

The same course f the same a _unt of credit can be taken

during a three-week block of time during the semester in con:unction

with other subjects in the same time frames to rec ive a full semester

of work while carrying only one subject at a time. This option is

chosen by very few students because so few other courses on campus

can be taken in the same manner that the student has little flexibil-

ity in his schedule. Five-week blocks are offered during the summer

session to accommodate Caterpillar Tractor Company employees whe -ust

all take their vacations at the same time, when the company cloSes

down for inventory in July. They can thus complete their course work

before their vacations begin. The major composition courses are also

offered during the last half of the semester for those students who

feel che need Co drop a course in which they.are enrolled but still

want to complete course work during the semester or who are unable to

enroll -t the beginning of the semester. In addition to the regular

semester enrollments, students may choose to spend a calendar year

completing the course by taking it through correspondence, an option

to be discussed shortly. Thus, a student can complete the course in

11 days, 3 weeks, 5 weeks, 8 weeks one semester, or one calendar

year.
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Mini-inester. The proficiency examination is a way of receiving a

full semester of work for one day of testing which is designed to

demonstrate the student's capacity to perform the skills in the course.

Some limited preparation is available to him to prepare him for that

test. Extending that same concept through eleven days, the student

demon trates that he is able to write the required themes within a

limited time frame. He obviously has more demonstrations required of

him, more preparation time for each assignment, and more instruction

provided.

During the first hour of class each day, the teacher presents

a somewhat formalized lecture-discussion describing the objectives

for that d y'_ paper. That is followed by time for the student to

work individually in the Learning Laboratory, utilizing a variety of

commercially and locally prepared materials to demonstrate the skills

required by the assignment and j:or the determining of the subject of

that day's theme. Mean hile, the teacher is grading the papers turned

in that morning. After lunch the teacher turns back the paper; the

student profits from the mistakes made on it to begin to put together

the rough draft of the theme for that day. The teacher has individual

conferences and group meetings as necessary to illustrate common prob-

lems or faults. By the time the student leaves the classroom at the

end of the day, he is expected to have the rough draft of his paper

completed at least. In addition, he probably has the time to complete

the final draft or to rewrite the paper from the previous day if that

has been deemed desirable or necessary.

Obviously, not just any student could complete the cour e in

this marine but those who attempt it generally finish, and those who
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finish are almost to a per _n extremely pleased with the course. Some

feel that a great va iety of courses should be offered utilizing the

same technique because the focus of concentration is so penetrating

that they learn more. Others are glad to be able to get English out

of the way in such a short time. In any case, it has proved to be a

viable delivery syste- for the courses and has attracted some students

who would not otherwi e have been reached by the College.

Contractual Composition. Because some potential students' work sched-

ules did not permit them to cone to classes on a regular basis, they

either did not enroll at all or their attendance was so spotty as to

ve detrimental to their grades and the teachers' peace of mind.

Therefore, a proposal was made to the Dean of Instruction in 1971,

Dr. Andreas A. Paloumpis, to offer the course on a contractual basis

which would provide optional classroom attendance.

One of the necessary conditions of that proposal was that such

a delivery system would require a very careful specification of the

course objectives so that the contract could be met within a variable

time frame. Obviously, the student had to know exactly what was ex-

pected of him in order to perform the necessary tasks adequately with-

out close supervision. Therefore, as soon as the Dean gave his

blessing to the Proposal in early 1971, eleven faculty members began

to meet to formulate the performance criteria. They met for about

nine months before they presented their recommendations to the full

Division compos tion instructors, -ho unanimously accepted their work.

Deciding that student learning is the focal point of education

leads ip some rather significant conclusion, one of which is-that the
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teacher is merely a tool of learni g, although obviously a most

prominent one. Contractual composition has recognized the inst c-

tional value of the teacher as an option available to the student like

many other options available to him. Others include Learning Lab

tutors, reading help in the Reading Lab, tape/slide presentations,

programmed instruction, TV cassette tape presentations, the text-

books, the utility of materials placed in seven community outreach

libraries, optional visits to a variety of classrooms, and confer-

ences with one's appointed instructor. That individual is designated

as one's grading instructor, since his primary function is to eval-

uate all of one's papers and to certify that the student has completed

the required objectives in a satisfactory manner.

The student can move as rapidly through the material as he is

able or inclined to move. Originally, he was given two semesters to

complete the course, but that limit was curtailed to one semester

when it was found that procrastination was causing many students to

forego competing the course and others were using it as a shield to

collect government subsidies without completing the work. On the

other hand, many students move through the courses very rapidly. Two

students completed both English 110 and lll before Thanksgiving in

the fall semester of 1974. Each s udent meets with his grading in-

structor during the first two days of the semester to map out the

options which the student feels will be most advantageous to his

learning patterns and also to develop some mutually agreeable due

dates for the student to use as guidelines for his work.

The student then signs a contract which states that he will

complete each of the assignments in sequential order, fulfilling the
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requirements of each satisfactorily before completing the subsequent

assignment. The student cannot, therefore, receive a 0 in the course.

Any unsa is actory papers must be re _-itten until they complete the

objectives minimally. The student may choose to rewrite satisfactory

papers for an improved grade, as well. The only way a student can

gain an F in the course is not to complete the required pape s in the

semester's time limit.

This delivery system is obviously meeting the needs of a wide

group of students. Through the spring of 1975, 1278 students had

chosen to take the English 110 course in this manner; and although

English 111 was not instituted until a year after the 110 course, it

has already attracted 957 students. Again, this option is not a de

able one for a great many students who need the daily contact,

interaction, and motivation of the traditional classroom situation;

but it has proved to be a viable alternative for many students.

Correspondence. A natural extension of the contractual composition

delivery system is the offering of courses through correspondence.

Since the objectives for courses had already been determined, and a

wide variety of learning options had been created and even disbu;-ed

to seven co -amity outreach libraries it seemed only natural to allow

students to complete the course without having to appear in person to

confer with the instructor about his evaluated papers. The studen

and instructor could just as easily make specific arrangements to

develop Aome acceptable alternative for discussing the papers. They

could correspond in writing; they cbuld achieve the same thing by

tephone; Lucy could utilize audio cassettes; they could combine any

number of those or other alternatives.
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Thus, with the midterm of spring of 1974, students

were allowed to enroll in English 110 by correspondence. Correspond-

ence English 111 was allowed during the su -e
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of 1974 (and two litera-

ture courses were offered in the fall). In the f rst year of offering

this alternative, 358 English students elected to utilize this de-

livery system. Many of them were the kinds of s udents who might

never have been enrolled in any other manner, because they are bed-

ridden, bound to the home by children or other obligations, or they

have no transportation to the campus. SureiY, this technique is another

method of fulfilling the 'c mmunity" obligation of the co

college philosophy.

unity

TV English. A pilot p oject is nearing completion at the present time

which will hopefully allow the Division to present English 110 on

commercial television in the near future. Several other courses in

English have been prepared and utilized on television in the past, but

the unanimous feeling voiced by the instructors on this campus is

that they are of extremely poor quality, lacking in every aspect, and

not meeting the objectives of any courses within the Division's com-

position program. The instructor usually sits behind a desk or lec-

tures at the blackboard, and the whole atmosphere is absolutely sterile

and stifling. The project ln mind at Illinois Central College is t

utilize commercials, locally developed films, locally prepared tape/

slide presentations, overheads, and cartoons to monopolize upon the

unique qualities of television:to teach the objectives of the courses.

Obviously, such a project is extremely demanding for a college which

is teaching oriented rather than research oriented. Such projects

could much more appropriately have been undertaken by other
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institutions, but the same thing could be said about many of the

ot. her creative efforts of the Division. To have waited for others

to create them would have proved disastrous. At any rate, it is

anticipated that English 110 will be ready for public viewing in the

fall of 1976.

APoçppurri of Materials. Because the staff has developed objectives

which have been mutually accepted they can devote their major crea-

tive efforts to the development of techniques and materials. As a

result, a very diverse and significant number of materials have been

prepared. The TV pilot has been mentioned. In addition, Mr. Michael

Slaughter videotaped during a mini-mester course an initial lecture

for each paper required in English 110. These are available for any

student on campus any intern teaching in the Division, or other in-

st uctors looking for variety; but they are especially suitable for

contractual students who need that kind of direction. Tape/slide pre-

sentations concerning the techniques for completing each of the assign-'

meflts in English 110, as well as some of the objectives in English 105

and English 111, are available to all students on campus in the Learn-

ing Laboratory. In addition, they are distributed among seven commun-

ity libraries within the college district. The Illinois Valley Library

System has cooperated with the project by purchasing the audio-visual

machinery to utilize this softwear within those libraries. Geographi-

cally dispersed among the three basic counties within the district,

they allow students to continue their work without driving all the way

to the campus.

Spearheaded by, the work of two faculty members interested in

visual communication techniques, Mr. James LeFebvre and Mr. Robert
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Moulton, the audio-visual creativity has been extended to include

various films, slides, and overhead transparencies. Most of them

have been locally prepared, although interest in these techniques has

brought to the attention of the Division materials from a wide variety

of sources.

Another extremely viable service has been offered to composi-

tion students by the Division. Origina ly created as a writing clinic

manned by full-time faculty and student volunteers, the Learning

Laboratory has developed into one of the most attra tive centers of

learning in the state. Most of the audio-visual programmed materials

and independent learning packages on campus are available in this

location. In addition, professional tutorial help is available free

of charge to anyone who goes there Nearly 250 English students are

given individual help weekly, either by instructor refe rals or stu-

dent walk-ins. Additional help is available in other areas as well:

mathematics, reading, foreign language, lite at re medical termin-

ology, G.E.D., and developmental learning.

EVALUATION OF THE ICC COMPO ITION PR

In this prog a_ such various purposes must be met as:

(1) the professional standards and expecte. tions of the courses,

2) the philosophical obligations of the College and Division, he

needs and expectations of the studen (4) the satisfaction of the

concerns and needs of the faculty, he administ --ive obligations

of the Chairman, and (6) the demands of the administration and public.

Obviously, in a situation where such diverse needs and purposes are

attempting to be met, a variety of measuring procedures should be

expected in the Lvaluation processes.
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Criterion-Referenced Evaluation

A chief concern of this study and its original impetus has

been to dete mine whether students really do learn in composition

courses, and if so, how much. One has two basic choices in trying to

delineate growth in composition: the first is to measure one's skills

against the normal achievement of others, a seemingly sophisticated

Gordian Knot. The other is to develop one's objectives before he b

gins, another kind of signific Lt difficulty. As one completes those

goals satisfactorily, he has displayed a growth factor in skills un-

related to compara ive bases in other students. The second of these,

criterion-referenced techniques, has been applied to the cOmposition

program in its evaluation of skills.

The full complement of objectives for each of the courses has

been presented on pages 54 to 130. These are the criteria to which

students' learning is referenced. One must measure the students'

skills upon entering a course against the entry level of skills to

determdne if he has been placed properly. If he has one can measure

the amount of groith by the students in relation to the completion of

the objectives of the course. In this manner, all students could

possibly receive A's, but almost all students are expected to receive

at 1 ast Cs if they complete the course.

in Chapter 4, an examination of actual practice- -ill be under-

taken to see if practices consis ent with this formula actually occur.

Another test of the adequacy of a composition program i-

whether it is consistent with the philosophies of the College and the
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Divi_ on, and then whether it displays an internal logical organiza-

tional framework. To be fulfilling its obligations to the philosophies

stated on pages 49 to 54, the program must exhibit the following

charac istics:

1. it must be student centered. It must have as its core of

concern the students' interests and needs.

2. it must be an extensive program which will allow success

for students at all levels of performance through the lower division

of college work.

3. It must regard the needs of all students to be regarded

with dignity to build strong self-concepts.

4. It must provide courses in tbe basic areas of concern

mentioned on page 49: transfer, occupational, general educatioth

community interest, and remediation.

5. The emphasis is upon writing rather than literatu

6. Crammar study should be liftited to isolated situations

which require a grammatical explanation to illustrate faults in the

compositional precess.

7. Studeuit-conteredness does not equate to catering to stu-

den s' desires only, when it can be shown that success as an intelli-

gent, mature, and competent citizen requires needs within the students

which are at odds with the fulfillment of more immediate, short term

desires. It also means letting the student specifically know what

is expected of him and how his work will be evaluated.

S. The study of composition should be accomplished through

sequence of !dans wh LO ve from a subjective to objective view-

Himple Lo complex, short to long, and coucretQ Lo abstract.
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9. In keeping with that sequence of skills, a series of ob-

jectives should be developed which will ascertain that the student has

progressed through those stages.

_.9_tudent Satisfaction

if the community-college movement is student e tered, as its

leaders have claimed, then it should pay considerable heed to assuring

i self periodically that it is meeting the desires and needs of stu-

dents. This study has attempted to assess student -a isfaction using

student questionnaires, comparati.ve enrollment figu es, and perso al

interviews.

§,LLIILJIIILMIILECIs_. A composition questionnaire developed by the

Chairman has been administered three times since 1972. The latest

results, secured for this study in December 1974, will be utilized to

assess the degree of student acceptance of the course w rk in English

105, 110 and 111 (see Appendix B, pages 216 to 220) . The developmental

courses and creative writing were not evaluated with this instrument

because of the nature of the courses, the minimal students involved,

and the continual change of the courses to meet student needs. This

instrument utilizes nume ical rating scales for a series of 28 ques-

Is. The students we e requested to fill out the questionnaires'

sometime during the final week of class. Teachers administered the

questionnaires In their own classes because they felt that students

uld not feel threatened or intimidated, especially since machine-

scored, standard answer sheets w -e used.

Comparative _Enro1linnts. Another measure of the success of the

courses should lie in continued Increases in enrollments in them.
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Therefore, a comparison between both initial enrollments and with-

drawals in 1973-74 and 1974-75 will be made. Tlie enrollment increases

should at least compare favorably to the enrollme_-s for the College

as a whole. In fact, since so many innovations through alternative

delivery systems and time options are available to students, the

figures for the composition classes should be somewhat hi-her than

for the College in general.

Pp ,onal Intervje. Because the att tude assessment must be adm n-

istered duriag the waning days of the semester, the students who

drop out of the courses before that ti e are not included in the re-

sults. Therefore, personal interviews or telephone interviews were

conducted to assesS the attitudes of students who withdrew from the

courses within the first mo-th of school during the fall 1975,

semester. Ralf of the 104 full-time students who dropped English but

retained at least 12 seme- er hours were interviewed by telephone.

Obviuucily, many more students had dropped English. However, in many

course was replaced with another English course, the students

dropped all courses, or they were only par i e students to begin

with. If the student dropped one English course only to add another,

he evidently was not displaying an objection to the _ntire subject.

On the othe- hand, if he d- pped all his courses, he was not singling

out Englicli as the object of his objection. Neither were part time

students intervie ed be-ause it was felt that to understand the rea-

sons for full-time students would provide more information than other-

wise.
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TeacherAttitude .S14rvey

Since no document existed previously which wou_d assess the

degree of satisfaction of instructors involved in this instructional

program, a new instrument was created and administered to all com-

position i -t uctors during the annual week of
. or entation in AuguSt

prior to the tiginning of classes. (See Appendix C, page 221.) Like

the student questionnaire, it utilizes numerical rating scales by

which the teachers can rate their degrees of satisfaction with vari-

ous aspects of the composition program at the College.

Statement

Each year the Chairman is required to include in his annual

report to the Dean of Instruction an a ent of each department

under his supervision. Since that statement is an official evaluat on

of the adequacy of the program, it is a valid assessment instrument.

As such, it is included in this paper.

he Do cunlen ta 0-

Such additional outside assessments of the program such as

letters, recommendations, telephone conversations, or other statements

should also be included as further citations of satisfaction or dis-

enchantment in a model evaluation of a composition program. They are

not included in this paper, ho ever, because it is felt that they are

such a personal nature as to be confidential. They are of little

con equence in this particular case, because only four specific items

were presented this year, and they are

inadequate as evide ce.
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informal as to be rather
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§IllarlLrLY_Cii_dletkos_12.1....-021/

This chapter was divided into two main sections. The first

was a description at the sequential composition program at Illinois

Central College, East Peoria, Illinois. The second was a model for

evaluating a composition program at any college by applying the model

to that same particular school. Th- descriptive portion of the chap-

ter was introduced by a brfef history of the development of the

present program at the Co'.1ege. That was followed by an i erpreta-

tion of the philosophy of the College and a statement of the philosophy

of the Division. That segment was concluded by the various delivery

syqeMs and the wide assortment of techniques and materials available

co the students and staff.

The second portion of the chapter discussed the various ri-

teria which should be utilized in evaluating a composition program.

A wide variety of techniques employing those criteria included

_criterion-referenced evaluation, logical internal:and external con-

sistency, student satisfaction, a teacher attitude survey, and a

statement by the Chairman. Those techniques were employed in an eval-

ion of the program at Illinois Central College, and the findings

of those techniques will comprise Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSES OF RESULTS

This chapter discusses seven di- ent t_ hniques which can be

utilized in the evaluation of community college comoosition programs

with certain local adriptations. These tools a e related in this chap-

ter to the sequential composition program at Illinois Central College

to display the various particulars which are obtainable by such a

model. Each of the techniques will be analyzed in turn to demonstrate

the processes involved as well as the adequacy of the program at a

particular institution.

Anal-Mi!_21211!

At the heart of the sequential composition program at IllInois

Central College are the performance objectIves. They give the sense

of dir ction which makes all the other work purposeful. As the o gi-
nal work on objectives was begun, a very real dil a developed with

the attempt to find mathematical measurements for compositional skills.

The conclusion was finally reached that to attempt such precise evalu-

ation was undesirable, if not impossible. Therefore, attention was

devoted to determining with greater precision what was entailed in the

objectives Careful definition be ame a substitute for mathematical

crlieria.
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As a history of the use of objectives began to grow, an ob-

jection to the manner of stating the objectives occurred. A number

f objectives for each assignment had been enumerated, but students

had no understanding of which had greater importance than others.

Thus, another revision _f theiii_ was undertaken, speci ying a terminal

ob ective, whit was the basic purpose of the assignment, and e b-

ling objectives, which contribute to the accomplishment of the ter-

minal obj ivc. in addition, check 1 ts function as further speci-

fications for the objectives. Thus, the precision for evaluating

more carez ily a student's work was made possible without the ii

matically measurable crite

members.

which are so threatening to faculty

The Composition Instructors Attitude page 178)

demons rated somewhat va ying opinions regarding the objectives EUL

the three courses. Most instructors feel more generally satisfied

with the English ill objectives than the ocher two. This fact is

probably prompted by the fact that those objectives had just been

completely revised, making them most acceptable. On the other hand,

over half the faculty are unhappy with the English 105 objee ives.

Three problems would seem to account fur this basic unhappiness. One

is that the full complement -f composition faculty has not met to

determine or approve that course's objectives. Another is that ma

have felt that the sequences in English 105 are inadequate because

the course goes too rapidly from the simple and concrete to the complex

and abstract without enough intermediate steps. A third concern is a

ult of the unfortunate nature of the course which was discussed in

Chapter 3 on pages 68 to 73. The variety of needs of those students

uakes the developm-qu of agreeable objectives very difficult. In
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English 110, on the other hand, teachers have be-n using the objectives

for nearly two years now since the last revision, a long enough time

per od to find areas of difficulty.

important in light of these concerns to recognize that

although instructors are not always satisfied with the pr-sent objec-

Lives, they are extremely supportive of the concept of ohje--ives as

exemplified in the I. C. C. program (90 per cent are satisfied at

least, according to item 111 page 178). Again, 90 p-- cent (see

item 1110) felt that the courses are adequated organized, although some

ambivalence seems evident when these figures are compared to the 45 per

cent who stated in item #15, that they felt that they arc overly or-

ganized. However, only 15 per cent felt the sequencing is not prac-

tically oriented (item 112) and 85 per cent are satisfied at least with

the overall sequencing of the full composition pros am (item 115). The

obvious cnc1usion is that although not everything related t- the se-

cluencilig and statement_ _f the composition objectives is deemed adequate

by all the faculty, rather strong support exists for the program as it

now exist .

One of the major accountability criteria in a community college

program _ should be the degree of student sati1action in the program if

the inst tution is intending to be student-centered. To accept the

mission of __he College's philosophy tha- tudent is its center of

focus requires the Division to pay more than lip se v ce to student

heeds and d.sires.

Engl. 1sh is one of the mos' difficult ar as in which to en-

counter appreciation in cone e because so little enthusiasm for the
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subject is fostered by the t on's schools. ft appears obvious, too,

that those students who would regard English mos_ favorably would be

-lied in greater proportions at senior instit _ions than in ommun-

ity colleges. Most students in most iristitutions of higher education

take English because they have co rather than they want to. Therefore,

to survey their a-

tming activity.

first composition questionnaire was administered at Illinois Central

College. Ho--v r, the re ults of each administering of the survey have

proved a source of satisfac lon to the faculty and have raised the

level of security of the Division in spite of the relatively low rating

given themselves on the Composition Instruetor Attitude Survey (Table

3, page 180) on which they ranked themselves seventh regarding their

individual abilities and fourteenth regarding the reputation of the

udes toward composition may appear to be a thr at-

surely considered that way in 1972 when the

program. The r sults of this student questionnaire con-

tinue to present a cetsitive attitude toward the program and the in-

fluence it has had upon student learning.

Some of the questions asked on this instrument were not de-

signed so much to inventory students' feelings as to determine whether

they were utiliing the services of the Division and whether in ruc-

tc

13,

rying out the mandates of the syllabuses. Thus questions

17, 21, 25, and 26 a eportorial than ttitud-

inal in d igt . they provide factual information rather than opinion.

It was

attitude sur

five-option answer to each question on an

a weakness in the instruTnent since the middle item

t nded to be a bland area which would attract all but strong emotions.
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To achieve the desired results, a six-item option which would provide

a balance of positive and negative choices -_s originally dve1oped.

However, the computational machinery on the Illinois Central College

campus was unable to handle mote than E ve options. Therefore, the

choice was made to require a co -itted answer, either positive or

negative, rather than to accept an uncommitted one. n those cases
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where a six-option answer was built into the doc- meat the answers

had to be tabul ted by hand, a tedious process of questionable value.

The questionnaire w admi istered during the final two weeks

of the fall semester itt December of 1974 in anticipation of this disser-

tati_- project. No attempt was undertaken to make the document unique-

ly suitable for this special purpose, however, since its use was to

survey the students to evaluate the program for the improve ent of

in truction. Not ev_ry instructor administered the questionnaire al-

though the request was framed in such a way that they should do it if

it were feasible. Nor was any attempt made to see who did or did not

administer it or in which sections or courses they had been adminis-

tered. An adequate sampling was attained from the 868 students

completed the document representing a proportional balance of English

105, 110, and 111 students. Fhe reSults on a course-by--course basis

would ordinarily be very useful in a specific situation, but for the

purposes of this study and to retain a meaningful balance among the

evaluative tools p -seined here, only the combined totals are pre-

sented.

An item-by-item analysis of those results follows:
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(11tttpl:1 111. The results of question I follow:

1. This course was benefic
(1) Very strongly agree 151 17.4%
(2) Strongly agree 204 23.5%
(3) Agree 379 0._8% 8447, poO.tivLgIssgrIla
(4) Somewhat disagree 106 12.2%
(5) Strongly disagree 26 3.0% 15.2% neative reskartLgA

Total 866 99.9%

ight fact that many students outer the college

position program with negative attitudes, a nearly 85 per cent positive

response i- considered by the College staff as being very satisfying.

This studmt response might be colored by the facts that the qnestion

was asked at the end of the course, after the work was over, and that

tudents who had been performing unsatisfactor ly had probably already

withdrawn from the course. In spite of that, the positive reaction

shows significant approval. This ques ion was designed to elicit

from the students a type of overall impression of their attitudes to-

ws A the courses.

The results of question 2 follew:

2. Do you feel that you received adequate individual help from
your instructor?

(1) Always 469 54.4%
(2) Usually 253 29.4%
(3) Sometimes 100 11.6% 9.5_,L1%221.Lty_e_r_pg_a_s_g_s_
(4) Seldom 36 4.2%
(5) Never 4 .5% AdLatgg-ljAt_Efivag

Total 862 100.1%

This question was obviously designed to evaluate the s udents'

ceptions related to student-center dness as demonstrated by the

faculty. Since so many complaints h-ve been voiced since Berkeley

a-d Kent State about the impe s- silty and lack of humanity found in

colleges and universities, lt has been the concern of the Communi-

cations Division that they avoid such accusations. The results of

is question would indicate that most students feel that they receive
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adequate help on an in ividual basis. Only 4.5 per cent had negative

comments regarding the question, whereas 54.4 per cent felt that they

always rec ived adequate individual help.

.14.CILLi--(21L17,1). The reitt of question 3 were as flows;

3. Were you able to seu your instructor either during his
ce hours or by special arrangement when you needed help?

(1) Always 597 69.4%
(2) Usually 200 23.3%
(3 Sometimes 50 5.8% 96,52,Le_s_sp_oiLs:
(4) Seldom 5 .6%
(5) Never 8 1,57.negat.i.ve rgftPonses

Total 859 jOo.O%

This question is closely related to question 2 and was designed

to rpplicare it. It would appear to do more than that, however, since

nearly 70 per cent say that individual help was always readily avail

able if they cho e to accept it. One reason this question is of

special significance is that the Chairman recommends more office hours

(8-12 per week) than the Fac lty_Lladbook does for the faculty in

gen 1 (6 per ek). It would appear that those additional recom

dations contribute to a very positive ntaction from students. Since

most students attempt to schedule all their classeE eithe. oA 'Aonday,

Wednesday, and Friday between 8:00 and noon lr on Tuesday and Thursday

mor ings, it "is rather surprising that the faculty appear o be so

adily available.

AlmtaLlaa_lil. The results of question 4 follow:

4. Did you have ample time to discuss your writing during con
ferences without feeling pressured by the instructor to conclude the
meeting?

(1) Always 581 67.2%
(2) Usually 180 20.8%
(3) Sometimes 56

(4) Seldom 25
_±52921.6%ositi
2.9%

(5) Never
Total 664 99.9%
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In addition to being able to gain access to an instru-tor for

indiv dual help, one-must be able to spend the time with him unhurr-

iedly

added

to get his questions answered. Th- efore, this question was

to the previous two to gain complete infor a ion about individ-

ual help. Since 67.2 per cent always had adequate time with the

instructor and another 20.8 ordina ily did, little question as to the

validity of the conference remains in doubt.

Questioni5. The results of question 5 folio

5. Do you feel that the course was well organized?
(1) Very well organized 241 27.87.

(2) Vell organized 234 38.67.

(3) Adequately organized 238 27.52 9.3.9% positive responsesi
(4) Not well organized 46 5.37.

(5) No organization 7 ,82 6.1% ne ative s _rises
Total _66 100.0%

This the fi--t of a number-of

concerned about the design of the cou

great deal of time, energy, and devotion

questions throughout which

The Division had applied

to the development of a

are

a

sequence of activities and objectives when such concerns were out of

fashion, if not considered with disdain by a vocal majority at pro-

fssional conferences. Thus, it is quite sa lsfying to see that nearly

94 per cent of the students feel the course is adequately --ganized.

In f over t --thirds find the courses better organized than merely

adequate. The surprising aspect about this figure is that the faculty

found considerable dissatisfaction with the objectives for English 105

(page 178). In spite of that inadequacy, the s udents voiced strong

approval for the olganization.
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uestion 0. The following are the results of question 6:

the co-
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6. Do you feel that you were adequately informed concerning
se requirements:

(1) Very well info ed 337 39.0%
(2) Well informed 325 37.6%
(3) Adequately informed 151 17.5% 94.1% positIve _tespomses
(4) Somewhat inadequately

informed 42 4.970

(5) Inadequately informed. 10.. a,2% 6. 1% ne-at e ressonses
Total 865 100.27.

The 94.1 per cent who felt that they were infoted about the re-

quirements of the course do not represent a surprising statistic because

the objectives for the two transfer-level courses are included in the

models books, which are required tu ts. In addition, the objectives

for English 105 are so hat included in the text for that course, and

almost all the Instructors for that course hand out written assignments

and objectives.

Question /IT. The results of question 7 follow:

7. Did you find discrepancies between the instruction and the
grading?

(1) Quite often 47 5.5%
(2) Usually 39 4.5%
(3) Sometimes 147 17.17.II_ILllys responses
(4) Seldom 277 32.3%
(5) Never 348 406% 72.9% sositive responses

Total 858 100.0%

Since some questort could arise as to whether reply (3 ) above

should be positive or negative, it is not included in the positive

cesponses. This series of responses is especially satisfying in

light of the discrepancies which usually exist in the grading practices

in so many cla s oom situations. The fact that the objectives are not

mathe atically measurable makes them somewhat suspicious. Constant

vigilance, is necessdry co assure students and faculty alike that they
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remain a positive influence. That students do not feel a capricious

or pre udicial aspect to the grading is an important evaluation con-

cern.

RIpstion #8. The responses to question

8. Were the classroom presentations interesting?
(1) Very 136 14.7%
(2) Mostly 293 33.9%
(3) Partly 251 29.1% responses
(4) Seldom 142

_78.72jositive
16.4%

(5) Never 4_2 4,21_11.L.3LILILS.
Total 864 100.0%

Considerable efforts of the staff at Illinois Central College

have been devoted to create as many interesting and satisfying optiot_-

as possible to improve the program in composition. Discussions on

pages 131 to 140 of Chapter 3 presented details of these innovations

created by members of the Division. It would appear, however, that

additional work needs to be applied to this problem to make the inter-

est match the be--fit derived from the emirs

P9. The following are the results of question 9:

they prove practical?

.4.tation

9. Did
(1) Very practical 207 23.8%
(2) Mostly practical 318 36.6%
(3) Somewhat practical 237 27_.3I_87.7% positive responses_
(4) Not very practical 94 10.8%
(5) Never practical

Total 863 99.9%

Some consolation is to be derived from the fact that even

though students were not extremely excited about the clasSr_ pre-

sentations' being interesting, they proved to be nearly 88 per cent

practical. One of the guidelines of the Division's philosophy was to

pursue a prac 1 program to meet the needs of students. Evidently,

the courses do that.
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Questior(#10. The next th ee questions all concern the stude use

of the Learning Laboratory. The results of question 10 follow:

-10. How often did you use the Lea:ning Lab?
(1) Very frequently 13 1.5%
(2) Frequently 36 4.2%
(3) Sometimes 80 14_174_
(4) Seldom 141 16.3%
(5) Never 594 68.8% 85.1% ne ative res onses

Tote_ 864 100.1%

Some discrepancy exists between the number of_ positive respotses

repor ed on question 10 and the reported fig res from the Director of.

the Learning Lab. Week after week over 200 stimdt ..t sign into the Lab,

requesting special help in writing. Yet, only 129 students reported

that they have frequented the facility with any degree of regularity,

and 69 per cent repprted that they had never been there. Yet, ques-

tio 17 (page 161) will indicate that nearly 46 per cent w.lre referred

spec -1 options for individual help.

9112.2L1211_11L. Continuing the concerns for the Learning Lab, question

11 produced the following results:

11 . Did the help you re- _ived in the Learning Lab prove to be
beneficial?

(1) Not applicable 351 44.5% 44 5% not licable
(2) Always 106 13.3%
(3) Usually 75 9.3%
(4) Sometimes 48 6.1% 2j,liLp.p_Li_t_i_yg_a7e_s_pa-1s
(5) Seldom 208 26.4%
(6) Never 0.1).0726.

Total 788 100.0%

This question proved to be inadequ

Only the p sitive responden:s to questiLn

to respond

10 did not

for several reasons.

0 should have been asked

to this question. in addition, many who answered question

respond to this question at all. Of those who did, 437

stated that the help received was benefici 1 to some e tent; yet, only

270 students stated in question 10 that they had ever been to the Lab.
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The lact that 26.4 per cent replied that the help was seldom bene-

ficial does not seem to follow the percentages who benefit fro- the

service there.

puestion 1112. Related to question 11, the results of question 12

follow:

12. Did you experience difficulty in getting to see the instruc-
tor in the Learning Lab?

(1) Not applicable 467 58,7%._58.7_74_not applicable
(2) Never 197 24.8%
(3) Seldom 36 4,52_j_j_9,131._os_iti
(4) Sometimes 34 4.3%
(5) Often 61 7.7%
(6) Always - 7 12.0% ne ative responses

Total 795 100.0%

For some of the same reasons that question 11 was shown to be

inadequate, question 12 is also accepted as being distorted.

uestion A3.. The results of quest' n 13 :ollow:

13. How many themes did you write in this class?
(1) Six themes 44 5.2%
(2) Seven themes 84 9.9%
(3) Eight themes 157 18.4%
(4) Isiine themes 514 60.4%
(5) More than nine themes 52 6.1%

Total 851 100.0%

This question has little significance when all courses are com-

bined this way. It has c nsiderable relevance when relating to spe-

cific courses because i_ assurcs thlt students are performing the

required number of papers in each course. Since a heavy percentage

of the students answering the questionnaire were English 110 students,

it is not surprising that over 60 per cent reported having written

nine themes, the required number of t at course.
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911L§.Lionfil4. The following results were secured from question 14:

14. Were you required to rewrite or revise your themes?
(1) Very often 193 22.4%
(2) Often 86 10.0%
(3) Sometimes 177 20.5%
(4) Seldom 147 17.0%
(5) Never 260 30.1%

Total 863 100.0%

The above question has little positive or negative connotation.

t does provide information about the instructional load for c p_si-

n teachers. One should not assume that a great many papers should

uld not be An exceptional teacher should probably

eating an optimum lea ling environment in which sLudent.s should

be receiving the kind of help which would require less rewriting,

although _hose students who don't exhibit adequate sk1ls the first

tiMe should be expected to rew ite. It would be undesirable for a

teacher not to allow every student who has not learned the skills

rewrite if the purpose of education is learning rather than grading.

Thus, a weak teacher might be required to evaluate more papers to

accomplish satisfactory goals.

Pu,e0f-Orv 111. The following are the results of quest n 15:

15. I-Low many of your themes were you required to revise or
rewrit

(1 ) None 294 34.3%
(2 ) 1-2 244 28.5%
(3 ) 3-4 108 12.6%
(4 ) 5-6 84 9.8%
(5 ) 7 or more 127 14.8%

Total 857 100.0%

Again, the results from two questions asking the same thing

don't match. Ir. question 14, 30.1 per cent reported never rewriting a

theme, whetea in this question 34,3 per cent reported the same thing.

Otherwise, the proportions betw -n the questions appear fairly
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consistent. The connotations involved in this question are insignif-

icant. The question does serve, however, to set up the one which

follows.

g.1.-1Pstion_#16 The eesul s of question 16 follow:

16. Do you beli ve that students should be requir o rewrite
unsat sfactory papers?

(1) Very strongly agree 248 28.7%
(2) Strongly agree 162 18.8%
(3) Agree ,305 35,3% 82,8% eesitive r_esponses
(4) Disagree -104 12.1%
(5) Strongly disagree _44 5_115,121_ataLitl_smkuAtL

Total 863 100.0%

ed

Rather strong support appears to exist for the concept

quiring students to rewrite unsatisfactory themes. One would be more

willing to predict this result if Ale question hes suggested that re-

iting be optional Lt is rather surprising, however, that so many

students felt this strongly about the issue. Such results seem to

reaffirm the concept of mastery learning, which requires that one se-

quential step be unders ood before going on to the next.

Question_fl17 The results of question 17 follow:

17. Were you referred to specific options fo- special help
.g., the Learning Lab, audio-visual materials, etc.)?

(1) Quite frequently 73 8.5%
(2) Frequently
(3) Sometimes
(4) Seldom

(5) Never

116 13.5%
204 23z2141."Lza§ltly_t_
115 13.4%

353 41.0% -5,AAL_LifsakimwJlasE
Total 861 100.1%

A great many optional learning helps have been developed within

the ivision over the years, and the little use of them is somewhat

disappointing. Efforts have been extended to utilize various learning

styles as models for the materials. Therefore, one would hope that

students who have those styles would be pressured toward them. Al-

though students say that they were not referred to these aids,-they
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were informed of their existence and locations because the Learning

Lab Director visited all classes at the beginning of the semester to

discuss the services of the Lab and to mention the learning options,,

most of which are housed in the Learning Lab. The word referred could

very possibly be reserved in student

tions which involved the teacher

inds to indicate those situa-

reating actual referral slips.
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RIELIR1_121111.. The design of the course is leintroduced beginning with

this question. Its results follow:

18. Was a sequence of writing skills evident in the organization
of the course?

(1) Very frequently
evident 264 30.9%

(2) Frequently evident 337 39.5%
(3) Sometimes evident 201 23.6%9
(4) Sometimes absent 26 3.0%
(5) Absent 25 2.9% 5._9% negative responses

Total 853 99.9%

The composition program at Illinois Central College is grounded

the tenet that the skills taught are sequential, moving from the

subjective to the -bjective, short to long, simple to complex, and con-

crete to abstract. It is satisfying to know that students are gener-

ally able t- see that sequential plotting. Increasing the satisfaction

is the understanding that the indiv4 -1 skills are not always sequen-

tial in nature, although students can detect the overall sequences of

a tivities. That fact tends to replicate the strong positive

in questions relating to organizations

1/19. The following responses were given to question 19:

your papers graded promptly?19. Were

(1) Always very promptly 420 48.6%
(2) Usually promptly 275 31.8%
(3) Sufficiently promptly 102 11.8% 93.2% sitive responses
(4) Sometimes late 50 5.8%
(5) Frequently late 17_ 7.8%_11e,gatie responses

Total 864

_2.9%
100.0%
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Frequent _agitation is voiced elsewhere among college students

because their papers ar graded promptly. Over 93 per cent, how-
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ever, have recorded here their satisfaction with the prompt returning

of their papers. These r Tults are also an ic4icat1on of the con-

scientious attitudes of the instructors since they attempt to provide

immediate feedback to udents regarding their learning progresS'. This

aspect of the program seems :cry healthy, in spite of the concerns in-

dicated by faculty rela ing to instructional loads on the Composition

instructor Attitude Survey on page 178. Correlatioas may be impeded

by the fact that the student questionnaire was administered in Decem-

ber 1974, whereas the faculty aurvey was taken in August of 1975.

/1!gLlaa_iag_.

follow:

esults of question 20, wh ch relate to quest on 19

20. Did your instructor provide you with suggestiOns for fin-
proving your themes?

(1) Always 525 60.8%
(2) Usually 213 24.7%
( ) Sometimes 96 21,114_26.6%.
(4) Seldom 23 2.7%
(5) Never

Total 863 100.0%

Another practice which the Division -ttempts to avoid is the

. plac ment of a grade on a paper without criticisms sometimes and at

other times witho _ any positive and constructive advice on how to

improve the paper. instructors attempt tc remove the mystery of

some grading practices and to introduce as m- h of the practical kind

of advice into the compositional process as possible. The very grat-

ifying results on this question exhibit e. h.gh degree of professional

integrity and conscientiousness -n th- part of the i-:=truetors in

these courses.
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Qestion The folio- ing are the results of ques on 21:

21. How were these suggestions presented to you?
(1 ) In writing 99 11.8%
(2 ) Verbally in conference 142 16.9%
(3 ) Both 597 71,2%

Total _38 99.97.

This question is somewhat difficult to Interpret because to

answer wit') either of the two earlier responses would seem to negate

the third. The question should be rephrased to ask how they were

pa_inly presented. The responses included here do, ho ever, indica.

a rather frequJlt use of conferences, a gratiCying fact.

2.1AELar121. The results of question 22 fo

22. We-- the instructions and require
clea 9

nt each paper

(1) Always clear 352 40.7%
(2) Usually clear 387 44.7%
(3) Sometimes clear 105
(4) Seldom clear 16

_.12.1.s_ea
1.8%

(5) Never clear

Total 865 99.9%

One can question whether sometimes clear is a positive or neg-

ative r- ponse, because clar ty should be a prime requisite for the

objectives and assignments for each paper. One of the difficul

in grading correlations is the ambiguities which result when writing

requirements are specified. It would appear that students discern

less inconsistency in the specifications than the professionals seem

find. Over 85 per cent very positive responses.is a desirable

figure, although additional improvement should be sought.

Itejlif_a_112. The folio g results were registered for question 23:

23. Did the instru tor explain the instructions and require
meilts when questioned about them?
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(1) Always 660 76.5%
(2) Usually 151 17.5%
(3) Sometimes 42 4.9% 98.9uil1tlyp_ERps_w_Lat
(4) Seldom 7 .8%
(5) Never

Total 863 100.0%

This question was designed to portray general satisfaction

ruction as well as an indicatiol of attempts to clar*fy

instructions and objectives. Line would assume chat instru-tors would

always attempt to answer questions when posed to them. Therefore, a

negative response to the question would indicate unh ppy relationships

with the instructor. On that basis, students can be assumed to have

been basically pleased with the instruction. An even stronger indi-

cation could have been d_ ed if.the wording -e _ changed to read,

"Did the instructor (attemp explain.

ion ifr24. The rasults of question 24 are as follows:

24. Did you find that your grade was based upon stated instruc-
tions and quirements?

(1) Always 395 45.6% _

(2) Usually 329 37.9%
(3) Sometimes 109 12_.6%16p_n_s_ts
(4) Seldom 25 2.9%
(5) Never

Total 867 100.0% I

The positive reactions to this question are extremely satis-

fying. They repr sent an overall acceptance of the grading practic s

which, when combined with question 19-23, is wholesomely affirmative.

gu.5142.2_1?',-1, Two more questions regarding stud acher onfer-

ences are intr-duced wi h the results of the fLrst as follow-.

25. Elow many times did the inst:_uctor schedule private confer-
ences the entire class either in his (her) office or in the class-_
room?
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(1) 0

(2) 1

(3) 2
(4) 3

:5)

128
252
. 62

14.9%
29.4%
30.6%
17.7%

57 100.0%

Th!s ciLLstion was introduced primarily to determine whether

instructors were actually providing the two indivIdual conferences

per semester which are prescribed by the Division. The findings of

this question indicate chat 44.3 per cent of the students did not

ceive two indivIdualized conferences. One of the basic purposes

such conferences is to help overcome negatIve feelings which are

sometimes derived from strangemene, and some policing of this con-

cept is indicated by the response registered here.

DIALtIll_g_§_. The following answers were deriv d from question 26:

26. How many additional times did you confer with the instruc-
tor o- side the formal class period?

(1) 0 272 31.7%
(2) 1 215 25.0%
(3) 2 168 19.5%
(4) 3 114 13.3%
(5) 4 or more /0,5%

Total
_90
859 100.-1%

In spite of the care taken to see that this q e

unambiguously, it is uncertain whather it was civet. $ome students

may have believed that it was asking for even schedu. led conferences

outside the classroom. Others may have accepted it to mean only the

conferences in addition to the formally scheduled ones. Others may

have interpreted it to mean other than when -he teacher requested the

meetings. As it is stated, the question of_e_s little information

other than that some students spent considerable time indivtdually

with the te cher.
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QuePtioE1/1, The last two questions have to do with overall reac-

tions to the course again. Responses to the first foll_

27. Do you feel that your w iting skills have improved during
the course?

(I ) Very much improved 225 26.3%
(2 ) Much improved 212 24.8%
(3) Improved 375 La9%95,Q,L2a-it-is..tEpsaatE
(4) Somewhat deter-

iorated
(5) Considerably

deteriorated 9 1
Total 855 100

34 4.0%

This question probably the most gratify ng of the entire

questionnaire. The primary fun tion of the complete program is to im-

prove writing skills. Therefore, if 95 per cent feel that their skills

have improved and over 50 per c feel that hey are at least much

improved, the basic objective of the program has been very satisfac-

torily met. Obviously, critics can say that feeling that one's skills

have been t proved is something very different fcom their actually

having been impr ved. _ever, when one uses

would be extremely difficult to fool oneself.

gileAranj21.. The results of question 28 follow;

y sequences,

28. To what extent have you been able to use the communica-
tion skills learned in this course in other c ur es in which you are
enrolled?

(1) Quite frequently 95 11,2%
(2) Frequently 239 28.2%
(3) Sometimes 290 34,2% 73.6% positive resonses
(4) Seldom 132 15.5%
(5) Never

Total 849 100.1%

Some hat mOre disappointing than the previous question are the

responses to rhe final question, relating to the utility of the

ohvLQu1y. not a great deal of pp° ity for using the

skills has Locn available since the courses were just being completed.

However, the leariiings should have been relatable to the other courses
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the students were taking at the time, particularly the end of semes-

ter papers and essay tests. Maybe the students just didn't recognize

how much they actually were able to apply them; on the other hand, the

students felt that they could net ut.ijize the skills and their

perceptions which are being sought in the questior aire, not rttion

alizations.

5ummarY of Quas(ionnaire_Results.. The results of the questionnaire

indicate that the'compost,.ton program has accomplished its pri

functions. First, the students feel that they have learned a great

deal. Second, they believ that the teachers had provided the learn-

env' onment which allo ed them to learn the material. They were

provided olferences; they rewrote unsatisfactory the they could

utilize the Learning Lab aud other options, and the grading was

trolled by the objectives. Third, the courses were well organized

and the students knew what was expected of them. Fourth, the in-

scrucc were studen -centered and conscientious. Finally, although

not as utilitarian as desired, the students felt the courses are bene-

ficial.

s ons

Another evaluative tool for determining the adequacy of a pro-

gram is an analysi., of the enrollment patterns over the years. Gen-

erally speaking, enrollments in English courses should correspond

with the College enrollment patterns, especially at Illinois Central

College, where two semesters of English are required in most progra

Since, however, many other factors can enter into the considerations,

more than mere enrollment figures must be examined.
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Table 1 indicates the changes in enrollments in the major

English classes during fa 1 enrollments in 1973, 1974, and 1975 as

well as the College as a whole during the same time. All the figu

are from equivalent times during the semester, having been derived

from computer printouts on the "A-tual 10th Day" seat listings, which

are taken on the tenth day into the semester. From 1973 to 1975, Eng-

lish enrollments increased 6.30 per cent compa ed to a 30 02 per cent

in rease in College enrollments.
English. 105 increa- d 22.14 per cent

in the same period while English 110 increased by only 2.47 per cent

and English 111 by 2.48 per cerit.

Even more tr ublesome were the c nparative increases betven

1973 and 1974, Olen the College enroll nits rose 5.56 per cent while

the English total enrollments deterio ed by -5.31 per cent.

No final conclusions have been reached which would explain

the 1 ck of correlation among :Fte-se figures. To compound the frus-

tration of th: situation, during this same time period many of the

instruc ional options in composition described on pages 131 to 140

developed or improved, which should have made the courses more

attractive.

Several factors should be mentioned which might help to ex-

ain this dispa agement. First, 74 per cent of the student body con-

sists of par e students, over 52 per cent of the student body com-

ing to the campus in the even ng. Obviously, they would not he

expected to enroll in as many English classes as full-time studen

Second, many full-time students do not graduate from the
, liege;

rather, they transfer to four-year schools after one or two semesters.

For example, 11.2 per cent of the fall full-time student- in 1973

ferred after that semester. Many transfer students will not
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TAIE 1

Chang6 in Fall Enrollments in English Classes

at Illinois Central College

9/7173, 9110/14, 915115

Year 0.4 105_ EN4 110 ENG', 111.
I9t2LEIg1ig 1Q01:..c°11a

1973 411 1377 322 2110 ::::: 9,E55

1974 401 (-2,43'4) 1261 (-7.99%) 330 (+2.48%) 1998 (-5.31%) 10,403 (+5,56%)

1975 51,1t111 1411,1t111 330.,'i211 12A3L+12.11 1)41223441
Tota1

Change +91 (+22.14%) +34 (+2.41%) +8 (+2.48%) +133 (4.76.30%) +2,958 (+30.02%)



complete the six-hour Eng. limb requirement unless they plan to gradn-

from Ill 1 central College because several of the favorite

transfer institutions (Illinois S _.te U. iversity, Unive sity of Illi-

nois, and idley University) do lot require six hours of English of

lower-division students. Also, English is not a natui lly attractive

course. After twelve years of it, most students would much p

nd their time on f erial. The--fore rhov wil t postpone

taking English if they can. A furtlu po4sibility is the lack of

strong academic advi ement or t pre!;ence of the kind ut advisement

which will suggest 15 hours of ita proces ing or 3 hours of business

or 14 hours of police science as the student's class load.

On the other hand, since the composition courses have not kept

pace with -he enrollment j.ilcreases of the College, they must be con

sidered less t in aduy, Ite somehow. In spitu of the efforts to make

is that they ate beneficial, students -e tw,t_ eagerly seeking out

those courses. Until adequate justification is available to explain

otherlse, the program mos ,. be held accountable for the lack of

enrollment.

evidence from the students who complete them

internal to ical Consi

One of the tests which any composition program should be able

to withstand is whether it is logically consistent with its own prin-

ciples. The philoSophy of the institution is the foundation of every

prog-am, and although not every program is designed to teach all thu

goals of the institution, it should contribute as much as possible

wi iliotit deterring any. The Divisional philosophy should support the
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College philes phy, and the program functions should contribute to

the Divisional philosophy.

The fundamental concept in the composition program is that the

program should pro*ice on the part of the student a change in behavior

which can be measured. This basic prine de is a major justification

f the student-centeredness of the program. The detel ination of ob-

jectiv each course oi.d each pap 'thin the course demonstrates

the concr tie stunt as the center of the courso s and verifies

the contrlhE_ toward the College commitment. Additional evidene

towa d the prominence of the student in the program is provided by the

result the English Composition S- dent Questionnaire and the Com-

-position ins tructor Attitude Survey. The overall positive responses

_ students on the st docum nt (Appendix C page 221) is convincing

evidence to studuoir tisfact. n, especially questica #1 regarding the

benefit of the cour e (page 153) a- d question #27 recording their im-

proved writing skills (page 167). The instructors' responses indicated

that they perceive_i their rapport with students to be extremely posi-

tive (question 12, page 178) and that an adequate learning environment

exists to atiow students to achieve their expectancies and demands

uestion 17, page 178).

A se ond requlrement for the program to show internal consis-

tency is the

all levels of

Ity of courses which will allow students with

to succeed. Chapter 3, pages 54 to 130 has des-

crilied courses designed for students with serious learning disabili-

as well as those who are able to m ve through extremely sophis-

ticated wri!;ing exercises. The Division even works with adults who

are mentally handicapped at the Pekin, Illinois, Community Workshop,
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trying to make them employable by te.7--hing them to read simple instruc-

tions and write their names and other brief responses. At the other

end of the spectrum, students are provided the opportun ty to pro-

ficiency transfer-level cour. es and pursue creative writing for publ

cat_m. This full rango of courses surely enable all levels of

abilities to suc d.

One of the techniques utilized to promote the re pect and

dignity of the students the telecasting to them before they begin

their work what is expected of them. Thus, the inadecolacy of an '-ssign-

1,-t is specifically related to the material pres-___ rather than the

nal worth of the writer. In addition, the various delivery

systems described on es 131 to 140 were designed to meet the needs of

students at conld±rabLe ext a expense in time, effort and creativity

on the inStructors' parts. The Divisional office hcPte requirement of

8 to 12 hours per week Is also an attempt to demonstrate the importance

of t-- student. To make the obj etives worthwhile and attainable has

provided the kir41 of success which builds and rei-...al:ces strong self-

concepts tr s udents.

e broad spectrum -f courses is main ained to variety

of program objecives wicli student- are pursuing. The English 110

and 111 courses are des gned icr students planning Lo transfer with

an A-. ciare of Arts and Sc Degree or Associate in General Educa-

LiOn Degree. English 112 is prima 'ly a community in erest course

because it is ordinarily classified as an upper diviaional course and

is, consequently, not transferrable to a senior institution. Thus,

provided'for the benefit of those persons who seek specialized

course wo k as a communit4 mi.:rest activity. English 105 serves as

something of an occupoLionally oriented course and to some others it

1
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tunc ions as remediation. The other coo on campus which pr-mote

the occupational aspects of the program are Agricultural Communica-

tions, Business Communications, and Technical Writing. Thus a full

complement of occupationally oriented courses Is availabic. English

100 and 101 are highly remedial courses. Such an array of courses

seems most adequate to fulfill the obligation toward a diver e variety

of community interests.

Another aspect -f l_gical consistency is the intention of the

-7 emphasize 'Ling and to minimize literature. To ins Le

that the proper __pha,,is is realized, the text- .:ks have Veen ca

fully selected to avoid short stories, poetry, and other clearly lit-

erary types. Most of the inclusi_ns the texta are student essays,

avoiding even the professional -niters' sophistications. The sylla-

buses allow for only one litera y analysis theme as an optional

assignment in En6lish 111; otherwise, literature i reserved for

classes, not composition.

In the discussions in Chapter 2 relating t_ grammatical em-

phasis (pages 27 to 29) , attention was called to udico which show-ed

little correlation betwean conventional grammar courses and improved

writing skills. Thel.efo, the syllabuses and objectives minimize

inst uc 4-n in traditional concepts, instead focus- g upoa the com-

position functions while referring to grammatical terminology and

exerci s only when advantageous to the writing process.

The objctie s for the courses are determined by the faculty

on the basis of writing demands of other college courses and citizen

expectations. Students do not decide which objectives should be es-

tablished for their classes. N_ ther do individual instructors decide



Id apply in their classes Rather, tc.c1

decide together which objectives they will all be required lo pur,02,

These objectives, thtn, are announc-"d to the students br2fo-

enter t *44 classroom as part of compos!Aion textbch:

teacheri retain their responsibility as academic leaders and

able prof ssionnis.

An uipec t of internal consistency which necds con.-jderahle

vestig i the matter of the practicality of the classroom wOrk.

The fir lem which needs to be satisfied coace us the definition

f what is meant by pracLic(_q,. Tf it relates to assignments, the sub-

ject matter of each assignment is left open to the students' discre-

tion. The assign:Tient relatea to the process of writing rather th.

the content of it. ff the concern relates to the applicabili y ol the

skills to other courses then follow-up studies should be developed to

dete mine the extent of the material's utility in to - situations.

Such studies have not been performed on this campus b cause they are

extremely expensive in time and effort; however, they might be ex-

tremely beneficial. If the word 2Tactical applies to relevant appli-

cation to the social political, psychological, or religious activi-

ties which krIve been the content of the Eaglish courses on some

campuses; then thc course will lot be m d. practical. Those activist

ns are th. subject mattei of other cour:Aes, wher as the subject

matter of composition is the writing process. In any event, the Divi-

sion needs to develop the analytical. techniques to seek out the

soluticn to this problem.

Another facet of the prog a-'- internal consistency is the

sequence of skills designed.

b

they move from subjective to
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objec ve. In the remedial courses, the pr alrv ,'oncern is to

informs ion Onto the paper. Personal rear:

goals, one's own

011' desc lptions, one's

tons a-e utlii In E- -11.su 110 the concern

is on exposition, tho transmission of information iit I.Lzing rhetorical

principles. Thus, che atte tion moves outside one's own concerns to

the more objective principles of writing. in English 111 the emphasis

7gument, persuasion, and research to evaluate and monopolize

devices which will -e the reader. The writer must get far

enough outside himself to the r ader as the benchmark for the

ting. (1 's own preferences must bc sUppressed in favor of oth

responses. Therefore, the program does move from subjective to objec-

tive.

r order to aLcomplish that movement in vi Po at, the courses

have boon designed to move f -m simple to complex, short to long, and

concrete to abstract. The compositions are sentences and paragraphs

in the remedial courses, leading into themes during English 105. The

papers ,elage about 500 words in English 110 and aver, ? between 600

and English 111, cuiminat 1g in a longer research !)ap,r.

Subjects mov -e. from a description of a simple object in Englih 105 to

logical and emotional reactioas in invlish 111, obviously gro Lug

complexity and abstrletness.

These various Principles are all delineated in the objectives

specified on pages 54 to 130, and the Chairman is responsible to see

that they are followed. The certification o_ a student's completion

a course ean be , pted as a reliable measure of his skills at

thet point.

187
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The specifics in these paragraphs should be convincing evidence

that the sequence of courses has the internal, logical consisted- y re-

qui 7d of an accountable program.

L:91221112B_Ill structor Att tude Surrey

Another instrument utilized to evaluate the composition p.-ogram

at Illinois Central College was designed by the Chairman and adminis-

tered in August of 1975 (App ndix D) . instructors were asked orally

to fill their own out without consulting with other instr -tors so

that personal rather than group perceptions would be obtai ed.

they were allowed to take two days befo returning them, the o:

tunity did exis:_ for their interaction; but no indications of such

joint agreement was evident.

The purposes of the questionnaire were to determine the

attitudes of the faculty rega ding their present perceptions of the

Division and their status within it as well aa to develop a formal

profile w1Ich can be periodically evaluated to ascertain change. Such

perceptions are vital to the evaluation of any composition program,

and this survey document will standardize such responses.

Each answer on the survey was weighed from 1 to 5 (See Table 2)

corresponding wtth the least to most positive responses. A mean was

found for each question as was its standard deviation. The standard

deviation was derived from raw scores using the grouped frequency

distribution fon]. .1.3, which toll s;

SD IfX - X
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W

0 O H
H H

TABLE 2

Results of Composition
Instructor Attitude Survey

Administered August 1975

42's X4 _6 10 _6 7 5 2

in X3 3 4 7 6 10 4 6

J4Is--(X2 3 IQ

TOTALS Z 73

ME

72 61 70

0

>

m

H

H 0

4 0
U

H

6

7

0

P

0
0

5 4 4 10

6 14 8 5 12

7 2

a

a

2 74 84

a

P
H

0

0

0

0

0
0

rf)

. .

U

L 7 10 7

8 5

STANDARD DEV. .995 .678 .768 .94 .809 1.02
539 , 0 .927 .A0 .860

*Reversed for consistency of answer sequences
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85 5

2 4.3 2.7

.678. .400 . 54
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I- order to graphically illustuate the degree positive

reaction, the ques ions were placed in ank order by Ae means of the

responses (Table 3- page 180). This lis ing indicates net the

English 105 objectives deserve some priority attention. Although that

concern was expected, the extent of its negativ sm is somewhat sur-

prising. The responses regarding the plaeement procedures were pre-

dictable, too because the placement critora on the campus are seldom

applied. Telephone registration and the heavy walk-in registrations

tend to dictate against Lhe enforcement of such restrictions.

The other two low items relate to the instructional load

the r cticality of the program, although even they are above ti

point of 3.0. Several Divisional me bers have spoken with Considerable

concern about the number of students for whom each teacher is respon-

sible when such heavy writing req--ir men-s are involved in each course.

On the other hand, the administration has required hard d-ta to prove

that the load is too heavy. Since such data is unavailable in the lit-

erature, the matter is resentiy st lemated. Concerning the second

students ranked the practicality of the courses rather low on

the student questionnaire (page 161) , evidently agreeing with the

faculty that the courses need more practicality. Such a move needs

the attention of the faculty, relating classroom activities to other

course work and job-r-lated aotiviti4s and expecting more practical

applications from students.

On the oth _ end of the spectrum, the Learning Lab recei.Yed

the most positive response of the group. The faculty evident feel

very convit%ced about the worth of the services perfo--ed there. Tied

next po-ition in rank order were the value of creating the models

191
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TABLE 3

Re u'Ls

Question

t Comositiur lnstructMt Atitcdc Survey
Ranked in Order by Mo.n

PILq§flan_g2L2L2.aL

Learning Lab Helpful

Book Development11

4.3

4.2

Personal Rapport 4.2

17 Instructional Environment 4.-

20 Business Communic-tions 4.2

1 English Requirements 4.1

9 Strong Teacher 4.1

21 Selffu1fi1iment 4.0

13 Concept of Objectives 3.9

22 Faculty Interaction

10 Adequate Org-anizatirn 3.7

2 Adoquate Segue 3.7

English 111 Objectives 3.7

4 English Reputation 3.6

3 Grading Flexibility 3.6

English 110 Objectives 3.5

14 ureativity Opportuni ies 3.5

15 Overly Organized 3,5

Practical Program 3.2

16 Instructional Load 3.1

19 Placement Procedures 2.7

6 English 105 Objectives 2.4
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it'iilt..1 tmhc .; In 1)1 deo I it 4, Mr. I

t I. I eoc..11
! Ii I I ;; mi i

lov-lor of Hoy-June so fhnt they could he u 1,1t(r., and Mr.

`-;parling t'n in;nind -11.-1 t I me devrn 1.0p pi If t.if I et- I'm

1 Ish allot 1ii di reel I nj, Lon I ndo pn de n /./.

were th...ty v I c_ in has I c ki I I '" warily Itr I I I I in rho

l';lrllfog fAborat irv , tho 1lopmts_tal dtTh nd iho

e lasseti. Iit.n.n nut r" i i,rlr1s ii II 111J 1 i brit'

ii'ty plIrr!-h'nind t ht mach tiler y !n.) th;it Lhoy Id uti !, thn (Alpe-

ilirli' 1.) ns wo provided for m for English 110. EnglitAh [Tr

tit at ittnti wi Ii to I Low ne./.! yoAr. A Live- si Lie sea L;IL Ion !if oilr

pr was prepared f.ur showl)g at the operl 131.1rae in th c spring of

197' Finally revisions

undor ken and implemented.

hungh muck energy was cxptradcd in

the IiigI I ,h 110 Profle Te8t were

iJ[vtiuii did Rat

lads preparation,

La the develcIpineni of spteLal net_ i

lad delivery systems. A sp Li'l Engli31 110 option for police recruits

s developed through Lt. Cooley ot the Peoria Police llep3rtment which

will allow several assiiiinent opt lun npceil ically for them. A special

Eng1 Isli 100 ei nod 1_: mentally retarded adults through the

Comnauity W-rkshop, a population which I h ve never hea d served

thi rough a COIThILUn it,/ college. Another Adult Jjs ie Education group which

was the

"ipecial plm ning (i1 though the claas ill is to be offered)

Institute for Physical t1ed1cin in Peo ia. An

evon additional group of the same basic kind, the students in the Pre-

Einployiuerit Program war taught its English and reading skills through

I 9
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I n()t gil ii ( )11 t 111111 'ci tooding through go tat-

ment agencloh. hvvthor, laboratory tittuatIon wa,; dovt!u,d tor Cat-

Trdclor C II N!:iT firflgrAM, hull nevtor

intern I hroblemvi at !ho mpunv IhterIer h the lecorlog

( lid 1 I Fl iii 1V Iii full I, if) t nat ituta til til \OM Ill Li! HS?:

titidn ttt to II ;It i uv I un. ILl r t Ii tremou r ( 11 I t

I

divIdooli.Aod h(c;Iti dovetopod at the Pool YV I k V n v

Other tt;IgnI I tr activIciwt te ondortak ii whIA dIroct-

ty alto -ted thi dual Ity ot Merl ruction. For In,(tance, In-ttor ICO

vtesufons wor eoaduetod in the hurcatctien ci I logical irgtitnaua t hoc

com-- Rion loNtrui oth r8 LtTt_VV proviclail In gridi n terlita iques

to aohlevo lIoallon auto- l; toni rttctnr' i LechnIqucto utd

emphases. drip, tvltlt compotritIon -interns iron Tiltnois State Uni-

versity on an in -t'r'v1 ue basis Is good for the entire s taff by requir-

ing contirou I analysiti and evaluation of nor net:hilt , ,,assrnom

CvaluLItLo1a and the evAluation of graded papers, both perforantd by

the Chairman, 'ndicat con -le empts on the part of tl

to upgrade their instructional activities. In addition, the ngl±sh

Composition Student Questionnaire tas administered in December to se-

cure data both for dissertation and additional evaluation of the

program. The results confirmed the posi iv responses which have been

noted in the pant. Anocher action directly relating to instruction

was the dec sion to restriat the tine limit for contractual composi-

tion classes iron two 6emesters to one after considerable discu _ion

to attempt to forestall procrastination.

A number of addit -nal activities were undertaten which had less

direct relation to inscructi-n. One was the funding of Mr. Taylor's
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RAI 0LIM; III ,VIPtit

di iCiJi ' A DUCLut

Ch lrm d la ',ever;,I

propesol at itlinutc;

rt-11,k do,,Igned kfale:Ily under i t tliW tOrMAL t-1 !;erve attendv

ployod eoIlevo, iniornetero. Two 14111AcOM1. t!-; An CAo dloa-

ciiljccc I r en n I ho named doritw t he

-,Lat I n.iiiicd Li tdmimi ive\ ol mot

I :ic ilc comia,c,it concha-Jed by tile I li .ii rincul [now, communi ty

t y

ilitoois for dIsemhien oL the University of I lliriciis

I u hit jn:1 Conic, -lit- cit Allerton tn April. At

least wc-kly research r corn Mr. Taylor were received regarding

leariii rig disabilities in Lc_ 1riguage skills

devi

as dlt.uiussiontt to

prc r Lpt tens to overcome those various de c-

ieacie. A varl , of art. iculcitlun activities with area high 8choOl

Just rice Lor,; on the ono hand and un1virsl ty professors n the oth _

carr out pins the attempts to host the illinols Engi isli -teachers

Association meetin' in tho fall.

Several concerns of the Division need at:tetitioii in the near

futut One is the development of techniques to place students in

English who tracioter to rhe campus with English hours earned else-

where. Since many of tho,lo students have difficulties ia the trans-

it on, some specini upportiv iv ies need to be developed for

them. An articulation conference with high school teacher- crc our

campus needs to be completed during the fall semester a_ a second

iteln. in addltLon, the reasons for the reduction in composition

1 9
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Withdrawr.I'l

A:4 ohvioun titerI tin ii Iv, tIi& 'JAI

11-ter they have

Ctl

There

i

tlw nuilhor h-

t

11 f t. Nw11:, , tIit. j 1 :ill

stitn I" 1

-omposi-

whn wlthdrow IroT 'litirtte

hi' 11:010 rOPPi'd it IlocattNe

LIft,11 Litt, r t hu wicn IciL

lid 11i LIJ I d ac coo,' t I e I or t

ItS in tout.: r eq, t

h 1 ,.c to d d rop-

by add it I ciit, t- other 1.:140 Lsfl ceursos.1 Thnse

lice o I h4-

qh tit inati I t_,(1

nuid theo rwt

reflect thw-ie students who balanced rho drop of EnglIsh with an al-

ternative In ,lish course and wmiI I the cJ -e properly reflect the

total number who iLarted the semet or Ln English hut did not continue

in it.

A total of 561 stiiditnts comprised that group. 11-:- ever, 314

of them abciuL 56 per cent, dropped all their courses; theref

they should not be refl d in the numbers of those who were dis-

satisfied with English. The remaining 247 students, 44 per cent, still

were 1 I d Lu some classes, although they sometimes dropped classes

In addition to composition. Only full-time stude s (those taking 12

or more seme hours ) were finally contacted because of the many

additional reasons, such as work plans or a lack of educational plans,

which might be flare likely to intrude in the matter with the others.

IComputer Printout, Illinois Central College, Job ISRSM 4900,
vice Center Student Information," October 14, 1975.
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ht the 10 students who rt.nlalned, id. pct if 0 rhe orIgl-

Ili th" 1111 Tioir ii I I Iitii I 11'0 I hi! 114',

tl(tt 1 1. he 'I() per t.ent coot acted . ThoY vier(' '1 iIti Ii hAoir

questions: why they ii topped the courme, wh the n I to

graduate , and why t hey chwie t d rop Kng1 inh rat her titan othet courses

in which tl re enrolled.

I) Ii tudent En fhe group LO he renta--ed, 23 con

be rtniriuci e von i ft er throe attempc at different time of the day.

Thin tar I. w31.; rt m-nrHing tiInk,e

COfllflULflh. V -co 1, 1i

;ener:t 1 1 y

rtto work either f -I.

p t ed 1110 tl

students were aetuatly I itterviewed as to tl tel r r&'a;;oru ' for dropping

the coot:-; Of that group, 20 said t t they pLan to tm; ono

said that he dId net plan to graduate; two dld not know; and ono said

that he had already graduated .

Thp reasons opping the course were trid into

those which nuight be rela ed to negctive classroom exper nces and

those over which the Division would have had little or ao control.

Throe felt that the poorso was too hard; ono (-2_ hanlle it con-

tra tually; one did not like the te. acher's ways; and two

loads were too he bably also negati=ve res nses). Thus, a

total of seven gave reasons which appear to have been controllable by

the Division. A variety of other reas ns was als- p sented; inter-

d with work, 6; changed several classes, already had had it

elsewhe , 3; class was cancelled, found he dion't need it

graduate, 1; transferred by counsel enrolled mistakenly, 1;

proficlencied by examin- ien, 1; had it overseas (a foreign student),

1. Over 70 per cent, thus, gave uncontrolled reas ns for dropping

English.
198
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eel!

chan;,1 t vac I ro. limn t
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gave the 11)Ilowilw a
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mat I,

dvi to take onLy hwiinP cenrw,

En

f ii 1)i V I L )* The majori.ty

[1 1 4 Ainc ;Alter

rt hO [ Lhe

had ii reddy had

en, 1 1 e44.1 was

fu Is eV klenr tloii nsiillitv for students' leaving

fish classes Iii traceal)10 to the I 1 .1 0, number ts

tremely small. It 18 safe to asume that I, 10 per een- of

all student!=; who dr pped F,ogitsh LI L1iiu c -!ing It were caused by

the reasons couldDivisionally loca_c rea8on. Over 90 per cent

have been evented O. staff, another A
. reflection upon

the program.

SuPm4ry

In this chapter, ihe retiults of seven evaluation techniques

were displayed. a baAcally positive aceep-

tance of the composition program at Illinois Central College. An

:mnaLylis of the objectives revealed thu the concept of objectives

Che English Comp sitionan extremely advantageous

Stud.ot Qttestionnair revealed a very pa, tive respinse shown toward
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the hone:its of the program arid the increase in writing skills prompted

by the courses with thu least favorable response shown toward the

practicality of the program.

A very positive response was displayed also on the Composition

Instructor Attitude Survey with only two items falling below ihe mid-

point of 3.0 between degrees of 1 to 5, placement procedures and the

objectives r English 105. The report to the Doan of Inutruction

related a number of accomplishments and concerns which represent

basically a strong, desirable position. The logical consistency demon-

strated that the philosophies of the College and Division are pro-

moted hv the compositiol program except Cor it8 practicality problems.

The greatest concern revealed by the evaluations rests in the a_ oil-

ment deteriorations in composition. A final evaluation teeague was

to interview full-time students who dropped English, which revealed

that the number of students was extremely small whose reasons for

dropping could be traced to situations coutrollahlm by the Communica-

tions Division.

This ut tization of various analytical tools at Illinois

Central College has as. St8 greatest asset the utility of serving as a

model composition program evaluation technique. It can he applied to

community colleges all across the country with minor alterations to

fit local conditions.
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Chapter

Stf4ARY CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMFNAt1ONS

ic fundaniental purpose of this s- dy was to desc the and

cvaltiaL a soquen tial composition propram as it oxists in ono open-

door community college, Wino al College at East Peoria,

filia:is Since 11. was assumed that the audience of Engli,,h profes-

uld not be necessari1.y symp thetic to a concept utilizing

ru1orLra nuts and per Uorrnanci oh jeetives , the attempt was made to

analyze the degree of saLi,sfnct tori with which the program meets the

needs and e-pectatio- - of open-door students, ficulty, administration,

and the program philosoply.

Summary

A review of the literature rev aled that a great deal of in-

formation has been wrItten about indi idual course designs in English,

mostly covering the agel_-- dispute regarding the amount of freedom

versus reli tr airil which should be provided the student. Most of the

voices are advocating fewer and fewer restrictIons should be

placed upon the students, that they should find their own voices in

their own ways in their own ti t ut the critical interference of

chars. A kaleidoscope of course designs Is presented in the liter-

ature without much agreement professionally on any one. The articles

have been skeptical about, to contemptible toward, the use of behav

toral objectives. Nost of this professional writing has been opinion,

unsupported by researched data, whieh would provide substantive

4,4 0



evidence lo u wort 11-108Q 4Oiid I Q7 viett Ot1, (1)thvr lltiItits have

advocated the less opular ncepts of structure in the clas- om

and performance oblcctives as a more meaningf 1 I rini' work= Thy in-

structLenal,make-t- especially the leader -dap, in the (omIlluli ic s

vivision at Illinois Central Co

In-it. ruct tonal attitudes,

d I hi 1USS puiptu lor

ructured oround

rhetorical cisigith in a sequential program from ct r1me ly remedial to

yreative writing. it has ake adopt
I

tin JuL13' of tviotal )1)---

ject tVes because of the 1-- ic it I hi r nee L rnth-r than I. , _ Odvice

of the profts Loiial s. Library searches have also sh-)Y1 I hat alth_ -rjh

some ruserircli being coritiuc ted in the , of child -en's lea mugi

disabilities, very little is being done to relate thosc findings to

adult education er to localize learning Impediments unique to adult

learners. Even less is being done to develop prescriptive activities

to remediate those difficulties. Mr. Karl Taylor has pr--bably done as

much as anyone to attempt to 4othesize that information. Finally,

very few communay colleges have sequential programs in comp

and no literature is available to provide models for evaluating them.

A description of the seq -ntial composition program at Illinois

Central College WaS developed in Chapter 3, pages 54 to 130, to pre-

sent its systc lat on to the various course designs found in the

iterature. Each of the six sequential courses was described in detail,

including its offiLJal desctiptiOn and the Objectives designa ed for

its students. Thc philosophies of the College and the Division were

included to make time courses more meani gful, and the wide obSO tment

ou LocalLy propnred materiaLs and delivery systems gave them greater

' Ificat The latter part of the chapter explained the various

202
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technique_ util iitI to cVii Into the program. cri ttr ion= eoced

evalnatioo, iog consistency within the prop im aud wIt h th phII-

sophics of the and sion, virLont 1 A of student

st -urvey of i fist rt tit:rides, and a statement hy

Idtt to Cho bean or 1niL roc I too wore a I oxp to I n t. ii y

their woruh as evaluative techatq

The appl 1c11t ion those seven

those r

an ret

ts eupy Chapter 6. The utilizatIoh of performance

objectives as LI by which turilittlolt it I'r)Wtji iiitwu,iired

ha:i proved extremely advantageous, )y providing hot Ii a more lo,

approach Lo evaluation as well as a foundation for creative delivery

htems and I tructional n :LILO. Among the thr ft! technitem

utilized ,In jim sure --udent sat Lit:an:Lion wit Lh- am. Lile most

prominent is tiic Engl sh Composition Student Quest lonntlro. Althong'

faculty may feel somewhat thratened at fir t, they sho Id gener Ily

find added security in the res 1L, if a respon-ible job in being per-

fornio.I. Very positive respons s were recorded by administeri ,-, the

questionnaire at Illinois Central College in December 1974. The final

mputations illustrated th t tudents' attitudes ate supportive of

the progran with from 85 to 99 per cent positive responses. Compara-

tive erlrollirlents in the cotnposl tiorl courses from fall 1973, to fall

1975, are tiot so affirniative. It seems predictive that a positive

correlatloo sho id exl8t between college-wide enrollments and compo-

sition enrollments. However, at Illinois Central College the om-

posi tiCit enrollments iflcrLaSed by only 6.3 per cent, who

Lion at the College increased by 30.02 per cent. as for

such an iilconisteuicy were not finalized, although some suggestions



pro:ionted for conlderation. A Furlher ni .ahnio ol Ludent .;a11!-;-=

Ion Co bate I hi reasolv; t

c1iLircL durlo

drew

October

Indic

LAW rwmetJte

N

a say]

(14,ntny Frum the

the 106 Coll.-time 01 1re1e1110

Wo 1 on cour!,icn aL Colic hetoro

conta:ted provtding evIden., to

at fower than 10 per cent had wIthdrawn for rf2,1sons contro.

able by the liiv oj on.

Other technign,'!; Icc r ev 'Ina! 11- wen. Akm. A ro 1

scquenLial prop, up -ihouLd pruve coholt n principle

after the initinl rissunipt ions have boon aceopt(Jd. An aii.tiyo is of the

Ii t I nc is CeiiL ía Coilec program demonstrated that the AfLos= lical

precepts of I he Gollegu have been upheld, and the I) Iv iioni 's axi

are rIoo verified in practice 1LIiuuh the courses aro not as strongly

practical as ither the students pr faculty would wish them to be.

The CoiipoLt1on Instructor Attitude SurvLy is intendid Co (wale'

another very

periptluis of Inructors. As applied to the sequential program at

°liege, the results proved to be quite posi ave, except in those

areas which had rea _male explanati

leaat atTocc of any composition ogra

Even the 7, ceptance of the

classroom load proved to be above the midpoint of 3. 0 on a scale

1 to Finally, a sta mum -as included which is to be included as

part of the AsIgjial_1221.1J,974-75 to the Dean of Inst u'tion as a

valid evaluattom instrunenL. That document recounts many valuable

activities undertaken by the staff du ing the yea- along with the con-

cerns which need attention in the near future.
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Co riclusiovg

One of the most ob and earliest conclusions reached 6'as

that very little substantive research has been performed in coniposi-

Lion. A great deal of opinion is available, but evidently most

search activities in college English are reserved for lite

Aggravati g the problem is the fact that the community college, which

is so engrossed in teaching composition. is a teaching inutitutialt

rather than a research or publishing institution. No strong leadership

in the profession has produced the rationale or respert to create any

ollowing. Consequently, the profession follows the ficis and

vihims of opinion rather than reason supported by cvldcncc. Only act

an produce the sequence of learning skills wi

not c a strong profession.

Another obvious roaclusion is that evaluation lii possible as

14 1J as iinorLaiit to the improver

uf I el abl c program. Yet , almost no eva twit Ion ins u ots exist for

rinalyzing compos it ions , composi Lion courses, or conipos it ion pr grants.

No series of criteria other than those presented her have been made

available to a wide audience. The availability of_ such In ormation

more rational analysis of compositIon pro-

hel p to create programs where only courses

h will pro-

f Instruction and clic ui taming

should help to crea

grams. In fact, it m

rtow exist.

Another conclusion reached was that a e systematic approach

to enrollment analyses and controls is needed. The present techniques

only what is happeningnot why. The f irat is Important to know,

Ft ut the Hi' I wet , dry tu ;out ro I s L t untionti And rectify pr oh-

I ens NLl a ted to Lira dif f I cul ty I s t he present lack of techniques
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up on studCrAtB who withdraw irons composition classes without

otbsers. Th information involved in that iction cafl provide

Lngful clues concerning the weaknesses In the program.

S .udents and instructors were extremely positive about

overaill wci.rth of the courses. Question Vi on the student quest ion

n (osse 153) , for instance , demonstrated strong s. at isf

t he hrieft t9 of ,ne courses. However, they felt that the courses were

net prat ctical, nor were the classroom preseiitaticms very interest-

lag. In a4dition, the faculty were rather dissatisfied with the p

fcrmarice olbjective.s for English 105. Such con .erns for the courses

ntributed surnwIiat to the weak enrol1ment and the with-

drawals fr m cl asses. Another contributing Thcter to such problenis

may 1Le in the placement proce tires Which are now being practiced .

only etfter stud nts enroll in the courses do most of thorn get the

acadernio acivice which forecamts their rhsnces for success. Such

manipu.1atic3n after they have paid their fees and bought their books

c 1.att be dis.appoint ing and exasperating and could contrillitto to a de-

ciNiort to withdraw. The entry profiles which presently exist are still

somewhint vuigue and poorly advertised. Sound, hard data as to their

predie rola I ity of success have not been nut IteLently prorurod arid

at ilized at this time.

H.rt ally, follo -up studies tt measure the de .ee of student

tin tiseactiUll have never been administered fol lowing a lapse of one

seine ter o r- one year af ter the complet ion of the coura Lalgittd iftal

udie are diff icult and expensive to perform, and such res arch

prejecrs ar frequently discouraged at the community-cellege level.

Yet, tt-se entire progrfun is designed to have lasting value to studen

and IL in J. Rom ant to determine whether it actually does.

2 0
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ative note would be an irjustice to

a program which has withstood the test of such critical acteiltton .

program which has done so many things right should not have only nega-

tive rtf1etiozis east upon it. In each evaluative technique, with tile

possible que Lion of enrollments, lie sequential program at

Central College has presented itself as an emely sophi

carefully constructed, creatively designed sequence of conpo&1tiul

activities which i- ve to student needs and the philosophies

ollege and the Division. It it, based upon a logical f-anelogo 1,

pu vd w th innovative techniques, evaluated with conCe for iityVO

and designed by a highly professional, energetic, and j tiffably

proud faculty,

rding composition is neeessar, to bring

level jE di LLW about the subject above that of opinion.

it is bit

divert sortie of the

Y- r&comnmendecl that senior institutions begim

ion a ayjrom literary research and towiald

Into the composition process. pformation is, needed

regarding the skills which can and should be sequen

should be correlated with maturation ley is, learning s yles, inskrum-

tonal styles, delivery sys d the measurement of compoaitional

skills. The whole field of composition is wide open to research.

Since community colleges will probably continue to have only extriaely

limited research capabilities, the -_ ponsibility for most of 14ha dEA

done wi Li noi upon tbo senior init itur_ ions and ex grant f

Amahor rovumendaLlon is that a more systematic Lechniqu

liVt. %why, to ormitt Ion rowirtling nru limen t develo ed. if

0 7
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enrollments in cotnposftiori do not keep pace with total college enroll-

ments, one needs to know why. Such information may prove extremely

important to, If not absolutely essential for, developing and main-

tai ing a st o g program. It is further recommended that, for the

same reasohs, a more systematic tabulation be sL:curee and maintained

of the reasons for students' withdrawing from a composition course

ut adding a o her.

Since - udents and faculty criticized the practicality of

cocuposit ion courses, it is reconunended that an in-depth study

vnacted to loc. ate more accurately the bases of those criticisms

so ihat corrective aCtion5 can be devised. Further attention is also

recommended to the lack of luster in the classroom presentations.

Sur ly, after locating the dull and uninteresting aspects of the

courses, the creative efforts which have designed so many other i

structional materials can be utilized to make classes niore interesting.

So 1 ng as the content of the course _ the process of writing, it

ill remain somewhat less tnan enthr lling. Likewise, the revising

of the performance objectives for English 105 is a readily attainable

goal, one which, is reco nded (and presently und ay). An addi-

Liorlal 1 which is recommended to avoid unnecessary dissatis-

Es:Lion with courses is development of more adeçuate placement

eria aad procedures. So long as tbe community colleges in

-ois t lo their open-door policies and the state bases its re-

.tniibursemeit funds to local dlst-.icts upon earned credit hours, students

will not be impeded in their pts to enter coliege or to enter

pJrticular oLtrses 'hich have advisable rather than mnanatory entry
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requirements. Therefore, it is recommended that mo e predictable

standards of initial placement through entry profiles be devised and

advert' ed to enrolling students.

. Follow-up studies are recommended which will measure the degree

of satisfacAon of courses for students who completed them one year

earlier. This lapse of time will give the students more opportunity

to test the adequacy of the courses which are presently evaluated

before the students leave the class. A determination of the more

lasting value of the course would be secured by such a tactic, aad

corrective action could be applied in areas of inadequacy.

Finally, it is recommended that co-: nity-college faculties

utilize this dissertation as a model for developing their owm compo-

sition programs and evaluation systems. It is recognized as a be-

ginning, not an end. 'The program at Illinois Central College is based

upon a set of assumptions which may not be acceptable to particular

situations. In such cases, the model can still prove valuable in

emplifying how a full program is derived fr m one's assertions. The

evaluative technique- p- -ented here can also function as a model to

illustrate the kinds of questions asked to investigate concerns related

to local situations. Su _ly, the sevenbasic evaluative techniques

should prove serviceable to community colleges everywhere to upgrade

NI in composition courses.quality of learning
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APPCNDIX A

Phi osophy of Illinois Central College

Recognizing that the -dvan e ent __ man's knowledge, the ieed

for new skills and the updat.ng of old ones, and the existence of -ni-

fold human problems have created the need for expanded educational

opportunities, the citizens of 111 nois Junior College District 514

fo-A-d Illinois Central College in 1966. It was recognized that educa-

tion in addition to that provided by area common schools and Zour-year

colleges was needed in order to provide the people of District 514 with

the chance to develop their potential fully. During the 1950's and

1960's, the community college had beco e an essential agency in the

Illinois Master Plan for Higher Educati-n. Illinois Central College

was founded in order to bring to this area the promise of the community

college movement.

One of the first ac of the Board of ,Trustees was to discuss

and decide upon the basic philosophical tenets on which the College

be based. From these discussions evolved the fundamental idea

that the purpose of education is __ improve man, and thar society is

impr ved by the improvement of the individuals who compose it. The

individual has worth and dignity in his own right and should be educa-

ted to the fullest extent of his abilities and motivation. Thus, every

eittz-n must have the opportlinity to acquire the education that is

approrLice for free men.
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Next, the members of the Bo rd applied these terieLs specifi-

cally to the kinds of prow7ams and courses which the College would

,rovide. Accordingly, Illinois Central College was c-1 eived as offer-

a var ety of courses, programs, and acti ities

In addition to the academic courses and curricula designed to

meet the lower-division requirements of four-year colleges and nftiver-

sities (i transfer programs), thd College provides occupa ional

or career programs of varying length, but complete in themselves, to

prepare the individu-1 te move directly intc, the life of the community

in semi-professional occupations and positic s in business and industry.

in order to prepare students fer intellig well-r_ nded living,

Illinois Cciitrai, College offers general educ.ation courses. It is also

committed to meet the needs of all -it f the District by offering

programs of personal, occupational, and culturll de elopment. Recog-

dog, furthermore, that a number of students seeking a,!mission to the

institution have deficiencies in some areas of preparation, the College

provides opportunity prograns to give such students a meaningful chance

succeed.

The student is at the cente- of all that is done at Illinois

Central College. Its efforts are directed toward the development of

his communicational skills and his understanding of the culture in which

he lives. For all students, the College st-ve- Pr ide body of

knowledge and information needed for intelligent participation in a

free, democaratic society, and the skills and knowledge required for a

successful and sati fying career. It is an objective of the College not

only to augment tho student's powers of understanding, original thought,

226
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and independent judgment, but also to help him develop a higher sense

of values and make him desirous of continuing to educate himself

throughout li

Since Illinois Central College exists to serve the community,

its resources and services are available to tle community at large as

a contribution to its welfare and bettermen

Reprinted from 1974-75 975-76 College



APPENDIX B

_gIoaitionStestiorEhlishConmaire

THIS COURSE NUMBER IS ENG

1. This course was ben ficial.

(1) Very strongly agree
(2) Strongly agree
(3) Agree
(4) Somewhat disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

2. Do you feel that you received adequate individual help from your
instructor?

(1) Always
(2) Usually
(3) Sometimes
(4) Seldom
(5) Never

Were you able to see your instructor either during his office
hours or by special arrangement when you needed help?

(1) Always
(2) Usually
(3) Sometimes
(4) Seldom
(5) Never

4. Did you have ample time to discuss your writing during conferences
without feeling pressured by the instructor to conclude the meet-
ing?

(1) Always
(2) Usually
(3) Sometimes
(4) Seldom
(5) Never

28
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5. Do you feel that the course was well organ d?

1) Very well organized
2) Well organized
3) Adequately organized
4) Not well organized
5) No organization
6) Ov-rly organized

Do you feel that you were adequately informed concerning the
course requirements?

(1) Very well informed

(2) Well informed
_ (3) Adequately informed

(4) Somewhat inadequately informed
(5) Inadequately informed

7 Did you find dierepaneies loetween the instruction and the gradin

(1) Quite often
(2) Usually
(3) Sometimes
(4) Seldom
(5) Never

8. Were the classroom present n

(1) Very
(2) Mostly
(3) Partly

(4) Seldom
(5) Never

Did they prove prac .cal?

(1) Very practical
(2) Mostly practical
(3) Somewhat practical
(4) Not very practical
(5) Never practical

est-

10. How often did you use the Learning Lab?

(1) Very frequently
(2) Frequently
(3) Sometimes

(4) Seldom
(5) Never



11. Did the help you received in the Learning Lab pr ve to be bene-
fic al?

(I ) Not applicable
(2) Always
(3) Usually
(4) Sometimes
(5) Seldom
(6) Never

12. Did you experience difficulty in getting to see the in- ructor in
the Learning Lab?

(1) Not applicable
(2) Never
(3) Seldom
(4) Sometimes
(5) Often
(6) Always

13. How many themes did you wrLte in this el s?

(1 ) Six themes
(2) Seven themes
(3) Eight themes
(4) Nine themes
(5) More than nine themes

14. Were you required to rewrite or revise your themes?

_ (1 ) Very often
(2 ) Often

_ (3 ) Sometimes
(4) Seldom
(5) Never

15. How many of your themes were you required to revise or rewri e?

(1) None
(2) 1-2

_ (3) 3-4

(4) 5-6

(5) 7 or more

16. Do you believe that students should be required to rewrite un
isfaetory papers?

(1) Very strongly agr e
(2) Strongly agree
(3) Agree
(4) Disagr e
(5) Strongly disagree

at-
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17. Were you referred to specific options for special lelp
Learning Lab, audio-visual materials, etc.)?

(1) Quite frequently
(2) Frequently
(3) Sometimes
(4) Seldom
(5) Never

219
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18. Was a sequence of writing skills evident in the organization of
the course?

(1) Very frequently ev lent
(2) Frequently evident
(3) Sometimes evident
(4) Sometimes absent
(5) Absent

19. Were your papers graded promptly?

(1) Always very promptly
(2) Usually promptly
(3) Sufficiently prcmptly
(4) Sometimes late
(5) Frequently late

20. Did your instructor provide you with suggest ons for improv
your themes?

(1) Always
(2) Usually
(3) Sometimes

(4) Seldom
(5) Never

21. How were these suggestions sented to you?

(1) In writing
(2) Verbally in conference
(3) Both

22. Were the instructions and requirements for each paper clear?

(1) Always clear
(2) Usually clear
(3) Sometimes clear
(4) Seldom clear
(5) Never clear
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23. Did the instructor explain the instructions and requirements when
questioned about them?

(1) Always
(2) Usually
(3) Sometim
(4) Seldom
(5) Never

24. Did you find that your grade was based upon stated instructions and
requirements?

(1) Always
(2) Usually
(3) Sometimes
(4) Seldom
(5) Never

2 . How many times did the instructor schedule private conferences for
the entire class either in his(her) office or in the classroom?

(1) 0

(2) 1

(3) 2

(4) 3

(5) 4 or more

26. ow many'additio: 1 times did you confer with the instructor out-
side the formal ss period?

(1) 0

(2) 1

(3) 2

(4) 3

(5) 4 or more

27. Do you feel that your writing skills have improved during the
course?

(1 ) Very much imp ved
(2) Much improved
(3) Improved
(4) Somewhat deter ated
(5) Considerably deteriorated

28. To what extent have yOu been able to use the communication skills
learned in this course in ocher courses in which you are enrolled?

(1) Quite frequently
(2) Frequently

(3) Sometimes

(4) Seldom
(5) Never

r--



APPENDIX C

TABLE 4

% of Positive Responses to Attitudina1 Questions

on English Composition Student Questionnaire

December, 1974

Question

Number

1.

2.

(84.4)

(95.4)

(98.5)3,

(94.6)4.

5. (93.9)

(94.0)6,

7. (90.0)

8. (78.7)

9. (87.7)

16, (82.8)

17.
(45,7)

18.
(94.0)

19. 93.2)

20, (96.6)

22. (97.5)

23. (98.9)

24. (96.1)

27. (95,0)

28. (75.6)

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Percentages



APPENDIX 0

Composit on Instruc or Attitude Survey

Would you please fill out the following survey as conscientiously as
,

you can. We have in a number of situations evaluated the students'
perceptions and attitudes, but this is the first time that a system-
atic evaluation of your feelings have been requested.. They have often
been requested and often freely given without request, thankfully
but those experiences have never been formalized enough to develop a
Divisional profile which could be periodically reviewed to ascertain
ouy stability and growth.

I prefer that you do not sign your name or identify yourself in any way
on the form. If you would like to make personal remarks or discuss any
of the items later, I would be most happy to spend time with you.

Thank you.

Are you conv need of the adequacy of the present six-hour English
requirement for graduation with an associate degree?

A. Very firmly convinced
B. Firmly convinced
C. Convinced- D. Somewhat question
E. Strongly question

Are you satisfied with the sequence of the overall compos
courses from Engl 100 to Engl 112 (realizing that nothing
feet)?

A. Very well satisfied
B. Well satisfied
C. Satisfied
D. Somewhat dissatisfied
E. Very dissatisfied

-n

per-

D_ you feel that enough flexibility exists in grading compos ions?

A. Very firmly agree
B. Firmly agree
C. Agree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly disagree

2
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10. Do you feel that the composition courses are adequately organized?

A. Very strongly agree
B. Strongly agree
C. Agree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly disagree

Do you feel that constructing the two student models books has
proved to be a good investment in time and energy?

A.

B.

Very strongly agree
Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat disagree

E. Strongly disagree

Do you feel that you have rapport with most composition students?

A. Very pronounced rapport
B. Pronounced rapport
C. Satisfactory rapport
D. Somewhat less than satisfying rapport
E. Unhappy rapport

1

13. Do you feel that the concept of objectives as e emp
composition courses is advantageous?

A. Very strongly agree
B. Strongly agree
C. Agree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly disagree

ified in our

14. Do you feel that you have ample opportunity for c eative activity
within the Communications Division?

A.

B.

C.

Very strongly agree
Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat. disagree

Strongly disagree

15. Do you feel that the composit on courses are over organized?

A. Very strongly agree
B. Strongly agree

Agree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly disagree

236
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4 Do you feel that the general reputation of the composition program
and staff is a positive one among students, faculty, administra-
tors, and community?

A. Very strongly agree
B. Strongly agree
C. Agree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly disagree

Do you feel that the composi ion sequence Is orientated toward
practicality?

Very strongly agree
Strongly agree

C. Agree

Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly disagree

6., 7., and 8. Are you satisfied with the objectives for the following
courses?

6. Engl 105?

Very strongly satisfied
Strongly satisfied
Satisfied

D. Somewhat dissatisfied
E. Very dissatisfied

7. Erigl 11

A. Very strongly satisf ed
B. Strongly satisfied
C. Satisfied
D. Somewhat dissatisfied
E. Very dissatisfied

Engi 111?

A. Very strongly satisfied
B. Strongly satisfied
C. Satisfied
D. Somewhat dissatisfied
E. Very dissatisfied

9. Do you _feel that you are a strong composition teacher?

A. Very strongly agree
B. Strongly agree
C. Agree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly disagree
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16. Do you feel that the instructional load in composition (# °- st
dents, # of sections, and # of papers per course) is realistic?

A. Very strongly agree
B. Strongly agree
C. Agree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly disagree

17. Are you convinced that enough opportunities exist in the composi-
tion sequence for a student to learn how to write competently if
he desires to learn? (This does not assume to negate necessarily
any additional future learning options.)

A. Very strongly agree
B. Strongly agree
C. Agree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly disagree

18. Do you feel that the concept of the Learning Laboratory attempted
here_ is a viable force in a composition program?

A. Very strongly agree
B. Strongly agree
C. Agree
D. Somewhat disag
E. Strongly disagree

19. Are you satisfied with the present placement procedures In compo-
sitlon classes?

A. Very strongly agree
B. Strongly agree
C. Agree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly disagree

20. Are you satisfied that such courses as Business ComMunications
should be taught within the Communications Division?

A. -Very strongly agree
B. Strongly agree
C. Agree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly.disagree

21. Do you feel that teaching composition in the Communications El_v
slon at ICC 13 self-fulfilling?

A. Very strongly agree
B. Strongly agree
C. Agree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly disagree

238
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22. Do you feel that the interactions of all the members of the
Division provide a constructive force in which to work?

A. Very strongly ag
B. Strongly agree
C. Agree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Strongly disagree

23. Would you briefly state which, in your opinion, is the greatest
weakness of the composition sequence. (Don't just name a course,
please.)

24. Brieflystate which, in your opinion, is the greatest asset of the
composition sequence. (Again, please don't just cite a course.)

25. Briefly mention suggestions and recommendations which you would
like to see considered for improving the composition program.

A.

C.

D.

etc.
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August 1972
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Over the past three years since I have been Division Cha

several recurring statements have been directed toward me concerning

the quality of instruction of composition at Illinois Cent al College--

statements such as: "Are you sure you're teaching something to the

students in composition?" "Are you sure you're teaching anything to

them?" Those are rather barbed questions to which I think there are

obvious answers. But a more important question which seems to underlie

these questions and which has been stet d several times by people in

Administration is, "How much have you taught students in composit

If you have taught them something how much have you taught them?"

That problem is much more important as far as I am concerned. The kind

f research required to give adequate evidence to it is rather diffi-

cult to accomplish for a number of reasons. The first and most obvio

is that very few people have ever really tried to guage the amount of

improvement in composition. I think that the National Council of

Teachers of English, the Association of Departments of English and the

National Council of English Educators have all been remiss in not

empting to answer this kind of question. However, there is a good

deal of sophistry in the English departments which states that English

composition is an art, is too subjective, and cannot he measured by

arithmetic techniques. This attitude has been evident at the National

Council of Teachers of English in the resolutions adopted by that body

which say that formal testing procedures are -bsolutely invalid and

behavioral objectives should be at best weighed very conscientiously

before being adopted and that teachers should reject all attempts to

objectify the dLLaLiInIerltH ia English, both ia literature and composi-

tion. Consequently, we deserve some of the criticism which has been
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geared in our direction. Also, it is understood wh- some English de-

partments would drop compositional programs, since they were unable to

prove the actual improvement in writing ability by students. However,

feel that much of this attitude is a cop-out and that we have not

done nearly as much as we could to substantiate the amount of good in-

struction which goes on in composition classes.

Consequently, the I.C.C. Communications Division is attempting

to put together information which will p ovide substantial evidence to

the fact that we are teaching students something, and not only that:

we're going to try to establish how much we have taught. This portion

of the report will center its attention primarily upon the stude

questionnaire which has been administered twic6 now to compositional

classes, once to students in the composition Engl 111 course in Febru-

ary to students who had been in Engl 110 during the first semester.

The second administering of the questionnaire was at the end of second

semcstCr for students who were then in Engl 105, 110, and 111. The

reason for includi g all composition courses is that we were interested

in finding a cross-sect on of all composition student responses to

their compositional instruction rather than aiming our efforts at only

Lngl 110.

The questionnaire administered during February has a dr -back

which could be interpreted as an attempt to control results, that the

questionnaire was administered only to those people who had gone from

Engl 110 to Engl 111. The fact that we were administering the ques-

tionnaire to that body was not at all that we wanted to control results

but that we were being required to attempt to justify that composition

course and instructional loads after the seme ter was already at

end. The most advantageous way, therefore t question those students
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who had been in Engl 110 was to locate a group in one spot, and that

group was located in the Engi 111 class. The questionnaire which was

delivered in May, 1 feel, is a much more honest questionnaire in that

it was administered in all three of our bread-and-butter compositional

courses--to students who were just finishing the course and to many

students who were not planning obviously to continue in sequential

composition courses We felt therefo e, that we were getting a better

cross-section of those who might have been unhappy with the course

than we got during the first questionnaire administration. The per-

centages specified in this report are taken from the questionnaire

administered in May, 1972.

The one criticism of the May questionnaire is that it was

given at the option of the inst uctor. Therefore, certain instructors

who may have chosen for one reason or another not to administer the

quustionnalre did not do so. However, I really feel chat there is

enoug h ef a cross-section of the population in student composition

enrollment to overcome those kinds of objections. The total number

of students who took the questionnaire in February was about 520. The

total number of students who took the second questionnaire, the one

offered in the spring - approximately 285. Of those taking the

questionnaire in the sPring, approxinately 70 were in Engl 105;

app oximately 60 were in Engl 110, and 163 were in Engl 111. I feel

that this is a pretty good cro -section of our second semester com-

po.ition makeup.

What this questionnaire shows is that the composition program

at J.C.C. is a good sequence, well received. The students who con-

tracted with us to purchase one of our services were not only satis ed
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with our product; they were pleased with it. I think that is sign

cant. Many of our students were weak high-school English students.

They were forced to take it, and they resented it. Considerable bad

instruction which occurs fr_quently in the high schools helps to

solidi y the students' resent ents and their lack of success. We have

been able to overcome many of those negative attitudes which students

often exhibit coiard English in the high schools. When 88.8% of our

de ts state on the questionnaire that they have henefitted from our

courses, we know that we have more than earned our keep. That figure

does not tell us how much they actually learned, but it does tell us

the degree of satisfa tion which they have derived from their courses

and that is one important ingredient, I feel, in justifying the course

and the amount of good, quality instr ction which has gon

An even greater percentage, 98.5%, felt that the course was

well ganiz d; whereas only 9 8% felt that the course was not practi-

cal. The questionnaire indicated 73.6% said that they felt that "fre-

quently" to "very frequently" they could see a sequential arrangement

of writing skills being taught, while 70.1% felt that their skills had

"-een "considerably improved" in the course which they had just finish-

ed. In addition, 95.7% felt their skills had been "adequately im-

p (1." This overwhelming percentage is a signific nt number.

But in addition to such general commentS, we asked more partic-

ular evaluations by the students. Concerning the instruction, we found

that 55.7% of the students had had two or more fo mal private confer-

ences with their i structor whereas 33.5% had had four or more total

opportunities to discuss compositions in c nferences out of the class-

m. They surely have received ample private criticism both positive

and negative from their instructors, who have in turn demonstrated
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interest in their students' progress. eresting classroom pre en-
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tations were indicated by 85.8%. That is, I thinlc, a very excep ional

per entage because English compo ition is very diff cult to make in-

teresting -i_hout lowering it to the point of empty faddism.

Eighty-two and nine-tenths per cent felt that their gradlag had

been adequately performed, that it was based upon the objectives, that

students had been told what they were expected to do in their composi-

-ions, and that the grading was actually based upon what they were told

they were supposed to do. Ninety-three and one-tenth per cent said

that objectives were clear and precise, and 92.5% said that their grad-

ing was actually based on those specified objectives. Continuing,

89.9% said that they had received positive comments about how their

papers could be improved, and 95.5% said tha. their papers had been

graded promptly. In spite of the fact that the teacher might have been

a hard,grader, at least the students knew -what the teacher was demanding

of them. They were satisfied wi h that.

Another aspect of the composition program which we were attempt-

ing to clarify in this questionnaire was the amount of writing which

actually goes on in the cOurse. It is an adequately known fact that in
.

many institutions students are not required to write very many themes

(sometimes none); and both the assignments and the grades are deter-

mined by the student himself. Since we here openly declare that we

really do teach composition rather than give lip service to it, we

were interested in establishing the amount of writing that goes on.

Engl 105, only 7.9% said that they wrote fewer than 9 themes; 81%

said they wrote 9 themes; and 11.1% said they wrote more than 9 themes.

Consequently,'92.1% said that they wrote 9 or more themes in Engi 105.
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That is an average of more than 1 theme every 2 weeks, and it becomes

obvious that those students write a good deal in Engl 105. The sylla-

bus in Engl 110 says that studentB will write 9 themes. However, 5.2%

said they wrote fe er than 8 while 6.9% said they wrote 8. That is

12.1% who said they wrote fewer themes than the syllabus has actually

stated. That number is small enough, however, to assume that the same

thing happened on the spring questionnaire as occurred on the February

questionnaire--the student probably merely forgot in some cases how

many writings he had act ally performed. The actual number of students

reporting would indicate this percentage is really quite small. At

any rate, 82.8% said that they wrote the 9 themes required by the

syllabus and 5.2% said that they wrote more than 9 themes. The 5.2%

group probably were also in error. The over helning number who wrote

the 9 themes indicates that the teachers are performing the requirements

as stated in the syllabus. The Engl 111 students had greater variations

in their responses than either of the other two. For instance, 60.1%

said they wrote more than what the syllabus suggested. Nineteen per

cent said that they wrote 8 or more themes, indicating that some teach-

_

ers were requiring rather more writing in the Engl 111 coaese than was

specified in the syllabus.

In addition to these basic themes which were turned in, however,

a number of rewrites were demanded by instructors. Only 33% of the

students did not do any rewr cing in these cour es, and 12.2% said

:that they rewrote f o- 5 to 8 of those themes. 'Obviously, a good deal

of additional writing and grading had to be performed in the process

f rewriting of those thenes. And less: this be assumed to be a nega-

tive aspect of the compositional program, 87.9% of the students
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que "agreed" to st rongly ag ed` that unsatisfactory papers

should be rewrit ten by the students . Ccnequcnt1y, the teachers were

perforrilinf, in a nlapner that was not only aceptable to the students
but reeonitleraded by the

tiflot her a pect of cur ritiig p grol which we were concerned

about 1n he dasign of tile ques t1ont1air wa the Writing Clinic. The

Writ iris clinie 19 a supportive serv:ice t o the c mpositional progra

and the re ior e, 11 is constantly under su rvei llance because the program

reta ined actualJy as an expelme Item -without income, since there
are iio tudePt credit h u s accumulated through the Writing Clinic and

piTofes o -1 he,lp is used in the W-rititng Clinic, it is an expen

siVe Sel'vtce which we pe fonn. If it is not functioning adequately,

then it 1 not only within our prer gati-an tco close the Writing Clinic,

our duty to do

We knew that resyonse during the spring semester had been better

than in previous spring ee ters Ho we found that 80.6% of the

student Worn or never used it. We learned also that 65.5% of the

StiJdeflt said that they v./Jere never referr'ed eo it. However, 68.6%

found it; ueually or always telpfUl when they took advantage of it. The

obvious cooclusio is tha=t it is a valuahple ervice when the teachers

Tecluilu Or reci

110C ices abOut

it, aith Ough

the students to attend it - Although we have posted

Writ ing Clin , although we have placed posters about

have put notices in the hands of instru _ors which were

to be reAd in all conipistt1an classes, stidents still say that they

teaUy hAv been. iiiformed about the Wiltim Clinic. Neither were

they eqtired to go there nor were they xefezred to it. Obviously,

we inu9t trenthen this advertislng program iv order to achieve the
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best results from the Writing Clin _c. M BS Bertha Berman and Mrs.

nary Jordan, who together worked in the Writing Clinic as p t-time

help during the spring se ester, commented frequently that the number

of students attending the Writing Clinic was much greater during the

spring semester than h d been the case in previous semesters. The

full-time Instructors who were also working in the Writing Clinic at

the time discussed the fact that there was a much greater clientele

in the spring than in previous times. A full repOrt is still in the

offing from Mrs. Jordon and Miss Berman.

in conclusion, I would like to emphasize that the r spon es

which students made on the questionnaire exhibit a high degree o_ -a-

spect for the composition program at I.C.C. It also reflects the high

degree of competency and conscientiousness with which the instruc ional

staff has performed its professional obligations; they should be highly

commended for the quality of their w- k. I would hope that student

aluations could indicate the same, degree of co petency throughout

the campus.

'redibility of students' opinions, and the

student-ceriteredness of the College would suggest that we do believe

in it then we have to say that the student body which has enrolled in

the compositional program has been sufficiently satisfied, in fact,

very well pleased, with the kind of instruo ion which they have r -

ceived here. I feel that this is one significant measure of the worth

of our program, and I think it answers at least in one way that stu-

dents have learned so-, thing in our composlti.ou program. It is also

!-anne I rid hcit Ion of how di they have learned. The very extent of

their satisfaction as indicated by the questionnaire is an indicator

of the extent of their learning. But that will, hopefully, be
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reflected more adequate-ay in mathematical trrns ia a report which will

be dtie1oped in the fall sene ter of 1972-73. In the nieantlrne, the

Commnications Division cE Illinois Central College has given good

satisfaction te the students who lia-e cone to us for service and each

of those satisfied customers represents a vote i the future of Illi-

nois Ci:nt ral Colte-
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